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Kybernetika 
DUALITY THEORY IN MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
AND OPTIMAL CONTROL 
JIŘÍ V. OUTRATA, JIŘÍ JARUŠEK 
ACADEMIA 
PRAHA 
The supplement deals with the duality theory in extremal problems. It is divided into three 
parts according to the nature of the original problem (convex, smooth nonconvex and nonsmooth 
locally Lipschitz problems). From various aspects of the duality theory preferably the possibility 
of replacing the original (primal) problem by another easier (dual) problem is discussed. Of 
course, also other advantages of this theory like an easy deriving of optimality conditions or 
proving the existence of solutions are demonstrated. Most dual schemes are derived in a unified 
way using the perturbational theory of duality. Single dualisations are illustrated mostly on con-
strained optimal control problems. 
P A R T I: C O N V E X P R O B L E M S 
0. Introduction 
Various duality principles or dual relations can be disclosed in different branches 
of mathematics like in logic, geometry, algebraic topology etc. Generally, duality 
is a certain relation between two classes of objects of the appropriate theory. This 
relation provides us with a better insight into the nature of the objects in question 
which brings considerable advantages for both the theoretical investigations and 
numerical solution of concrete problems. 
The present paper deals with duality in extremal problems, where, generally, to 
some original minimization problem, a certain dual maximization problem is assigned, 
and their solutions and optimal cost values are related. The construction of a suitable 
dual problem (or a family of dual problems) may help us in 
(i) the proof of the existence of a solution of the original (primal) problem; 
(ii) the solution of the original problem by way of the dual provided the dual problem-
is easily solvable; 
(hi) providing us with various important characteristics like dual estimates of the 
cost, estimates of the sensitivity, necessary and sufficient optimality conditions 
etc. 
In the sequel preferably the item (ii) will be persuaded. As locally convex spaces are 
especially suitable for the formulation of most extremal problems, the duality theory 
of linear topological spaces (cf. e.g. [7]) gives us the necessary framework. 
The paper is divided into three parts, devoted to convex problems, smooth non-
convex problems and locally Lipschitz problems, respectively. In the convex case 
the duality theory is quite natural because closed convex sets as well as lower semi-
continuous functions possess dual representations in conjugate spaces. Indeed, 
closed convex sets in locally convex spaces are intersections of closed halfspaces 
containing them so that we may associate to each convex set A the dual object — 
its polar A0. Similarly, a lower semicontinuous proper convex function / on a locally 
convex space is the pointwise supremum of all affine functions not exceeding it. 
The corresponding dual object is the conjugate or polar function j * , cf. Sec. 1. Thus, 
the essence of the duality theory for convex extremal problems lies in the bipolar 
theorem and the Fenchel-Moreau theorem (Prop. 1.4) specifying the assumptions 
under which A00 = A and j** = / , respectively. Based on these general considera-
tions, the perturbational theory of duality has been developed and enables to 
assign to most convex extremal problems in a unified way their various dual problems 
and to examine the appropriate dual relations. For this versatile and extremely fruit-
ful theory we have to thank to W. Fenchel, J. J. Moreau and especially R. T. Rocka-
fellar. Most duality results which have been obtained previously can be derived 
within the framework of the perturbational theory in an easy and elegant way. 
In the first part of this paper we collect at the beginning those basic results of con-
vex analysis which are needed for all further considerations (Sec. l). The fundamentals 
of the perturbational theory of duality can be found in Sec. 2. Further sections 
contain then the descriptions of most important duality schemes accompanied 
with illustrative examples from mathematical programming and optimal control. 
The excellent success of the convex perturbational theory has forced the mathe-
maticians to investigate similar approaches even in the nonconvex case. Several 
such theories have been developed and we shall describe them briefly in the intro-
ductory section of the second part of the sequel. However, one of them we have 
chosen as a general pattern for an easy and elegant construction of dual problems 
to a nonconvex original problem. It is the perturbational theory of Lindberg [14], [15], 
and it will be explained in Sec. 8. Besides various dual schemes derived with the help 
of this nonconvex perturbational theory for smooth extremal problems, we include 
to the second part of the sequel also some special duality results, exploiting the speci-
fic nature of the problem. Herewith we mean e.g. the duality theory of Toland ([36], 
[37])-
Of course, the Gateaux and Frechet derivatives in smooth problems and sub-
differentials in convex problems are very important for the construction of dual 
problems and their subsequent solution. Fortunately, we have now at our disposal 
convex local approximation sets substituting the gradients or the subdifferentials 
in the case of nonsmooth or even noncontinuous functions without the convexity 
requirement. In the third part of the sequel we shall deal with the locally Lipschitz 
case where the local approximation set — the generalized gradient of Clarke — has 
been advantageously exploited already in the computational praxis. We exploit again 
the perturbation theory of Lindberg to get an important class of nonsmooth dual 
problems, the properties of which will be examined in detail. 
Throughout the whole sequel the single duality schemes (dualisations) are applied 
to one of the following three extremal problems: 
(i) general minimization problem (0> l): 
f(x) ~* inf 
subj. to 
x e A cX, 
where f[X -» WCJ; 
(ii) mathematical programming problem (3P 2): 
f(x) - inf 
subj. to 
xeA <= X, 
- q(x) e D c Z , 
where f[X -* Rcl], q[X -> Z ] ; 
(iii) abstract optimal control problem (0> 3): 
J(u, y) -*• inf 
subj. to 
y = Au , 
ueM c U, 
ye /V c Y, 
where J [ 17 x F - * ffcI], A[U-> F ] . 
In the above problem formulations AT, Z, U, Fare linear topological spaces. In the 
whole first part of the paper besides Sec. 6 it is assumed that A is an affine operator, 
i.e. 
Aw = 77w + y0 , 
where 77e i f [U , F ] , the space of linear continuous operators mapping U into F 
We shall employ the following notation: N is the set of natural numbers, Z is the 
set of integers, Q is the set of rationals, R is the real line, Rcl is the extended real line, 
3 is the zero vector, A* is the conjugate of a linear operator A, x' is the y'-th coordinate 
of a vector x, j • |„ is a norm in R" (the Euclidean n-dimensional space), || -1[ is a norm in 
an infinite-dimensional normed space, V/(x) and VG/(x) are the Frechet and Gateaux 
derivative of a functional (operator) / at x, respectively. The sign ^ in R" means 
that the inequality is valid for all coordinates, cl A denotes the closure of a set A 
and <•, •> is a bilinear form (pairing). If more different pairings appear in one 
expression, we add the notation of one appropriate space as a subscript. <•, •>„ is 
the inner product in R". Ur t(x) denotes the filter of all neighbourhoods of x in a linear 
topological space (Y, T). The index corresponding to the topology will be omitted if 
there is not any possibility of confusion. BEY(a) = {>'eY | j|v - a\\ ^ e} for F 
being a normed linear space, in R" we write simply Bn(a). Finally, the directional 
derivative of a functional f[X -» Rcl~\ at x0 E AT in the direction h e A" will be denoted 
as follows 
Df(x0;h) = Um
f^ + ^ - f ^ \ 
x^o+ k 
We say that / is directionally differentiable at x0 if for all h Df(x0; h) e Rcl. For 
the purpose of its computation we consider oo - co = 0, (— oo) — ( - oo) = 0 . e p i / 
denotes the epigraph of a functional/. 
1. Convex analysis 
The aim of this preparatory section is to provide a reader with a brief review 
of the main definitions and assertions of convex analysis which will be extensively 
used throughout the whole sequel. The proofs cannot be presented but the corres-
ponding references will be given. We suppose the knowledge of elementary concepts 
like convexity of functions and sets, lower semicontinuity of functions, indicatory 
function of a set A which will be denoted by 5A, support function of a set A which 
will be denoted by <5*, interior of a set A denoted int A, projection of a vector x on 
a set A denoted xA as well as a basic knowledge of functional analysis. 
Let V and V* be two linear topological spaces and < •, • > be a bilinear form defined 
on V x V*. We shall require that this bilinear form is a pairing, i.e. it has the separa-
tion property: if <«*, w> = 0 Vw* e V* then u = 3; if <w*, w> = 0 Vu e V, then 
u* = 3. Topologies on V, V* are compatible with the pairing (duality) if the linear 
functions <*,«>, <«*, •> are all continuous and every continuous linear function 
on V, V* can be represented in this form for some v* e V*, v e V respectively. When 
we say that V is placed in duality or paired with V* by a pairing <•, •>, we mean 
that Fand V* have been equipped with compatible topologies. Compatible topologies 
render the spaces V, V* locally convex and Hausdorff. Among them we may distin-
guish the weak topologies denoted w(V, V*), w(V*, V) generated by the families 
of seminorms \(v*, ->|, |<-, v)\ respectively; they are the coarsest topologies com-
patible with the pairing. The most important example of a pairing is the canonical 
pairing: V is a Hausdorff locally convex linear topological space endowed with a 
topology T, V* is its topological dual and (v*, f> = v*(v); the separation property is 
now a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Let us still remark that for V, V* being paired by a pairing < •, • > and for convex 
sets of V (V*) the property to be closed is independent of the choice of the compa-
tible topology. 
Throughout the first part of the paper the most general structure which will be 
used is the Hausdorff locally convex linear topological space denoted consistently 
l.c.s. We start now with the continuity properties of convex functions. 
Proposition 1.1. Every lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) convex function f[V -» WcJ] 
remains l.s.c. when Fis endowed by w(V, V*) topology. 
Definition 1.1. A function f[V -> Wc/] will be termed proper convex if 
(i) / is convex; 
(ii) f(u) > - co for all u e V; 
(iii) the effective domain off denoted domf := [u e V | f(u) < + co} is nonempty. 
A function g\V -> Wc,] will be termed proper concave if — g is proper convex. 
Proposition 1.2. L e t j [ F - > WcI] be a convex function. The following statements 
are equivalent to each other: 
(i) there exists a nonempty open set 0 on which / is not everywhere equal to — co 
and is bounded above by a constant a < +co; 
(ii) / i s proper convex and continuous over int (dom/) which is nonempty. 
Corollary 1.2.1. L e t / be a proper convex function on a normed space. The follow-
ing properties are equivalent to each other: 
(i) there exists a nonempty open set on which/ is bounded above; 
(ii) int (dom/) + 0 a n d / i s locally Lipschitz there. 
Corollary 1.2.2. Every convex l.s.c. function over a barrelled space (in particular 
a Banach space) is continuous over the interior of its effective domain. 
Remark. A barrel in V is a closed convex balanced absorbing subset of V. Vis 
barrelled if every barrel is a neighborhood of 3. 
It is an easy consequence of the convexity that every convex function is direction-
ally differentiable everywhere on V. 
We turn now our attention to the important notion of conjugate or polar functions. 
Definition 1.2. The set of functions f\V~* Rcl\ which are pointwise supremum 
of a family of continuous affine functions is denoted by T(V) • ro(Y) 1S t n e subset 
of fe r(V) other than the constants +oo and — co. 
Proposition 1.3. The following properties are equivalent to each other: 
0) fer(V); 
(ii) / i s a convex l.s.c. function from Finto Rcl, and i f / t akes the value - c o , then 
/ = - c o . 
For a function f[V-* Rc[\ its largest minorant in T(V)is termed the F-regulariza-
tion of/ 
Definition 1.3. L e t / | > - > Rcl\ a n d / * [ F * -> IRcl\ be given by 
(1.1) /*(«*) = Sup [<«*, M> - /(t t)] . 
ueV 
Then /* is called the conjugate (or polar) function o f / i n the convex sense and the 
function *f[V* -» Rcl\ given by 
(1.2) */(«*) = inf[<a*, « > - / ( « ) ] 
ueV 
is called the conjugate (or polar) o f / i n the concave sense. 
One can easily see that the support function of a set A is conjugate in convex 
sense to the indicatory function of A. This justifies our notation. 
We can repeat the process which leads to the biconjugate f**\V -> Rcl\ given by 
(1.3) /**(«) = SUP [<"*> "> ~ /*("*)] • 
Proposition 1.4. Let f[V-> Rel"j. Then its biconjugate/** is actually its E-regulari-
zation. Hence, i f / e r(V),f** = f. 
Generally, of course,/** <,f. 
One often needs to compute the conjugate of a sum or of an integral functional. 
For this purpose we recall here the notion of infimal convolution. For n proper 
convex functions/[V -> fircJ], ( = 1,2,..., n, it is the convex function 
(1.4) ( D / . ) ( " ) = (A D / 2 D ... D /„ ) (« ) = mf { £/•(«,•) | Z «, = u} . 
; = i ; = i ; = i 
Proposition 1.5. Let fu ...,f„\V-* Wc/] be proper convex functions and there 
exists a point u0 e f) dom/ ; , where all /- with the exception of, may be, one of them 
; = i 
are continuous. Then, 
(/i + / 2 + ••• +/„)* =A* D/2* D ••• D/„*-
Proposition 1.6. L e t / be a function from [0, 1] x W to (— oo, + oo], 
lr(u)=[f(t,u(t))dt 'f 
be an integral functional defined on the space V, and 
If>(u*) = ^f*(t,u*(t))dt 
be an integral functional defined on the space V* (the conjugation of / i s taken only 
with respect to the second variable). Let the space V, V* be decomposable, / be 
a normal convex integrand such that f(t, u(t)) is summable in t for at least one 
ueV and/*(r, u(t)) be summable in t for at least one w* e V*. Then If on V and If. of 
V* are proper convex functions conjugate to each other. 
Remark. For the proof of the preceding assertion as well as definitions of "decom-
posable spaces" and "normal convex integrand" see [28]. We remark here only 
that Lp spaces (l S p < oo) are decomposable, and if 
(i) f(t, x) is a convex function of x e B" for each t e [0, 1]; 
(ii) f(t, x) is measurable in t for each fixed x; 
(iii) for each t,f(t, x) is l.s.c. in x and int [x \f(t, x) < +00} + 0 , 
then/ is a normal convex integrand. 
In [28] the strong properties of so called proximal mapping are used in the proof 
of Prop. 1.6. 
Definition 1.4. Let H be a Hilbert space and feT0(H). The mapping which 
assigns to each x e H the unique minimum u of the function f(u) + | | |u - x\\g is 
termed the proximal mapping (with respect t o j ) and we write 
u = proxy x . 
Some of many useful properties of this mapping are collected in two following 
assertions: 
Proposition 1.7. Let x, y, z be three arbitrary elements of H a n d j e r0(H). The 
following statements are equivalent to each other: 
(i) z = x + y f(x)+f*(y) = ix,y); 
(ii) x = proxy z y = proxx, z . 
Proposition 1.8. At every point z e H the function 
cp(z) = inf[ j(u) + i||« - z\\2] = ( j m | - | | 2 ) ( z ) 
t i t / / 
is Frechet differentiable, and 
Vcp(z) = proxy, z . 
The introduction of conjugate functions enables us to find very fruitful relations 
between various important properties like "continuity" and "boundedness", or 
"differentiability" and "rotundity". 
Definition 1.5. A set A in Vis bounded if <5*(w*) < + oo for all u* e V*. A is equi-
continuous if 3* is continuous on V* in w(V*, V). 
An important theorem of functional analysis asserts that if A is closed, convex 
and equicontinuous, then it is in fact w(V, V*) compact. This is used in the assertion 
below. 
Proposition 1.9. Let j[V -» # c , ] be finitely bounded above on a neighbourhood 
of 9. Then the level sets 
hv0f*:={u*eV*\f*(u)* ^ p} , p e R 
are all equicontinuous (also closed, convex and hence w(V*, V) compact). Conversely, 
if one of these level sets for ft > infj* is equicontinuous, thenj** is continuous at 9. 
Definition 1.6. Let j[V -* Mc[\ and V be endowed with a Hausdorff topology T. 
We shall say that j is x-rotund at a given u e V relative to a given u* e V* if f(u) 
is finite and for every <S e UVx(9) there exists a <5 > 0 such that 
{v\f(u + v)-f(u) - <«*,t>> = 8} czO. 
It can be seen that j is T-rotund at v relative to v* iff the infimum of the functional 
j — <y*, •> over V is attained at v strongly with respect to T, i.e. every sequence 
{>>;} c F with 
lira [/(>.) - <»*, >>;>] = inf [/(y) - <t>*, y>] 
i->oo yeV 
is T-convergent to r. 
Proposition 1.10. Let f[V -> Rcl~] be w(V, V*) l.s.c. at u and have the value + oo 
everywhere outside of a certain bounded subset of F. Then/* is Gateaux-differentiable 
at u* with V G / * ( M * ) = u iff/ is w(F, F*)-rotund at u relative to u*. If Fis a normed 
space and F* its normed dual and the norm topologies are compatible with the duality, 
then / * is Frechet-differentiable at u* with V/*(M*) = u iff/ is norm-rotund at u 
relative to u*. 
Proposition 1.11. Let / and / * be proper convex functions conjugate to each 
other on F F*, respectively. Then / * is Gateaux-differentiable at u* with 
V G /* (M*) = M iff/is w(V, F*)-rotund at u relative to M*. If V is a normed space and 
F* its normed dual, then / * is Frechet-differentiable at u* with V/*(M*) = u iff / is 
norm-rotund at u relative to u*. 
To investigate local properties of convex functions, the concept of subgradient 
(subdifferential) seems to be quite natural and extremely useful. 
Definition 1.7. A function f[V-> HC:J is said to be sub differentiate at a point 
u e V if it has a continuous affine minorant which is exact at u. The slope M* e F* 
of such a minorant is called a subgradient of/ at u, and the set of all subgradients 
at M is called the subdifferential at u and is denoted by 8f(u). 
Proposition 1.12. Le t / [F -> ffc:J. Then M* e df(u) iff 
(1.4) / («) + /*(«*) = <M*, M> . 
The above equation implies in particular that the set df(u) (possibly empty) is 
convex and w(V*, F)-closed in F*. Furthermore, 
(1.5) u* e df(u) => u e 8f*(u*), 
and f o r / e E(F) the converse of (1.5) is also true. 
Proposition 1.13. Let f[V -> WC:J be a convex function, finite and continuous 
at a point ueV. Then df(v) =j= 0 for all u e int (dom/) , and in particular df(u) +- 0. 
If / [ F - > R] is convex, finite and continuous at u e F, then d/(w) = {M* e F* | 
<M*, h> g Df(u;h)VheV}. 
Subdifferentials of significant functions play mostly also an important role in 
convex analysis. E.g. in the case of the indicatory function of a convex set A c V 
we obtain for 
ddA(u) = {M* e F* | <M*, z - M> S 0 Vz e A} 
which is the normal cone of A at u. This cone will be denoted NA(u). 
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The relation between subdifferentiability and Gateaux-differentiability is expressed 
in the following assertion: 
Proposition 1.14. Let f\V -* Rcl~\ be convex. If / is Gateaux-differentiable at 
u 6 V, it is subdifferentiable at u and df(u) = W°f(u). Conversely, if at a point 
M e V, f is continuous and finite and has only one subgradient, then / is Gateaux-
differentiable at u and 8f(u) = VG/(w). 
One often needs to compute subgradients of sums or composite functions. The 
appropriate rules belong to so called subdifferential calculus. 
Proposition 1.15. L e t / i , / 2 [ V -» Rcl~\. At every point u e V, we have 
Kfx +f2)(u)^dfi(u) + df2(u). 
If /1 . /2 e r(V) and if there is a point u e dom jx n dom j2 where fl is continuous, 
we have for all u eV 
d(fx +f2)(u) = dfl(u) + df2(u). 
Proposition 1.16. Let V, V* and Y, Y* be two pairs of l.c.s. placed in duality 
by pairings <•, ->K, <•, •>,, respectively. Let Ae&\V,Y~\ and f e T(Y). Then, 
clearly, f ° Ae F(V). If, moreover, there exists a point Aii where / is continuous and 
finite, then for all u e V 
d(foA)(u) = A* df(Au). 
Let now f\Vx x V2 -* Rcl~\ be convex on the cartesian product of l.c.s. Vu V2. 
It is natural to denote, for each u e Vu the subdifferential of the function v \-^f(u, v) 
by dvf(u, v); similarly we define duf(u, v). 
It can easily be seen that the rotundity of a functional f\V~* Mc,~\ at a point 
M0 e V may be examined merely with respect to functionals u* e df(u0). 
Lemma 1.1. Let V be normed,/[V -* Rcl~\ and u* e df(u). If there exists a function 
(pu\R+ -> » + ] such that inf cpu > 0 for all £ > 0, and 
f(v) ^f(u) + Df(u; v-u) + <pu(\\v - u\\), 
then / i s norm-rotund at u with respect to u*. 
Besides the subdifferential, another set with rather strong properties is frequently 
used in convex analysis, namely the e-subdifferential. 
Definition 1.8. Let f\V -» Mcl~\ and e > 0. The set 
{u* e V* | <M*, M> g f(u) + f*(u*) S <u*, M> + e} 
is called the E-subdifferential of jat u and denoted def(u). 
11 
F o r / G F0(V)
 w e obtain 
u* e dcf(u) o u e ds f*(u*). 
The sets def(u) decrease with e and their intersection for c > 0 is the subdifferential 
df(u). 
We close the first section with an important existence result concerning the general 
extremal problem (SP 1). Of course, it can easily be extended to other problems 
like (SP 2) or (SP 3) if necessary. 
Proposition 1.17. Let V be a reflexive Banach space, f\V-* Rcl~\ be proper convex 
and l.s.c, and A be a nonempty closed convex subset of V. Let, in addition, either 
the set A be founded, or the function/ be coercive on A, i.e. 
lim/(w) = +co for u e A , |[w|| -» cc . 
Then the problem (SP 1) has at least one solution. It has a unique solution if the 
function/is strictly convex over A. 
A few important definitions and assertions collected in this section by far do not 
exhaust the large number of useful results of convex analysis for the theory of extre-
mal problems in general and convex perturbation theory of duality in particular. 
It is merely an absolute minimum, necessary for a basic understanding of further 
sections. The proofs of Props. IT —1.5 and 1.13 — 1.17 can be found in [8], 1.6 in 
[28], 1.7, 1.8 in [19], 1.9 in [25] and 1.10, 1.11 in [ l ] . The proof of Lemma LA is 
evident. We refer the interested reader to these works containing many more im-
portant and convenient results. 
2. Perturbation theory of duality 
In this section we show an efficient and elegant way how to associate (under 
certain assumptions) to the general minimization problem (SP 1) a dual maximiza-
tion problem (S> 1) and we shall examine the relationship between these two problems. 
With respect to the limited extent of the sequel, we shall present only main ideas 
of the most proofs; however, exact references will be given. 
Let X be a l.c.s. placed in duality with X* by a pairing < •, • >x. Furthermore, let V, 
V* be two other l.c.s. placed in duality by a pairing < •, -)y. We will consider a suitable 
function 4>[X x V -* ft?c/] termed the perturbed essential objective such that 
(2.1) <P(x,9)=f(x) + dA(x), 
and for every p e V we will examine the extremal problem 
(0> lp) inf *(x, p) . 
xeX 
Clearly for p = 3 (0> lp) is the same as (SP 1). In what follows (SP lp) will be termed 
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the perturbed primal problem. The function h\V -* Wc/] defined by 
(2.2) h(p) = inf <P(x,p) 
xeX 
is called extremal-value function, and evidently infj(x) = h(9). Thus, 
xeA 
(2.3) a ~ h(9) £ h**($) = sup - h*(p*) = /?. 
p*eK* 
We might try to solve the maximization problem sup — h*(p*) instead of (SP 1) 
p*sV* 
provided a = P, but it would not be very realistic for nonconvex h. Therefore, 
throughout the whole first part of the paper we shall assume that h is a convex 
function. This is trivially fulfilled if 0 e r0(X x V) ([8], III. Prop. 1.1), hence for 
all reasonably defined convex programs. However, h may be convex even in some 
nonconvex problems provided a suitable perturbation is involved; this will be de-
monstrated in Sec. 6. By definition 
h*(p*) = sup [<p*. p)v - h(p)] - sup [<p*, p)v - mt<P(x, pj] = 
peV peV XEX 
= <P*(9,p*), 
and the maximization problem 
-$*(&, p*)^ sup 
(9 1) subj. to 
p* eV* 
will be termed dual of (9 l) with respect to <P (or with respect to the given perturba-
tions). 
The technique used to form the dual of (0° 1) can be easily applied also to (Qi 1): 
We introduce the perturbed dual problem 
-<P*(x*,p*) -» sup 
(@>lp) subj. to 
p* eV* , 
the dual extremal-value function g[X* -> » r J ] 
(2.4) g(x*)-inf<P*(x*, p*), 
P*eK* 
and note that /} = -g(9). (The sign was changed in (2.4) to keep g convex.) In such 
away 
P= -g(9)^ -g**(9)-mfg*(x) = 
xeX 
= inf sup [<x* x)x - inf <P*(x*, p*)_\ = inf <P**(x, 9). 
xeX x*eX* p*eK* XEX 
The minimization problem 




will be termed bidual of (0> 1) with respect to <P. If (3S 1) is identical to (2? 1), each 
of problems (0> 1) and (3 l) is found to be dual of the other and there is thus 
a complete symmetry between primal and dual problems. This will certainly be the 
case if $ e r0(X x V). 
Concerning (3) l) and its relation to (0> 1), we face three important problems, 
namely 
(i) under what conditions vanishes the duality gap a — /?; 
(ii) the existence of a vector p* solving (S> 1); 
(iii) how p* is related to a solution % of (2? l) (if it exists); 
Before we try to answer them, we introduce three important notions. 
Definition 2.1. 1) The problem (0> 1) is inf-stable (or normal) (with respect 
to <P) if h(&) is finite and h is l.s.c. at 9. 
2) The problem (0> 1) is inf-dif stable, if h(9) is finite and h is subdifferentiable at 3. 
3) The problem (SP l) is stable if h(Q) is finite and h is continuous at B. 
Proposition 2.1. The following two conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) (0> 1) is inf-stable; 
(ii) a = /? and this number is finite. 
If 4>er0(X x V), then the following condition is equivalent to the preceding two: 
(iii) (& 1) is inf-stable. 
Proposition 2.2. The following two conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) (0> 1) is inf-dif stable; 
(ii) (SP 1) is inf-stable and the set 3) of solutions of (3l 1) is nonempty. 
The proofs of the both assertions above follow from Prop. 1.12 and the fact 
that -h* is the dual objective, ® = dh(B) and P = h**(Q). For details see [2], 2, 
Thins 2.1, 2.1', 2.2. 
In the convex case Prop. 2.2 attains the following form: 
Proposition 2.3. If <P e r0(X x V), the three following conditions are equivalent 
to each other: 
(i) (0> 1) and (3> 1) are inf-stable and have some solutions; 
(ii) (0> 1) and (® 1) are inf-dif stable; 
(iii) (0> 1) is inf-dif stable and has some solutions. 
For the proof consider the complete symmetry of (3P 1) and (3> 1) in this case and 
the preceding assertions. Cf. [8], III, Cor. 2.1. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let x e X and p* e V* satisfy one of the following (equivalent) 
conditions: 
(i) 0**(x, 9) + $*(&, p*) = 0 ; 
(ii) (x, 9) e d<P*(9, p*) ; 
(iii) (S. p*) s d<?>**(*, 0 ) . 
Then x is a solution of (J17) and p* is a solution of (9 1)- If $ e r0(A" x V), then 
clearly <£**(x, 3) = <2>(x, 9) and x is a solution of ( ^ / ) . 
The proof exploits again the facts remarked to the proof of Props. 2.1, 2.2, cf. [2], 
2, Thms. 2.3, 2.3'. 
As we have seen, the inf-dif stability plays a crucial role in the above considerations. 
By Prop. 1.13 it is implied by the stability and hence 
(2.5) 9 e int dom h) i ,„„ ,.. . . . . . . 
, ^ / , , , > => (& 1) is inf-dif stable heT0(V) j
 v ' 
provided Vis a barrelled space (Cor. 1.2.2). 
The following three stability criteria are frequently used in applications: 
Proposition 2.5. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the convex 
function h to be continuous at 9 and hence for (0s 1) to be stable: 
(i) h(9) is finite and there exists x0e X such that p i-> <P(x0, p) is finite and conti-
nuous at 9(e V); 
(ii) V and V* are both Banach spaces (in the designated compatible topologies), 
h(9) is finite, <P e r0(X x V) and 9 e int dom h; 
(iii) h(9) is finite, <P e r0(X x V) and there exist a neighbourhood N e Ux.(9) and 
a number /? such that the set 
(2.6) {p* e V* | 3x* e N, 4>*(x*, p*) < /?} 
is nonempty and equicontinuous. 
Proof, (i) is a consequence of Prop. 1.2 and the boundedness of h from above 
on some <S e 2IX(9). 
(ii) We denote 
yp(x*) = inf [**(*•, p*) - <p*, p>.:J. q„(p*) = inf $*(x*, p*) 
PW x*eBx,(S) 
and observe that 
h(p) = inf sup [<x*, x>x + <p*, />>K - <P*(x*, p*)] = inf ?p*(x) = 
xeX x*eX* xeX 
p'eV 
= -y**(9) = inf sup [<p*, j*>K - **(x*, p*)] £ q*(p) g 
c > ° x * e B x , ( 9 ) 
p*eK* 
^ <p(x, p) + sup [ - <x*, x>x] = <P(x, p) + \\x\\x. 
x*eBx,(3) 
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Hence, h(p) ^ q*(p) ^ inf [<P(x, p) + |x | | ] for all p e V which yields int (dom h) — 
xeX 
int (dom q*). q* is continuous on int (dom of) (Cor. 1.2.2) and hence the assertion 
of Prop. 1.2 completes the proof, 
(iii) Clearly h**(9) < +co. Like in (ii) we prove for qN(p*) = inf <P*(x*, p*) 
X*EN 
that q* 2; h. Hence, q* is proper convex and cl epi qN = epi q**• Therefore, 
{p* 6 V* | q*N* S P} = Cl {p* 6 V* | qN <, 0} 
and these sets are equicontinuous due to (2.6). We may now apply Prop. 1.9 and 
conclude that q* is bounded above on some <S e 2IK.(#). As h < q*, the assertion 
has been proved. • 
In most cases it is not possible to evaluate <P*(9, p*) explicitly. It is the reason 
for introducing the Lagrangian function L(x, p*) defined on X x V* by 
(2.7) L(x, p*) = - sup [<p*, p>K - * (* . *)] 
peF 
so that (Qi 1) attains the form 
sup infL(x, p*) . 
p*eV* xeX 
If the function p i-> <P(x, p) denoted henceforth $x(p) belongs to F0(V) V x e l then 
<P**(p) = <P(x, p) = sup [<p*, p)v - <*>*(p*)] = sup [<p*, p>F + L(x, p*)] . 
p*sV* p*eV* 
Thus 
<£(x, 5) = sup L(x, p*), 
p*eV* 
and (3? 1) can alternatively be written in the form 
inf sup L(x, p*) . 
xeX p*eV* 
The properties of L are given by 
Lemma 2.1. For all x e .Ythe function 
Lx: p* }-> L(x, p*) 
is a concave u.s.c. function \V* -> ffc(]. If $ is convex, then for all p* e V* the 
function 
Lp. : x i-» L(x, p*) 
is a convex function [X -» ffc(]. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear. The second is a direct consequence of the 
definition of L, cf. [8], 3, Lemma 3.1. • 
Proposition 2.6. Let (x, p*) be a saddle point of L(x, p*). Then />* is a solution 
of (i? 7), x is a solution of ( ^ l ) and <2>**(x, S) = -<£*(S, p*). 
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In the convex case, the above assertion may be strengthened as follows: 
Proposition 2.7. Under the hypothesis that <P e r0(X x V), the following two 
conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) (x, p*) is a saddle point of L; 
(ii) x is a solution of (0 1), p* is a solution of (3) 1) and a. = f>. 
In the proof of Prop. 2.7 one utilizes the convex-concave structure of L,cf. [8], 3, 
Prop. 3.1. Prop. 2.6 is a consequence of Prop. 2.7 and the fact that (x, p*) is a saddle 
point of the Lagrangian corresponding to (01 1) as well (note that <£*** = cp*). 
When attacking (0 l) by way of (2 1), it is certainly of a great help if the dual 
objective G(p*) = — <P*($, p*) is differentiable in some sense possibly on the whole 
space V*. As G = —/;*, it suffices to investigate the rotundity of h according to 
Props. 1.10, 1.11 or Lemma l.l. Alternatively, Prop. 1.14 may also be applied. 
There is still one important problem concerning the case in which we solve nume-
rically (3 l) instead of (0 l) and find an approximate solution p* satisfying e.g. 
the inequality 
(2-8) G(p*a)=-^(B,p*a) = P-a 
for some e S O . 
Proposition 2.8. Let p* satisfy Jneq. (2.8) and X be a solution of problem (0 1) 
which is inf-stable. Then, 
(2.9) (x, 3) 6 0£<P*(&, p*). 
Proof. Evidently, Ineq. (2.8) implies that 
0 ^ $(x, 8) + <P*(S, p*) - <3. x)x - <p*, $)v £ E 
so that (9, p*) e d" *(.t,S)and of course also Incl. (2.9) holds because of Prop. 1.12. • 
Inch (2.9) enables us in concrete cases to estimate the quality of the approximate 
.solution xB e arg min L(x, p*). 
3. Fenchel dualisation 
Among many types of important perturbations the prominent place belongs to 
perturbations of "Fenchel" and "Lagrange type". This section is devoted to the 
former one. 
Let in (0 1) A = X and f = J1 - J2, where functions Ju -J2 [X -> Rcl] are 
convex. We set V = X and 
(3.1) <P(x, p) = Jx(x) - J2(x - p) . 
It is then a trivial exercise to show that (3> 1) attains the form 




Problem (3.2) is mostly referred as the Fenchel dual. Many works have been devoted 
to the perturbation (3.1) and various generalizations, let us mention at least [27], [32]. 
We take here as the primal problem rather the optimal control problem (8P 3) which 
seems to be very suitable to study various aspects of this dualisation. We can then 
also illustrate the theory on a simple example from constrained control problems 
with a parabolic system. 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that U is a reflexive Banach space, 
paired with its topological dual U* by the canonical pairing <•, •>£,, and Y, Y* 
axe, two paired l.c.s. with respect to some pairing <•, - > r Furthermore, we assume 
that 
(i) J e r0(U x Y) with M x N c dom J; 
(ii) M, N are closed convex subsets of U, Y respectively; 
(hi) y0 = 3; 
(iv) M n {u | Ilu e N} # 0; 
We apply now the "Fenchel type" perturbations, i.e. we set X = U, V = Y (cf. 
the notation of Sec. 2), and 
(3.3) <P(u, p) = J(u, nu-p) + Sju) + 3N(nu - p) . 
Furthermore, we add still one important assumption, namely 
(v) either M is bounded or the functional 
(3.4) fp(u) = J(u, nu-p) + 5N(lJu - p) 
is coercive on M uniformly on some & e 9ty(S), i.e. 
(3.5) lim fp(u) = + co uniformly for p e 0. 
Il«ll £/•* + » 
ueM 
Assumptions listed above ensure that the infimum of (SP 3) is finite and a solution 
u of (2? 3) exists (cf. Prop. 1.17). 
Proposition 3.1. (SP 3) is inf-stable. 
Proof. Merely the lower semicontinuity of the extremal-value function h at & 
remains to be shown. Let us assume, by contradiction, that there exists an £ > 0 
and a net {pv | v e s/} converging to 3 in Y such that for every v e j / 
h(pv) < h(&) - s . 
It is possible to find points uv e U such that 
<P(iiv, nuv - pv) < h(») - \s.. 
The family .Jf = {uv \ v e s/} is bounded due to assumption (v). Therefore, it is 
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possible to find a weak cluster point of sff denoted by w0. Because of the weak lower 
semicontinuity of <P 
h(S) S $(u0, nu0) & h(&) - $a , 
which is the desired contradiction. • 
Concerning the stability of (0> 3), we have the following direct consequence 
of Prop. 2.5: 
Proposition 3.2. Both following conditions are sufficient for (0> 3) to be stable, 
(i) Y is a barrelled space and there exists a vector u0e M such that 
(3.6) Jlu0emtN, 
(ii) Y and Y* are both Banach spaces (in the designated compatible topologies) and 
(3.7) 9 e hit (nM - N). 
Proof. Condition (i) implies that 
Uu0 e int (dom <Z>„0), 
where <PUo : p h-» <P(u0, p). As Fis a barrelled space, <Pm is continuous over the interior 
of its effective domain, in particular at p —- 9. Hence, Cor. 1.2.2 and Prop. 1.2 may 
be applied. 
Concerning (ii), observe just that 
dom h = J7M - N . • 
Remark. Inch (3.6) is usually termed the Slater condition for (SP 3). If neither 
(3.6) nor (3.7) applies, the dual objective is to be examined with respect to an eventual 
application of assertion (iii) of Prop. 2.5. 
4>*(9, p*) = sup [<p*, p)r - J(u, Uu-p)- 3M(u) - 5N(nu - pj\ = 
ueU 
pe¥ 
= sup [<p*, Ilu)Y - <p*, v \ - J(u, v) - 8M(u) - 5N(vj] = 
ueV 
vsY 
= cp*(n*p*, -p*), 
where cp(u, y) = J(u, y) + 5M(u) + SN(y). Thus, the dual problem attains the form 
— <p*(n*p*, —p*) -*• sup 
(9 3) subj. to 
p* e F* . 
The problem (3> 3) seems to be an unconstrained extremal problem over F*. 
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Unfortunately, it may be implicitly constrained due to the incidental unboundedness 
of sets M, N. However, as a solution of (3P 3) exists, these sets may be substituted by 
(3.8) M = {ueM\\\u\v SL0} 
N = {v e N | <»*, v)Y ^ L0 Vt>* e &} , 
where 0 e 2lr.(5) and L0 is a sufficiently large number. In such a way, also implicit 
dual constraints will be eliminated. 
Let p* be a solution of (£8 3). A natural question arises, whether we can now 
easily compute the desired optimal control u of (SP 3). The extremality relations 
(Prop. 2.4) imply that if 
(3.9) (fi, y) e arg sup [</7*j5*, P>v ~ <P*, y \ -J{u,y)], 
ueM 
yeN 
and TIE = y, then u is a solution of the primal problem. Indeed, by Prop. 2.4 (i) 
the value of the supremum in (3.9) equals - J(u, TIu) so that 
(3.io) (n*p*, r,)v - <p*, y)Y - J(U, y)= - J(u, nu) = - J(U, nu). 
If, however, J(-, y) is strictly convex over M, there is only one control U satisfying 
(3.9) and this is also the only solution of (0> 3). For an approximate solution p* 
of (3l 3) it may be impossible to find among the vectors ua and ya solving the appro-
priate Inch (3.9) such a couple satisfying the system equation. In other words Ilua $ N 
and/or J(ua, IIua) > J(u, Ylii). In concrete cases, various estimates may be obtained 
by Prop. 2.8. 
The attractivity of (<? 3) with respect to solution of (0> 3) further increases if the 
dual objective G(p*) = -cp*(n*p*, —p*) happens to be differentiable in some sense 
on Y*. Let us now examine this case: 
Proposition 3.3. Let Y be a reflexive Banach space and (p be strongly coercive 
on U x Y, i.e. 
(p(u, y) 
hm ^v ' = + oo . 
iluli + ibn-« ft.j + \y\ 
Furthermore, let J be strictly convex over M x N and (u, y) be given by (3.9). Then 
G is Gateaux differentiable at any p* e Y* with p = y — TIu being its gradient. 
Proof. The strong coercivity of q> and the strict convexity of J ensure that 
(3-11) 
sup [<77*p*, u)v - (p*, y)Y - J(u, y)] = </7*p*, u)v - <p*, y)Y - J(u, y) 
ueM 
yeN 
is attained at the unique couple (it, y)e M x N. Using the same argumentation as 
in the proof of Prop. 3.1 we conclude that h e T0(Y). We prove, moreover, that h 
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is strongly coercive on Y. Define for ;• e R+ and a fixed k > \\n\\^[VtY:i 
<p(u, y) 
k\\u\\ + v ž r , ueU,yeY\. c(r) = inf 
" H + IMI 
Then c is nondecreasing and Jim c(r) = +co. Thus, 
<P(u, nu-p)^ c(k\\u\\ + \\nu - p|f) [k\\u\\ + \\nu - P\\] z 
^ c((k - \\n\\)\\u\\ + \\p\\)[(k - \\n\\)\\u\\ + \\p\\], 
hence h(p) ^ c(|p||) |pj| so that G is continuous over Y*. 
In view of Prop. 1.14 it remains to be proved that at arbitrary p*eY* d( — G)(p*) 
is a singleton. Prop. 1.12 implies that 
ped(-G) (p*) o h(p) - G(p*) = <p*, p \ . 
The last equality may be rewritten into the form 
inf [J(u, nu - p) + 5M(u) + 6N(nu - pj] - <p*, p \ = 
ueV 
= inf [J(u, y) + 5M(u) + dN(y) - <p*, /7« - y\] . 
ueV 
yeY 
The infimum on the right hand side is attained at the single couple (», y) due to the 
strict convexity of / . Hence 
p = nn- y = VG(-G)(P*). D 
Remark. The strong coercivity of cp on U x Fis clearly ensured e.g. by the bounded-
ness of M, N. 
Proposition 3.4. Let F be a reflexive Banach space and cp(u, flu - p) be coercive 
in M on U locally uniformly with respect to p e Y, i.e. for each peY there is 0 e VLY(p) 
such that 
lim inf {q>(u, Ylu - q) | ||w| > r, q e §} = + oo . 
r->c» ueV 
qeV 
Furthermore, let points u e M, y eN be determined by (3.11) and there exists a func-
tion j8fi y[R
2
+ -» R + ] such that inf />l7 f > 0 if either F. or S > 0, and 
[E,co)x[,5,oo) 
(3.1.2) <p(u', y) ^ cp(u, y)+ D <p(u, y; u - u, y' - y) + ff^u' - i7||, |.v' - y\\) 
V«' e U. y' e Y. 
Then G is Frechet differentiable at p* with y — TIu being its gradient. 
Proof. The assumptions being imposed imply that 




is attained strongly at (M, y) with respect to the norm topology due to Lemma 1.1. 
Rearranging the terms as in the proof of Prop. 3.3, we see that 
inf [/i(p)~ <P*,p)Y] 
pzY 
is attained strongly at p — flu — y with respect to the norm topology. Hence, 
h is norm-rotund at p with respect to p*. 
The assertion of Prop. 1.11 completes the proof because /; and — G are conjugate 
to each other due to the local uniform coercivity of <p. Q 
Remark. It is easy to see that in the differentiable case 
VGG(p*) = 9oy = Ilu, 
where (u, p)e arg sup [_(n*p*, u)v — (p*, y)Y - J(u, y)], and hence u is the 
ueM 
yeN 
optimal control of (SP 3). Thus, if we maximize the concave Gateaux differentiable 
function G, we approach the solution of (SP 3) by the couples (u, y) which are un-
feasible with respect to the system equation. Since the system equation is satisfied, 
the corresponding p* belongs to the solution set of (•$ 3). 
There is a certain freedom in the choice of the space Yin (SP 3). E.g. for /7 being 
given as a system of first-order linear ordinary differential equations we may set 
Y = H1 and use the Sobolev pairing or we may set Y equal to H1, C0, Lm or L2 and 
use the generalized L2 pairing. The latter situation is reflected in the following 
general structure: 
Besides assumption ( i ) - (v) imposed at the beginning of the section we assume that 
(vi) there is a pair of reflexive l.c.s. W, W* such that Y is continuously embedded 
in W, c\w Y = W and the pairing <•, -)Y is the "canonical" generalization 
o f < - , •>-,; 
(vii) there is a convex closed set N' cW such that N = Y n N', N' = c\w N; 
(viii) J possesses an extension J'eT0(UxW) which is finite and continuous 
on M x N'. 
Now, we can set V = W and derive another "Fenchel type" perturbed essential 
objective <P on U x W and a new dual problem (3 3)'. Because of (vi) —(viii) the 
cost in (3s 3)' is the restriction of the cost function in (3> 3) onto W*. Of course, 
we may have difficulties with the existence of a solution of (3 3)' because neither 
condition of Prop. 3.2 can be satisfied. On the other hand, if (SP 3) is inf-stable with 
respect to the new perturbations, (3 3)' provides us with minimizing sequences 
for (3 3) and may be handled substantionally more easily than (3 3). This approach 
is especially advantageous when Yis a Sobolev space and Wis an L2 space. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in IR" with a sufficiently smooth boundary, Q = 
= (0, 1) x Q. Let (ay) be a symmetric matrix with sufficiently smooth elements 
and a coefficient of the ellipticity a0> 0 on cl Q. Put Y = H
ia(Q) n L2(Q, 1; H
l(Q)) 
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with the norm of HU2(Q)(H1,2(Q) is the appropriate anisotropic Sobolev space 
of the Hilbert type), U = L2(Q). Put tf\ := {yef\y(0, •) = 0} and denote by 
C : ^ " i -> 3V2 = H\Q) the mapping y \-> y(\, •). Put Y: = {(y, w) e Jf\ x Jf 2 \ w = 
= C.v). For j - e Y put Av = X (d[dxt) \a,j(8yjdxj]\. Denote by [|-|[0,Q, || -||0,fi the 
• ,J' = I 
norms in L2(Q), L2(Q), respectively. Let y e L2(Q) (a "desired" terminal state), 
a be a continuous function on Q such that y :g Ca, .9 :S «(0, •) a.e. in Q. The pro-
blem is stated in the following way: 
J(u, y) -» inf 
(0> 3) subj. to — = Ay + u a.e. in Q , y(0. •) = ,9, 
j = 0 a.e. in (0, I) x dQ, 
v 5> " a-e- in Q > 
where J(u, y) = Jt(u) + J 2 ( j ) = i|ju||g,Q + [ie||.v||o,e + 1 f | |cy - j ' f l o j - e , if > 0 
are given. 
It is well known (cf. [11]) that for we U the corresponding state U1u belongs 
to yCx and nt is an isomorphismus of Uand 3tft. Hence the operator n\U -* F ] , 
77 = (nu C/7J, is epimorphic. We have JW = U, N' = K x K{, where X = 
= { z e L 2 ( Q ) | z g oa.e. in Q), K± = { z e £ 2 ( 0 ) | z ^ Ca a.e. in Q). Prop. 3.2 
(ii) implies immediately the stability of (SP 3) for the "Fenchel type" perturbations 
with V = Y. Taking V = W: = L2(Q) x L2(Q) we may prove merely the inf-stability 
of (0> 3) by means of Prop. 3.1. 
The dual problem (2 3) has the form 
G(p*) = -<P*(6, p*) = -J*(n*p*) - J*(-p*) -> inf, p* e Y* , 
where 
Iro*) = iflo*fl2.a, e*6ia(e), ' Jo*. PD = 




The dual problem (@ 3)' has the same form, the supremum can be decoupled (the 
constraint p2 = CpY vanishes) and both suprema are taken over L2(Q),L2(Q), 
respectively. As the conditions (vi) —(viii) are fulfilled, it holds: 
Proposition 3.5. There exists a sequence {(p*t„ p*,,)} <= L2(Q) xL2(Q) minimizing 
(3l 3). Every such sequence tends weakly in Y* to p*, the unique solution of (2 3). 
In particular, n*(p*t„ p*ti) tends weakly in L2(Q) to n*p*. 
Proof. Observe first that /; is continuous over Y due to the subjectivity of / / 
in view of (3.7). This implies in particular the Gateaux differentiability of h at ,9 
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because of the strict concavity of G (Props. 1.14, 3.2). Hence, — G is w(Y*, F)-rotund 
at p* with respect to 9 e Fdue to Prop. 1.11. • 
Clearly for p* = (p*, p*) e W* 11*p* is represented by the solution of the problem 
flv* 
(3.13) + Av* = -p* on Q, v*(l, •) = p*2 on Q, v*J(0 1 ) x f i = 9 
dt 
(the same is formally true for (p*, p*) e Y*). For p* e W* 
(3.14) **(a.P*) = *IMIS.fl + M (p*0,z))2drdr + 
2 f i J{(t,{)6Q|-p,*(t,{)SE«(t,{)) 
+ [ r-ptO,Z)^^)-9Wt^))
2ldtdz + 
J{(t,{)EQ|-pi*(t,{)>£«(t,{))L 2 J 
•+f r_^(z)Kz) + i(^(Z))2idz + 
J{{en|-r,*«)S.,[fl(l,4)-J.({)]}L *>7 J 
+ f \-p*(z)a(l,z) + \(a(l,z) - y(z)Y~\dz 
J{{Eni-M*({)>,[«,(i,{)-K{)]}L -- J 
where v* is defined in (3.13). Thus (Q) 3) is the maximization of — <P*(9, p*) given 
by (3.14) under the equality constraint given by the dual system equation (3.13). 
Generally, for the numerical solution of (2) 3)' a subgradient minimization techni-
que must be employed, cf. [13]. However, the specific structure of (0" 3) enables us 
to apply Prop. 3.4 to the cost function of (3) 3)' with PByy(\\u' — u\\, \\y' - y\\) = 
= ill" ' - "lo,o + Hy'i ~ ydo.a + HWi - J ^ l l a f°r any («, y) = (u,(yu y2))e 
e dom cp. Hence, the Frechet derivative Vp,G is given by 
(3-15) 
V G(n*)- nv* + /
P*lE °n { ( ^^ e e | -p* (T ,0 = e ^ ^ ) } 
V,.. G{p ) - - 11,1 + x _ f l e ] s e w h e r e o n Q f 
v G(v*)--cnv* + </p^n-~y on {Ze®\-pt(i)£nla(i,$)-m]} vP2. u{P ) - cij.v  x _ C f l e j s e w h e r e onQ^ 
where v* is from (3+3). In such a way, effective gradient methods may be applied 
to the numerical solution of (Q) 3)'. 
Let p*eL2(Q) x L2(Q) be an approximate solution of (3! 3)' satisfying the 
stopping rule condition 
G(p*) ^ h(9) -&, e > 0 . 
The approximate optimal solution ua oi(SP 3) can now be obtained by 
Ua = v* = Up* . 




where u is the (unique) optimal control of (0> 3). Indeed, by Prop. 2.8 
(u, 3) e dc$*(3, p*) 
which implies 
i | " lo , e + ilMai!o,Q ~ <"> U*>L2{Q) ^ « • 
Jt is reasonable to solve (3P 3) by way of its Fenchel dual problem (3s 3) or (2 3)' 
if <P* is given by a formula so that we do not need to solve auxiliary extremal pro-
blems toevaluate a value of the dual objective. This approach is especially recommend-
ed if 
(i) Y is finite dimensional (optimal control of ordinary differential equations with 
merely terminal state constraints); 
(ii) J is nonsmooth (then we replace a constrained nonsmooth program by an un-
costrained one); 
(iii) G is Gateaux or Frechet differentiable on Y*. 
In [20], [22] and many other papers the reader may find various further applica-
tions of the above approach to optimal control problems. 
4. Lagrange dualisation 
The perturbations studied in the present section are said to be of "Lagrange type" 
because the extremal relations of Prop. 2.4 are in this case in fact the well-known 
multiplier rules of Lagrange and Kuhn-Tucker cf. e.g. [16]. We apply here these 
perturbations to the mathematical programming problem (0> 2). 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that .Yis a reflexive Banach space and 
Z, Z* are two paired l.c.s. with respect to some pairing <•, •>. Furthermore, we 
assume that 
(i) fe r0(X) and A <= domf; 
(ii) A is a closed convex subset of X; 
(iii) D is a closed convex cone in Zwith the vertex at the origin; 
(iv) q\X -* Z ] is a continuous D-convex map, i.e. for any a 6 (0, l) and any 
xl; x2 e X 
a q(xt) + (1 - a) q(x2) - q(ax^ + (1 - a) x2) e D ; 
(v) An{x| -q(x)eD} * 0 ; 
We set now X = X, V = Z(cf. the notation of Sec. 2), and 
(4.1) <P(x, h) = f(x) + dA(x) + dD(p - q(x)) . 
Furthermore, we impose still one important assumption, namely 
(vi) either A is bounded or the functional 
(4-2) fP(x)=f(x)+5D(p-q(x)) 
is coercive on A uniformly on some 0 e Uz(&). 
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Assumption listed above ensure that the infimum of (SP 2) is finite and a solution 
x of (0> 2) exists (cf. Prop. 1.17). 
Proposition 4.1. (SP 2) is inf-stable. 
The proof may be performed by means of the same argument as in Prop. 3.1. 
Proposition 4.2. Both following conditions are sufficient for (SP 2) to be stable: 
(i) Z is a barrelled space and there exists a vector x0e A such that 
(4.3) -q(x0)emtD; 
(ii) Z and Z* are both Banach spaces (in the designated compatible topologies) and 
for each p e Z there exist £ > 0 and x e A such that 
(4.4) sp - q(x) e D . 
Proof. Concerning the condition (i) termed again usually the Slater condition, 
we may apply the same technique as in Prop. 3.2 (i). Condition (ii) is a direct conse-
quence of Prop. 2.5 (ii) with int (dom h) replaced by core (dom h), cf. [32], 8, Example 
4. • 
Various other stability conditions for (SP 2), mostly of the dual type (Prop. 2.5 (iii)) 
can be found in [25]. 
We introduce now the Lagrangian L(x, p*) defined on X x Z* according to Eq. 
(2.7), i.e. 
(4.5) L(x, p*) = - sup [<p*, p} - f(x) - 5A(x) - 8D(p - q(x)j] = 
psZ 
= f(x) + 5A(x) - (p*, q(x)} - 8*D(p*) = 
= / (x ) + 5A(x) - (p*, q(x)y - 5.Dt(p*) , 
where D* is the polar cone of D i.e. D* = {p* e V*|<p*, p} ^ 0 Vp e D} . The dual 
problem attains the form 
(@2) sup •mVj(x)~{p*,q(x)y}. 
p*e-D* xeA 
It is an easy exercise to obtain the well-known Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions 
(or Lagrange multiplier rule for the case of affine equality constraints) from Props. 
2.4 and 2.7. We have to distinguish two principal cases: 
(i) Z = R"; 
(ii) q(x) is Gateaux differentiable over X, 
and therefore we impose for the purpose of the next assertion the following assump-
tion on the structure of (SP 2): 
(4.6) Z = fl" x Z . , 






, with q\X i = 1, 2, ..., n, and 
Q[X -* Z j ] being Gateaux differentiable on X. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (2P 2) possess the structure given by (4.6) and be inf-dif 
stable. Then x solves (&> 2) if and only if there exist scalars p*' g 0, and a vector 
P* e -D* such that 
(4.7) 3 B df(x) - X P*1 dql(x) - VG Q*(x) P* + NA(x), 
;=i 
tp*iqi(x)+<P*,Q(St))Zl = 0 , 
;=i 
xeA, q'(x)š0, i = í,2,...,n, - 0(x) e D1 . 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Proof. Let x solve (& 2). The inf-dif stability implies the existence of a vector 
p* = (p*l,p*2, ...,p*",P*)elR1 x ( - D f ) which solves ( 0 2) and a = p. Hence, 
(x, J?*) is a saddle point of L given by (4.5) due to Prop. 2.7. Therefore, 
x 6 arg inf L(x, f ) « S e ^L(jc, p*). 
xeX 
Prop. 1.15 implies now Incl. (4.7). Simultaneously, according to Prop. 2.4 
<P(x, 3) + <P*(3, p*) = 0 , 
i.e. 
f(x) - L(x, p*) = 0 
which implies (4.8). 
On the other hand, let there exist p* = (p*1,..., p*n, P*) e R"_ x (-D*) and £, 
satisfying the relations (4.7), (4.8), (4.9). Incl. (4.7) implies that 9 e 8xL(x, p*) which 
is equivalent to x e arg inf L(x, p*), and relations (4.8), (4.9) imply after some 
xeX 
computation that 3 e dp,( — L(x, p*)) which is equivalent to p* e arg sup L(x, p*). 
p*eZ* 
Hence, (x, p*) is a saddle-point for L(x, p*) so that x is a solution of (0> 2) because 
of Prop. 2.7. • 
With respect to the above assertion we will make use of the following 
Definition 4.1, The solution p* of (S> 2) is termed the Kuhn-Tucker vector oi(0> 2). 
Provided D = Q, the vector p* is alternatively termed the Lagrange multiplier of 
(3P2). 
In most cases it is not recommendable to solve (3P 2) by way of (2> 2) with the 
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exception of problems with a certain separable structure. An example of this type 
will be discussed at the end of this section. However, various two-step algorithms 
which have been developed for the solution of (2) 2) can be successfully applied 
(may be in a slightly modified form) to other dual problems and therefore we men-
tion now briefly one representative of this family. 
Uzawa's algorithm 
Let X and Z be two Hilbert spaces and (0> 2) be inf-dif stable. The algorithms 
is based on the construction of two sequences of elements {p*}, {xk}. 
k-th step: 1) Given p* e — D*, determine xk as the element of X which minimizes 
. L(;p*k). 
2) Set 
pt+i = (P* - Qkq(xk))~D*. 
where Qk> 0 is a suitably chosen step-size. 
Under various additional requirements (to those which have been imposed at the 
beginning of this section) it is possible to show that {p*} converges to a solution 
of (3> 2) and {xk} converges to a solution of (3? 2) in some sense. One set of such 
requirements can be found in [8], VII. Simultaneously one derives the upper bound 
for Qk. Generally, we have to ensure that 
(i) the intermediate minimizations L(; p*) possess solutions xk; 
(ii) inf L(x, pk) -> /? = a and the sequence {p*} is bounded which is in fact the 
xeX 
problem of a suitable choice of stepsizes {Qk}. 
(iii) the corresponding sequence {xk} is also bounded. 
Then it may be proved that the weak limits of some subsequences {xk,}, {p*} form 
in fact a saddle point of L. 
Remark. Observe that for the function j£f(x, p*) = L(x, p*) + 5_D,(p*) and for any 
p*, p* and x0 e arg min £C(x, p*) 
xeX 





and we may apply as stepsizes any nonnegative sequence {Qk} satisfying 
(4.10) l ime , = 0 , £<?*-= oo. 
k-+°o k = 0 
Indeed, then the Uzawa algorithm turns out to be a method of Polyak [23], [24] 
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for maximization of a concave nondifferentiable function inf ££{x, p*) over the set 
X E X 
— D*. For various different stepsize choices see [12] and [39]. 
At this place we have to remark, that for p* being the Kuhn-Tucker vector of 
(0 2), x earginf L(x, p*) need not be necessarily a solution of (0 2) because it 
xeX 
need not hold that -q(x)e D. Only such x for which the last constraint is satisfied 
are in fact solutions of (0 2). 
The above mentioned separable structure of (0 2) favourable for the solution 
by way of (_d 2) may very well be illustrated on the following economic example 
taken from [8]. 
Decentralized management of a firm 
Let us consider a firm consisting of N factories. Each factory is characterized 
by its production set Xt c R", i = 1,2, ..., iV. To say that x,eX,- means that the 
factory is in a position to produce articles x{, if x{ >0 , while consuming articles x', 
if Xj < 0, j , I e {l, 2 , . . . , n}. We assume a nonlinear (concave) growth of profit 
with production expressed at each factory by a function o,[W" -> H]. We denote by 
c = (c\ ...,c") the initial resources, i.e. the quantities disposable on the market. 
However, some of our factories can produce article / and supply it to others. There-
fore, 
JV 
(4.11) £ x j + c ' ^ 0 f o r J - - . 2 , •••>"• 
i = l 
The firm seeks to maximize its total profit subj. to given constraints, i.e. solves 
the problem 
(4.1.2) - l g,{Xi) -> inf 
> = i 
subj. to 
x ,eX,- , i = 1,2, ...,N , 
N 
Xx| + c ' ^ 0 , / = 1,2, ..., n. 
i = i " 
It is assumed that 
(i) —g{ are proper convex, l.s.c. functions coercive on X{ with dom gt zs Xh 
i = l,2,...,N; 
(ii) X; are closed convex sets containing R"_ (any factory is capable to destroy any 
quantity of goods); N 
(iii) there exists an n-tuple of vectors [xu x2, •••, xjV] e X^ , - feasible with respect 
to Ineq. (4.11). i = 1 
Under these supposition we obtain a problem falling completely into the scope 
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of this section. The stability condition (4.3) attains the form 
N 
(4.13) [Y,Xi + c]r\ int W"+ + 0 , 
i = l 
and it is trivially satisfied if, e.g. c e int W+ due to assumption (ii). 
(iv) The dual problem attains the form 
N 
sup inf [ - X 0,(x,) + (p*, 4>„] , 
p*£»XieXt i = l 
JV 
where q1 = £ *• + c', / = 1, 2, ..., n. We rewrite it into a more convenient form 
i = i 
(4.14) - inf sup [ X gi(Xt) + t ( i x \ + c
l) v*'] . 
i>*S9 ^ i s X j i = 1 . = 1 i = 1 
The constant <i>*, c> may be omitted, summation may be interchanged, and we 
obtain due to the separable structure of the cost and nonfunctional constraints X( 
a much simpler problem 
(4.15) - inf X sup [fl,.(x,.) + <»*, x(>] . 
B « i 3 i = l xteXi 
Thus, since a Kuhn-Tucker vector — i)* is computed, the optimal productions 
xteXj for single factories, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N can be determined by evaluating convex 
conjugate functions !f *(v*), where 
(4.16) n * 0 = -9fai) + M o -
using this notation, problem (4.15) can be written in a very compact form 
(4.17) - £ !?*(»*) -> sup 
i = l 
subj. to 
r* ^ 3 . 
The object of a firm is now to estimate a certain approximation of 8*, meanwhile 
the object of the fth factory is to compute ¥*(v*), or, in other words to solve the 
subproblem 
(4.18) a,-(xi) + <fi*, xf> -> sup 
subj. to 
X; e Xt 
of dimension n. If x ; is a solution of (4.18), then gt(xt) is in fact the real profit. The 
value <£*, x;> is termed the shadow profit and the vector v* is called the vector 
of shadow prices. It is well justified, because v* belongs to the subdifferential of the 
extremal-value function of (4.12) (taken in the concave sense) at p = 5, cf. (1.5). 
Hence, 0*' would give us an estimate of the change of the whole optimal profit 
N 
X <7i(x,-), if c' increases by a unit. 
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Doubtless the solution of (4.12) by way of (4.15) is in many cases much easier 
than a direct attacking of (4.12). The Uzawa's algorithm represents m the economic 
theory a dialogue between the centre (the firm) and the periphery (the factories) 
as a result of which we obtain a sequence of shadow prices vectors v*, v*, . . . con-
verging in an appropriate sense to the required system of shadow prices. 
5. Shifted penalties 
The Lagrange dualisation possesses three principal disadvantages: 
(i) the dual (3)2) is a constrained maximization of a generally nondifferentiable 
function i?(x, .); 
(ii) there is hardly any chance for a nonconvex problem (SP2) to be inf-stable with 
respect to these perturbations; 
(iii) for p* solving (3)2), x e arg inf ££(x, p*) need not be a solution of (0>2). 
xeX 
Therefore, it has been a considerable effort to construct a better dualisation for 
(Sf2) started in 1969 by works of Hestenes [10] and Powell [26], in which a shifted 
or also generalized quadratic penalty has been proposed for problems with nonlinear 
equality constraints. Since that time many papers and books have appeared, where 
the method has been gradually generalized so that now we have a rather complete 
theory. Simultaneously, this effort has pointed out further research directions which 
will be discussed in the next part of the paper. 
In this section we confine ourselves to the completely convex problem (2P2) as in 
Sec. 4. Further possibilities of this approach for nonconvex problems (in which even 
the extremal-value function need not be convex) will be studied in the second part 
of the paper. We will assume that X\% a reflexive Banach space and Z = H(SL Hilbert 
space). Furthermore, we impose assumptions (i)...(vi) of the preceding section. 
Under these assumptions the infimum of (92) is finite and (0>2) possesses solutions. 
We set now X = X, V = Z = H (cf. the notation of Sec. 2), and 
(5.1) <P(x, p) = / (*) + 5A(x) + 6D(p - q(x)) + r\\pf , 
where r > 0 is so called penalty parameter. Note that for r = 0 we obtain the 
Lagrange perturbations. On denoting h0 the extremal-value function for (4.1) and 
hr the extremal-value function for (5.1), we conclude that 
(5.2) hr(P) = /,oG0 + HM!
2 
so that the stability of (SP2) with respect to perturbations (5.1) is exactly the same as 
with respect to perturbations (4.1). Therefore, Props. 4.1, 4.2 remain true even here 
(H is of course a Banach space, hence also barrelled). 
In the computation of the Lagrangian, we utilize the following lemma proved e.g. 
in [38]: 
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Lemma 5.1. For any p e H the following holds: 
(5.3) P-IP+P-*, (-Pr = -P-
D'-
By definition 
(5.4) L(x, p*) = - s u p [<p*, py - f(x) - 5A(x) - SD(p - q(x)) - r\ 2 ] = 
= f(x) + dA(x) | M 1
2 + rinf 
4 r veD 
The last expression implies first (using Lemma 5.1) that 
(5.5) L(x, p*) = f(x) + dA(x) + r -f)T-ŕи'-
2rJ II 4r 
=f(x) + sA(x) - ( ( e - Ф) ) + Ф\ p*) + r lr - <?(*) ) + q(x)\\ • 
Secondly, we may appiy Props. 1.7, 1.8 (u = v, z — p*](2r) — q(x)) and conclude 
that 
(5.6) VpX(x,p*)=- (§ ;-#)) - # ) • 
In what follows we will denote the Lagrangian (5.5) by Lr(x, p*) to emphasize 
the role of the penalty parameter r and term it the augmented Lagrangian of(i?2). 
We immediately see that for r tending to zero Lr(x, p*) converges to the classical 
Lagrangian of (0>2) given by (4.5) and for r > 0 dom Lr = {(x, p*) e X x H \ Lr(x, p*) 
is finite} = A x H; hence the dual problems 
Gr(p*j — inf Lr(x, p*) -» sup 
xeX 
(3>2r) subj. to 
p*eH 
are in fact unconstrained optimizations over a Hilbert space H. We denote G0(p*) 
the dual objective of the preceding section (equals the cost in (9>2r) above for r = 0) 
and state the following important result of Rockafellar [31]: 
Proposition 5.1. For every r > 0 
(5.7) Gr(p*) = max \G0(a*) - — \p* - a*II
21. 
a*eH [_ 4r 
Thus the dual problems (3)2r) all have the same optimal solutions as the dual (2$2) 
of the preceding section. Moreover, Gr is continuously Frechet differentiable on H. 
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Specifically, if for a given p* x e arg inf Lr(x, p*), then 
xeX 
(5-8) VGr(p*) = Vp.Lr(x, p*) . 
Proof. Clearly, from Eq. (5.2) 
ft,V) = (fto + HHI2)*^*) = ftV) n f IMI2 = 
Ar 
h*(v*) + i |p* _ p.|2J 
due to the coercivity of the minimized functional. As Gr = — /?*, G0 = — /t*, we have 
obtained Eq. (5.7). 
Concerning the second assertion of Prop. 5.2, we may rewrite (5.7) into the form 
Gr(p*) = - - min [-2rG0(a*) + -\\\p* - a*\\
2~\ 
2r a*eH 
and apply Props. 1.7, 1 -8. They imply that Gr is Frechet differentiable for all p* e H, 
and 
VGr(p*) = prox p* = — — (p* — prox p*) = (p* — a*), 
2 r ( - 2 r C o » * 2 r -irc0 2r 
where a* is the (unique) solution of the maximization problem in (5.7). Since Lr is 
concave and Frechet differentiable for all x e A with respect to the second variable, 
with Vp*Lr(x, p*) given by (5.6), we have for all y* e H and for x e arg inf Lr(x, p*) 
xeX 
Gr(y*) <. Lr(x, y*) g Lr(x, p*) + <y* - p*. Vp»Lr(x, p*)> = 
= Gr(p*) + <y* - p*, Vp,Lr(x, p*)> . 
Hence, Vp.Lr(x, p*) e 3Gr(p*) = S/Gr(p*) and we are done. • 
Remark. Under any assumption guaranteeing that h is l.s.c, the differentiability 
of Gr is implied by Prop. 1.11. Indeed, hr and — G* are then proper convex functions 
conjugate to each other and the infimum of hr(-) — <p*, •> is attained for all p* e H 
at some pe H strongly with respect to the norm-topology, whenever r > 0. 
For the solution of (&2r) the following numerical scheme has been proposed in 
[30]: 
Given r > 0, p0 e H and a nonnegative sequence {y.k} converging to zero with 
(5.9) f > * < + °° • 
J c = l 
kth step: 1. Given p* e / / , determine xfc e A such that 
(5-10) Lr(x t, p*k) g inf Lr(x, p*) + a,. 
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2. Set 
(5-H) pt+l=pt + 2rS7p,Lr(xk,p*k). 
When studying the convergence properties of this numerical scheme, we will make use 
of the 
Definition 5.1. A sequence {xk} will be termed asymptotically minimizing (ASMS) 
for (0>2) if 
(i) it is a minimizing sequence, i.e. 
(5.12) l im/(x t) = a; 
(ii) it is an asymptotically feasible sequence, i.e. 
lim dist {xk, A} — 0 , 
(5.13) *— ' 
lim dist { - q(xk), D} = 0 . 
fc-»oo 
Proposition 5.2. Let the sequence {p*} generated by (5.10), (5.11) be bounded. 
Then the corresponding sequence {xk} is assymptotically minimizing for (SP2) and 
all of its weak cluster points are solutions of (&"2). Simultaneously, every weak cluster 
point of {pt) is a Kuhn-Tucker vector of (0>2). 
In the proof we involve following lemmas: 
Lemma 5.2. The dual objective Gr satisfies for all y* and p* from H the inequality 
(5.14) Gr(y*) ^ Gr(p*) + (y* - p*, VGf(p*)> - ~ \\y* - p*f . 
Proof. Eq. (5.7) implies, for any given p*, the existence of a quadratic function 
of the form 
b(y*) = G0(z*) - y | j * - z * | |
2 
Ar 
satisfying b(p*) = Gr(p*), while b(y*) ^ Gr(y*) for all y* e H The two properties 
imply Vb(p*) =VGr(p*). But since b is quadratic, we have 
b(y*) = b(p*) + (y* - p*, Vb(p*)) - f \\y* - p*\\2 . 
Ar 
Thus b(y*) equals the expression on the right side of (5.14). • 
Lemma 5.3. It holds 
(5-15) r I Vp.Lr(xk, p*k) - VGr(pfe*)||
2 ^ ak. 
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Proof. Using the Ineq. (5.14) and the concavity of Lr(xk, •), we have for every 
y*eH 
Lr(xk, pt) + <y* - Pt, VpX r(x„ p*)> = Lr(xk, y*) = Gr(y*) ^ 
^ Gr(pt) + <y* ~ P*, VGr(p*)> - i \\y* - ptf , 
4r 
and hence 
Lr(xk, P*k) - Gr(p*k) > sup [<», VGr(p*) - Vp.Lr(x„ pt)) - y \\u\\
2~\ -
U £ H L 4r J 
= r | |VG r(p*)-V p ,L r(x f c ,p*) |
2 . P 
Lemma 5.4. For a bounded sequence {pt} of elements of H generated by (5.10), 
(5-11) 
lira [Gr(p*+1) - Gr(prox p*)] = 0 . 
k->co -2rGo 
Proof. As Gr is a concave function continuous over H, it is locally Lipschitz 
(cf. Cor. 1.2.1). Hence, there exists a constant Lsuch that 
lim [Gr(p*+1) - Gr(prox p*)] g lim L|jp*+1 - prox p * | . 
k-+co - 2 r G 0 t - co -2rGo 
We already know (Proof of Prop. 5.1) that 
prox pt = pt + IT VGr(pt) . 
-2rGo 
Thus, Ineq. (5.15) and the up-date rule (5.11) imply 
11??+I - proxp*j|2 S 4rafc 
-2rGo 
which completes the proof. • 
Lemma 5.5. Let {p*} be a bounded maximizing sequence for (S)2r) and a sequence 
{xk} be given by (5.10). Then {xk} is ASMS for (02), possesses at least one cluster 
point x and this vector is an actual solution of (02). 
Proof. To show that {xk} is ASMS for (02), we have merely to verify Eqs. (5.12), 
(5.13), because all xkeA. By definition 
Lr(xk, pt) = min [<P(xk, p) - <p*, p>] , 
peH 
and the minimum is attained at the unique point 
Pk = - V p . L ( x „ p * ) . 
Therefore, pk -* 3 by Lemma 5.3. Since by hypothesis 
lim Lr(xk, pt) = lim Gr(p*k) = a , 
k-»co fc-»oo 
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while the sequence {pi} is bounded, we see that 
lim $(xk, pk) = lim \Lr(xk, pi) + {p*k, pk)] = a 
lc->oo J i - co 
which gives immediately Eqs. (5.12), (5.13). 
Indeed, the sequence {xk} is bounded either due to the boundedness of A or due to 
the uniform coercivity of fp (given by (4.2)) on some neighborhood of 9 e H. Hence, 
it possesses weak cluster points. Let x0 by one of them. The assumptions being im-
posed imply that both functions/(•) and dist ( — q(-), D) are weakly l.s.c. Thus, for 
Xk * xo 
a Sf(x0) g lim/(xfc) = a 
Ic-ao 
0 S dist (-q(x0), D) g lim dist (-q(xk), D) = 0 . D 
fi-oo 
Proof of Prop. 5.2. With respect to the assertion of the preceding lemma we 
show first that the sequence {p*} generated by (5.10, 5.11) is maximizing for (@2r), 
i.e. 
lim Gr(p*k) =, p = a. 
It-«oo 
Eq. (5.7) implies that 
(5.16) 
Gr(pt) = G0(prox pi) - f j|Prox p*k - p*f = G0(prox p*) - r||VGr(p*)j|
2 , 
- 2 r G 0 4 r - 2 r G 0 - 2 r G 0 
but simultaneously also 
(5.17) Gr(prox pi) ^ G0(prox p*). 
- 2 r G 0 - 2 r G 0 
Combining (5.16) with (5.17), we have 
Gr(proxp*) ^ Gr(p*k) + rj|VGr(p*)|
2 . 
- 2 r G o 
We involve now the assertion of Lemma 5.4 and conclude that 
limj|VGr(p*)||=0, 
because Gr is bounded from above. Consequently, {p*} is a maximizing sequence for 
(£$2r). If p* is one of its weak cluster points (their existence is ensured by the bounded-
ness of {pt}, then actually 
VGr(p*) = 9 , 
and p* is a Kuhn-Tucker vector for (S?2). • 
Remark. Any condition guaranteeing that 9 6 int (dom h) ensures also the bounded-
ness of all sequences {p*} generated by (5.10), (5.11). Indeed, according to Prop. 1.9, 
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in such a case the level sets 
{p*eH\g*(p*) >zP},PeR 
are bounded. 
Remark. Lemma 5.5 implies in particular that if p* is a Kuhn-Tucker vector of 
(&2) then any x e arg min Lr(x, p*) is an actual solution of(3P2). In theory of convex-
-concave functions this property is termed stability in x and it was not generally 
present in the Lagrange duality. In 1976 G. Maistrovskii [18] proved in a finite-
-dimensional setting the convergence of a substantionally simplified version of the 
Uzawa type algorithm (5.9) — (5.11) provided/and q are continuously differentiable: 
Given r > 0, x0 e A, p* e H and a nonnegative sequence {ak} such that 
k 
lim ak = 0 , lim £ at = oo . 
fc->ao k-oo i = 0 
/cfh s/ep: Given xk e A, p* e H compute 
Xfc+i = (xk - a*VxL(x4, £ * ) / , 7>i*+i = P* + a*Vp.L(xt, - J ) . 
Such "diagonal" algorithms have been further investigated by Golshtein in [9] 
for a larger class of augmented Lagrangians generated by perturbations 
Hx> P) = /OO + Hx) + SD(P ~ q(x)) + a(p), 
where a is a convex function, a(9) = 0, Va(3) = 9. 
We illustrate now the shifted penalty approach on the simple convex optimal con-
trol problem 
<p(x(T))+ f ^(M (»)df->inf 
subj. to 
(5.18) x(t) = Sx(t) + Bu(t) a.e. on [0, T] , 
x(0) = 9 , 
Fx(t) + d0^9 on [O, T] , 
u e L2[0, T; R
1] , 
where S, B, F are constant [n x ri], \n x / ] , [m x n] matrices, respectively, 
<p[W" -* Ret], \ji\R
l -+ Wc(], d0 e IF2[0, T; i??
m] and T is the fixed terminal time. 
Problem (5.18) can be easily converted into the form (3P2) as follows: We denote 77 
the linear operator which assigns to each control vector «the corresponding trajectory, 
i.e. 
(77«) (i) = x(t) = exp (S(f - x)) Bu(x) dx, t e [0, T] . 
As 77 is defined on L2[0, T, « ' ] , it is natural to set X = L2[0, T; «"]. The constraint 
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map q is given by 
q(u) = F °TIu + d0 
so that we may choose for V any Hilbert space containing $(q) = W2[0, T, W
m]. 
D is then the cone of nonnegative functions in V. Finally, A = X and the cost is given 
by 
(5.19) f(u) - cp((Hu) (T)) + £ ip(u(t)) d. • 
The choice of V is a crucial question. In a standard approach one takes L2[0, T; 
ffm] with a very easy computation of projections (•)D. However, the interior of D 
in L2[0, T; W
m] is empty and therefore the Slater condition does not apply. Unfor-
tunately, also the other stability conditions do not help us and hence the case 
of an unbounded sequence {p*} generated by (5.10, 5.11) cannot be avoided. So, 
we set here V = W\\0, T; Wm] which is Hilbert with the inner product e.g. 
<v, ri>W2i = <v(0), fi(0)ym + [ J <v(f), fi(t)}m At. 
In Wl2\Q, T; W
m] the interior of D is nonempty and therefore the Slater condition 
may be imposed. However, the projections (-)D are now rather complicated. This 
projection problem has been studied in [21], where also an effective numerical proce-
dure has been obtained for the discretized version of an appropriate dual problem 
to (5+8). But, unfortunately, for Sobolev spaces of functions of two or more variables 
(which need not be continuous) the computation of (•)" cannot be performed in 
such a direct way as in [21] and generally a certain variational inequality must be 
solved. We impose the following assumptions, guaranteeing that the requirements 
(i). • .(vi) of Sec. 4 are satisfied: 
(i) cp e T0(W), i< e r0(M
l), dom (p = R", dom \J/ = « ' ; 
(ii) there exist constants M > 0 and Lsuch that |^(z)| ^ M\z\* + L; 
(Hi) / (given by (5.19)) is coercive on L2[0, T, « ' ] ; 
(iv) there exists a control u0 such that the corresponding trajectory x0 satisfies the 
generalized Slater condition — Tx0 — dQ eint D. 
To simplify the expression for the augmented Lagrangian, we denote 
«•-(£-.*-«. 
and introduce instead of Lr a new function Ar\_X x H x H -> Mci\ related with Lr by 
Ar(u, x, p*) = Lr(u, p*) if x = TIu . 
Then, 
Ar(u, x, p*) = cp(x(T)) + I il/(u(t)) dt - <c*(0) + Tx(0) + 4(0) , p*(0)>m -
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- <c*(f) + Fx(t) + d0(t), p*(t))m dt + r\c(0) + Fx(0) + d0(0)\
2
m + 
+ r\T \c*(t) + Fx(t) + d0(t)\ldt, 
and the dual problem of (5.18) attains the form 
(5.20) min Ar(u, x, p*) -» max 
x = Uu 
UEt2[0,T,R'] 
subj. to 
p*e Wl[0, T;«m]. 
We are entitled to write min and max instead of inf and sup due to assumptions 
being imposed. For each fixed p* the intermediate minimization 
(5.21) Ar(u, x, p*) -+ min 
subj. to 
x = TTu 
u e L2[0, T, « ' ] 
is again an optimal control problem with the same system, but without the state-space 
constraint which has been augmented to the cost. Problem (5.21) may be solved by 
a gradient technique in the case described by the assertion below: 
Proposition 5.3. Let (p, \jj be continuously differentiate, S be regular and 
0p, [T2[0, T; «
m] -> R] be the functional given by 
&p,(u) = Lr(u, p*) for u e L2[0, T; « ' ] . 
Let a function x be the solution of the adjoint equation 
-x(t) = S*x(t) - 2rF*(Fx(t) + d0(t) - - ^ - + c(t)) a.e. 
2r 
backwards on [0, T] from the terminal condition 
* ( T ) = -(S*)-1 V<p(x(T)). 
Then, the functional 0p, is Frechet differentiable over L2[0, T; R
l] and V0pt(u) = 
= B*x + ViA(w). 
Proof. Cf. [16] and [21]. 
Remark. If some simple (affine) control constraints are imposed, it is not recom-
mendable to augment them to the objective, but generally it is more effective to handle 
them directly in (5.21) within the minimization routine. Therefore, also in the whole 
theory of Sees. 4, 5 we do not assign a certain structure to the set A and do not aug-
ment this constraint to the objective. 
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The method just described is now frequently used for the solution of various 
extremal problems not only in the convex case or in the case with a convex extremal-
-value function but also for general nonconvex but differentiable problems (all func-
t ional and operators are differentiable in an appropriate sense). In this extension we 
meet some new problems and therefore we return to the shifted penalties once more 
in the second part of the sequel. 
6. Miscellaneous Items 
The first part of this section is devoted to dualisations of two significant mathema-
tical programming problems. In the second part we describe a class of nonconvex 
problems, the extremal-value function of which is convex and thus the theory of 
Sec. 2 is applicable. 
We start with the fractional programming. Optimization problems of this kind 
occur if rates of economical and/or technical terms define the objective function cf. 
[34]. The problems attain the form 
/(*) 
- i - i -» sup 
g(x) 
(6.1) subj. to 
xeS0 <= R", 
where/ [S 0 -» W] is concave and nonnegative on S0, a[S0 -»• ft] is convex and posi-
tive on S0 and S0 is convex compact. We apply now the Charnes-Cooper variable 
transformation, cf. [5]: 
1 1 
y = — T X , T = — -
g{x) g(x) 
for x e S0s and obtain an equivalent problem 
*f(yfc) -* sup 
(6.2) subj. to 
T > 0 
yjx e S0 
^(W T ) = - • 
Lemma 6.1. Let q be an arbitrary convex (concave) function on S0. Then the 
function (y, x) -» xq(yjx) is convex (concave) on 
SO = |(y,T)6«' , + 1 | T > 0 , ^ 6 S 0 | . 
The p r o o f is a straightforward consequence of the definitions, cf. [35]. 
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However, problem (6.2) is not a convex program yet because of its equality con-
straint. Following [33] we relax this constraint to the form 
rg(yJT) < l , 
thereby arriving at a new problem which will be denoted by (6.3). The following 
assertion holds: 
Proposition 6.1. We assume that there exists a point feasible with respect to 
constraints of (6.1) and such that /(x) > 0. Then, problem (6.3) possesses a solution 
iff problem (6.1) possesses a solution. These solutions are connected by Charnes-
-Cooper transformation and the appropriate objective values are equal. 
Proof. Let (y, T) satisfy the constraints of (6.3) with 0 < Tg(yJT) = a < 1 and 
rf(yJT) > 0. For /. = l/a (Xy, /.T) is an admissible point for (6.3). Clearly, for X > 1 
XTf(XyjXr) > rf(yjx) cf. also [33]. • 
In fact, we have obtained under the imposed assumptions for a nonconvex fractio-
nal program (6.1) an equivalent convex program of the form (i?2). For nondifferen-
tiable functions / and /o r g it is recommended in [34] to perform the Lagrange duali-
sation (Sec. 4). We obtain the dual program 
(6.4) inf sup {Tf(yJT) + p*(xg(yl%) - 1)} . 
p*gO (V,T)ESO* 
If there exists a couple (y0, T0) e S* such that T0g(y0JTQ) < 1 which is the stability 
condition, an eventual duality gap disappears, infimum in (6.4) may be replaced by 
minimum, and e.g. the Uzawa algorithm may be applied to its solution. Provided 
b o t h / and q are continuously differentiable. other dual concepts are more suitable, 
cf. [34]. 
The same idea, namely the convexification by the construction of an equivalent 
convex program and the subsequent suitable dualisation leads to an easily tractable 
dual program also in the case of the geometric programming. We will consider the 
problem 
i4fi(tj'r"->^ 
k = 1 J = 1 
(6.5) subj. to 
T t n 
E c' LI (tJT'ik = - for '' = 1 ,2 , . . . , m , 
t = i y = i 
tJ > 0 , j = 1, 2, ..., n, 
where c) _ 0, i — 0, 1 , . . . , m, k = 1, 2 , . . . , T;. Problems of this type appear fre-
quently in engineering design cf. [6]. (6.5) is a nonconvex program, but if we perform 
the simple transformation 
(6.6) yt = lntj for j = 1,2, ..., n, 
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and take logarithms of the objective and of the constraint functions, we obtain the 
convex program 
T0 n 
In £ c0 exp ( X a0Jky
J) -> inf 
t = l . 7=1 
(6.7) subj. to 
7'i „ 
In Y, c ; exp ( }_ a!Jky
j) <i 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m . 
k = i j = i 
The convexity of the above program may be proved by the Holder inequality. The 
optimal cost values /j. of (6.7) and v of (6.5) are related by 
ft = In v . 
The problem (6.7) can be embedded into the following class of mathematical 
programs: 
/oOO-inf 
(6.8) subj. to 
L(.v) = 0> i = l, 2 , . . . , m , 
where each / ; may be expressed in the form 
(6-9) fly) = h{Aiy + oe;) + <&,., y\t + d' 
with h;[W"' -* R_, ye R", a ; e R"', b; e R", d
! e R and A, being a constant matrix 
\n{ x n]. We will assume that all fr; are convex and continuous and involve the per-
turbations p = (u, v0,vu... vm) e f i " x R"° x . . . x W"
m by 
(6.10) 0(y, p) = h0(A0y + oc0 - v0) + <60, y),,0 + d° + 
+ t 5R_(h{A_v + a ; - v., + <fc;, >•>„, + d° - u°). 
As the corresponding extremal-value function is convex, the theory of Sec. 2 may be 
applied, and we obtain the dual problem 
d° + <«0, »*>„o - ti(v*0) + t[d'u*
1 + <«, ,*>„,. - «*'/,*(»*/«*')] - sup 
(6.H) subj. to 
fe0 + | «*'6, + | A * t ; * = 9 , 
M* 6 R'" . 
Under an appropriate stability condition, a solution of (6.H) exists, and we may 
replace the solution of (6.8) by an eventually easier solution of the above dual problem. 
However, we must not forget the implicit constraints 
v* e dom h* , v* e u*' dom h* , i = 1, 2, ..., m 
which may be of a rather complicated nature. In [29] a very elegant way is proposed 
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for the characterization of these explicit constraints provided all ft, are "faithfully" 
convex (in particular convex analytic). 
In (6.7) we have 
/i;(z;) = In £ 'c j exp (z)) i = 0, 1 , . . . , m , 
k=\ 
A = iaUky
J, j= 1,2,...,« 
j = i 
so that ah bh d' are zero vectors and scalars, respectively, / = 0, 1, ..., m. Thus, by 
a direct computation, we obtain 
T, *k 
h*(z*) = X zf* In \ (with 0 In 0 = 0 ) , 
t = l C; 
and 
domh* = {z*6ffi r i |z*k^0,fc=l,2, ..., r;, £z,** = 1} 
* = I 
so that the dual problem generated by perturbations (6.10) attains the form 
t £>ln4+X>*'ln"*'-suP 
i = 0k=\ vj i=\ 
subj. to 
(6.12) v*k^0 for / = 0, 1, ..., m, k = 1,2,..., T;, 
(6.13) £ > = 1 , 
t = i 
T, 
Ylv*
k = ti*; for ( = 1,2,... , m , 
k= 1 
m r ( 
(6.14) X I fly*0** = ° f o r j = 1,2,..., n . 
i - 0 k = 1 
Inequalities (6.12) are termed the positivity condition, and equalities (6.13) and (6.14) 
are termed normality and orthogonality conditions, respectively, ([6]). Taking the 
exp function of the dual cost above creates the function 
(615) fi u (4kY
k(mnn 
;=o k=\ \ O j / ; = i 
which is the standard dual cost in geometric programming. 
Assertion (ii) of Prop. 2.5 implies that if there exists a vector t with positive com-
ponents such that 
T, n 
(6.16) £ ck f i (tj)"iJk < 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., m , 
fc=i y=i 
then a solution of the above dual problem exists and the corresponding value of (6.15) 
equals the optimal cost value in (6.5). Geometric programming problems satisfying 
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the stability condition (6.16) are said to be superconsistent. The solution i of the 
primal problem (6.5) and the solution (u*, v*, v* ... 6*) of the dual problem (6.15) 
are related by 
" (f \aOJk 
t>zk = c0n
l-^-, fc = i , 2 , . . . , T 0 , 
7 = 1 V 
" (t V * 
v*k = fi*'c»n M - . fc= 1.2,..., r , , i = l , 2 , . . . , m , 
j = l v 
see e.g. [6], [17]. 
Perturbations (6.10) may very well be used also in other mathematical programming 
problems like F-programs or quasiseparable programs, cf. [29]. 
We conclude now intentionally the first part of the paper with an example de-
monstrating how a nonconvex problem can be "convexly" perturbed to obtain a con-
vex extremal-value function. We take the optimal control problem (3P3) in which 
we require neither the operator A to be affine nor the set M to be convex. On the other 
hand we suppose that 
(i) the objective depends only on the state variable y; 
(ii) the reachable set AM is convex and w(Y, F*)-compact. 
The remaining requirements are of the same kind as those of Sec. 3. F and F* are 
two paired l.c.s. with respect to some pairing <•, -}y and assumptions (iii), (iv), (v) 
below correspond to assumptions (i), (ii), (iv) there, respectively: 
(iii) J e r0(Y) with N c dom J; 
(iv) N is a closed convex subset of F; 
(v) AMnN # 0. 
The above assumptions guarantee the existence of a solution of (3P3) and the 
finiteness of the corresponding cost value. We apply now the "Fenchel type" pertur-
bations in the same way as in Sec. 3, i.e. we set 
(6.17) <D(u, p) = J(Au - p) + 8M(u) + 8N(Au - p) = J(Au - p) + 8M(u), 
where J — J + 5N. 
Lemma 6.2. The extremal-value function corresponding to perturbations (6.17) 
is convex. 
Proof. Let p, qsY and X e (0, l) . Let h(p) and h(q) be finite — otherwise the as-
sertion is obvious. For every a > h(p), b > h(q) there are v, w e M such that 
h(p) = J(Av - p)£a, h(q) g J(Aw - q) £ b . 
Then: 
h(Xp + (1 - X) q) = inf J(Au - Xp - (1 - X) q) £ 
< J(XAv + (1 - X)Aw - Xp - (1 - X) q) < 
S XJ(Av - p) + (1 - X) J(Aw - q)<_Xa + (1 - X) b 
because of the convexity of AM and J. If we let now a decrease towards h(p) and b 
decrease towards h(q) we obtain the desired inequality. Q 
Concerning the stability, Prop. 3.2 remains valid. If an appropriate condition is 
satisfied, the concave dual problem 
-J*(-p*) - 5*M(p*) -* sup 
(6.18) subj. to 
p* eY* 
possesses a solution and an eventual duality gap vanishes. Of course, assumption (ii) 
is very stringent and hence very rarely satisfied. However, for A being a nonlinear 
ordinary differential equation we have some results dealing with this problem. 
Proposition 6.2. Let the operator A\V -• F ] be given by 
(6.19) y(t) = f(y(t), u(t)) a.e. on [0, T] , 
y(0) = a , 
where / [ » " x Rm -> «"] , U = Ljfi, T; Wm] , Y = C0[0, T; «"] . Let M = 
= {ueLK[0,T;R
m']\u(t)eK a.e. on [0, T]}, where K is a subset of Rm. We 
suppose that 
(i) the "set of admissible speeds" f(y, K) is a convex compact subset of R" for all 
yeR"; 
(ii) the function 
<y.e)-0«) 
is concave in y for F(y) = f(y, K) and an arbitrary unit vector e. 
Then the set of all trajectories of the system (6.19) generated by feasible controls 
u e M is convex. 
For the proof see [3]. The closedness and boundedness of AM is implied by the 
following statement proved in [8]: 
Proposition 6.3. Let K be compact and / be continuous from R" x K into R". 
Moreover, we assume that 
(i) for all Q ^ 0 there exists k ^ 0 such that for all v e K 
\f(x, v) - f(x', v)\„ <: k\x - x'\„ Vx, x' e B*(S) ; 
(ii) there exists a constant / 2: 0 such that 
Vx, v e R" x K \(x,f(x, v)}\ < 1(1 + \x\2„) . 
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Finally, let assumption (i) of Prop. 6.2 be satisfied. Then: 
A. For any control ueM there exists a unique trajectory of the system (6.19); 
B., the reachable set AM is compact in Co[0, T; «"]. 
The proof may be found in [8]. 
We show now on a concrete "minimum energy" problem with a nonlinear system 
equation how one proceeds. Let us solve the problem 
P <u(f), u(t)> -> inf 
(6.20) subj. to 
y(t)~X(y(t))u(t)a.e. on [0,1] 
y(0) = a 
ueM = {ueLo0[0,l;R
n]\u(t)eKa.c. on [0,1]} 
y(l)eN = Bl(b), 
where ?\R" -> W] is a concave continuously differentiable function, K <= R" is 
compact and a, be R". To meet the assumption (i) in the introduction of this part 
we rewrite (6.20) into the form (arguments t are omitted for the simplicity) 
x" + 1 ( l ) ->inf 
(6.21) subj. to 
x' = A(x\ x2 ... x") u', i = l , 2 , . . . , n 
x»+1 = (u(t),u(t)}n 
x'(0) = a1, i = 1,2, ..., n 
x" + 1(0) = 0 
u e M 
(x\l),...,x»(l))eN. 
In this problem AfL^fO, 1; R"~\ -> R" + 1~\ assigns to each control u the "extended" 
terminal state x(l). If A is such that assumption (ii) of Prop. 6.3 is satisfied, then AM 
is convex compact. If also the "controllability" assumption (v) in the present speci­
fication of the optimal control problem (8?3) is met, we may apply the above theory 
and obtain the dual problem 
<P*, !>>„ - \p*\„ e - S*M(p*) -> s u p 
(6.22) subj. to 
p* eR", 
where the value 5*M(p*) is the optimal cost value of the problem 
<p*,y(l)\- [\u(t),u(t)Упdt->sup 
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(6.23) subj. to 
y = X(y(t))u(t) a.e. on [ 0 , 1 ] , 
y(0) = a , 
ueM . 
The above problem does not possess any terminal constraint and may be solved e.g. 
by the method of Krylov, cf. [4]. 
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PART II: NONCONVEX PROBLEMS 
Introduction 
All duality results of the first part of the supplement depend heavily on the fact that 
in a I.e.s. any closed convex set with a nonempty interior may be supported by a closed 
hyperplane at every boundary point. (It is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, cf. [8], 1, Cor. 1.3). In particular, at stable problems, epi /; may be sup-
ported at (9, /?(#)) and the solution of the dual problem amounts in fact the seeking 
for such a supporting hyperplane. 
Of course, for h being nonconvex, such a hyperplane can exist only exceptionally. 
This having been one of the reasons, there has been a considerable effort in recent 
years to generalize the notion of convexity or the concept of separation. We see 
various directions in this research, e.g. 
(i) introducing generalized convex functions as a supremum of a family of (generally) 
nonaffine functionals and generalized convex sets as level sets of such generalized 
convex functions cf. e.g. [14], [15], [43], [53], [54], [55], [74]. 
(ii) separation of sets by graphs or level sets of convex functionals cf. e.g. [67], [68]; 
(iii) extension of the Jensen inequqlity 
j(«X! + (1 - a) x2) £ aj(xj) + (1 - a)j(.x2) Va e [0, l ] , xt, x2 e X 
characterizing convex functions f\X -* Wc,] by various ways cf. e.g. [44], [48], 
[69]; 
(iv) detailed investigations concerning pseudoconvexity and quasiconvexity, cf. 
e.g. [49], [50], [51]. 
Especially, item (i) has lead to several very general duality theories. We note also 
a close relationship between the references given in (i) and (ii). 
In the sequel we will not mutually compare single duality theories of the first ap-
proach, we just choose the nonconvex perturbational theory of duality due to Lind-
berg ([14], [15]) as the theoretical basis for various nonconvex dualisations appearing 
in the second and the third part of the supplement. This theory is explained in Sec. 8 
and it is the nonconvex counterpart of the perturbational theory of duality presented 
in Sec. 2. It does not require any differentiability assumptions directly —• however, 
the. success of single dualisations may be substantionally influenced by the nature 
of the primal problem from this point of view. The dualisations presented in Sees. 9 
and 10 are particularly suited for smooth problems; they represent the numerous 
family of augmented Lagrangian methods for the solution of mathematical pro-
gramming and optimal control problems. The dualisations of Sees. 12 and 13 lead 
to nonsmooth dual problems and therefore we have included them into the third 
part of the supplement devoted to nonsmooth optimization. 
Besides the general methods of items (i), (ii) and (iii) there is a considerable number 
of other duality theories (with or without the perturbational character) with various 
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purposes and applicability fields. Two of such theories, requiring certain special 
properties to remove the duality gap but still having a considerable applicability area 
are briefly described in Sec. 7. It is the duality theory of Toland ([36], [37]) and 
the relaxation duality theory of Ekeland and Temam ([8], [78]). At this place it is 
interesting to note that Toland's results have been republished in [62] and [76] 
without any reference to the author. We start the "nonconvex" part of the sequel 
by these two theories because they are essentially based merely upon the results of 
the convex analysis and the convex perturbational theory of duality. 
Let us still mention at least here, in the introduction, some other duality theories 
which could not be discussed in the sequel because of the extent limitations. Iri [57] 
the author proposes a general nonconvex duality theory for smooth extremal pro-
blems via the Legendre transformation. As the Legendre transform of a smooth 
nonconvex function need not be a function, he broadens the framework from smooth 
functions'to Lagrangian manifolds. 
In [56] a new duality concept termed the //-duality has been developed originating 
in the results of Singer [77] in convex optimization. In this duality scheme one 
replaces nonlinear (or even nonfunctional) constraints by a single affine equality 
constraint. Solving the dual problem amounts seeking for the optimal linear functio-
nal specifying this affine constraint. 
There are various duality approaches in quasiconvex optimization cf. [42], [49], 
[60]. 
Furthemore, besides these theories with a still considerable level of generality we 
have a number of quite special duality schemes, where a specific nature of the pro-
blem is utilized. An example of this kind can be found in [58]. 
We shall employ the notation of the first part. Additionally, (x) + = max {0, x} 
for x e tt, V2j(-\j is the Hessian off at x, sp A is the span of a set A, %A is the charac-
teristic function of a set A and the sum over an empty index set equals zero. 
7. Nonconvex dualisations derived by the convex perturbational theory 
If we dualise a nonconvex extremal problem according to the pattern of Sec. 2, 
we cannot generally avoid the presence of a duality gap which makes the obtained 
dual problem useless. However, sometimes a special structure of the original problem 
together with some suitably chosen perturbations make the duality gap disappear. 
This section contains two examples of this kind. Let us start with the duality theory 
of Toland. 
Let X, X*, and V, V* be two pairs of paired l.c.s. and we have to solve the problem 
(0*1). Differently from the first part of the paper, we make no convexity assumptions 
concerning / ; we assume merely that a "suitable" perturbed essential objective 
<P\X x V -* ttcl~\, <P(X, 9) = f(x) can be found. The meaning of the adjective 
"suitable" will become clear in the course of our considerations. 
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We introduce the Lagrangian function L[X x V* -* Wc,] by 
(7.1) L(x, p*) = - s u p [<p*, p) + <P(x, -)] = - ( - * „ ) * (p*) , 
P E F 
i.e. with the opposite sign at 4> in comparison with (2.7). Let us examine the dual pro-
blem 
G(p*) = —sup L(x, p*) -* inf 
xeX 
(^1) subj. to 
p* e V* . 
As previously we denote by a and /? the optimal cost values of (01) and (£?/), respecti-
vely, and state the following assertions: 
Proposition 7.1. 
Proof. By definition 
x ^ *(x, 3) = - L(x, p*) Vx e X, p* e V* . 
Hence also 
a rg —sup sup L(x, p*) = inf G(p*) = fi . D 
P*EV* .veX p*eF* 
Proposition 7.2. If for all x e X 
(7.2) (~<PX)**(S) = (-<1>X)(9), 
then a = /?. 
Proof. 
a = inf &x(9) = - s u p (-<£v(9)) = - s u p (-<PX)**(9) = 
xeX xeX .xeX 
= - s u p sup L(x, p*) = inf G(p*) = fi . D 
xeX p*eK* p*ef* 
Condition (7.2) is satisfied, if either -<PX e T0(V) or 8(-<Px) (9) ^ 0 for each 
x e X. Under this condition we could solve (01) by way of (Oil); however, (3)1) is 
a minimization of a generally nonconvex functional G over V* so that it is not so 
favourable as the duals of Sees. 2 — 6. Extremality relations reflect the nonconvexity 
of both problems: 
Proposition 7.3. If x solves (01) and p* e d(-<Px) (3), then p* solves (3)1). Further-
more, 
<p(x, 9) + L(x, p*) = 0, 
G(p*) + L(x, p*) = 0 . 
Proof. 
-<p(x, p) = -<Px(p) = -<PX(9) + (p*, p> = - a + <p*, p> Vp e V. 
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Therefore, 
a g -L(x,p*) 
which implies further that -G(p*) = sup L(x, p*) ^ _ « So that p* solves (S>f) . 
xeX 
Since p* 6 d(-$x) (S), we have 
- * s ( 9 ) + ( - ^ ) » ( p * ) = 0 
due to Prop. 1.12. It proves relations (7.3). rj 
In [36] one can find various other important assertions concerning the existence 
of solutions x, p* of (&l), (91), respectively, minimizing sequences etc. Here, we 
illustrate rather briefly these developments on an example which has in fact motivated 
this research. So, let 
(7.4) f=H-F, 
where F e r0(X). We may set V - X, 
<Kx, p) = H(x) ~ F(x + p) 
and observe that condition (7.2) is satisfied. Therefore, the strong duality result of 
Prop. 7.2 holds. 
L(x, p*) = - s u p [<p*, p> ~ E(x + p)] - H(x) = 
psX 
= - s u p [<p*, v} - F(v)] + <p*, x> - H(x) -
veX 
- -F*(p*) - H(x) + <p*, x> . 
Thus, (91) attains the form 
F*(p*) - H*(p*) -> inf 
(7.5) subj. to 
p*eX* . 
i 
The extremality relations (7.3) are in this case particularly simple: If x solves 
(SP1) with / given by (7.4) and p* e 8F($), then p* solves (91). Moreover, 
(7.6) H(x) + H*(p*) = <p*, x> , E(x) + F*(p*) - <p*, x> . 
It implies in particular that if dF(x) 4= 0 for all x e X and a solution x of the primal 
problem with a finite exists, then a solution of (7.5) exists. We have also some con-
verse existence results: 
Proposition 7.4. Let p* be a solution of (7.5) and {x„} c X be such a sequence 
that 
(7.7) lim [<£*, *„> - #(*„)] = H*(p*) , 
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i.e. {xn} is a maximizing sequence for the functional <p*, •} — H. Then, 
(7.8) Hm [<p*, x„> - F(x„)] = E*(p*), 
and {xn} is a minimizing sequence in the primal problem. 
Proof. Since F e r0(X), 
a = F*(p*) - lim [<p*, x„> - H(xn)] . 
By definition, H(xn) — F(xn) = a for all n, and so 
lim [<P*, x„> - F(x„)] = E*(p*). 
Hence, Eq. (7.8) holds, and H(x„) - F(x„) -> a. • 
Corollary 7.4.1. Let H be weakly l.s.c, and p* be a solution of (7.5). If there is 
a sequence {x„} <= X satisfying (7.7) and w(X, X*)-convergent to some point x, 
then x is a solution of the primal problem. 
Proof. Since x„ —-^ x, lim <p*, x„> -> </>*, x>; thus the weak lower semi-
continuity of H implies that 
lim H(x„) = -H*(p*) + <p*, x> = #(x) = hm H(x„). 
Hence, H(x„) -+ H(x). As also (see (7.8)) F(x„) -» F(x), x is a solution of the primal 
problem due the assertion of Prop. 7.4. • 
Corollary 7.4.2. Suppose that X is a reflexive Banach space, H is weakly l.s.c. 
and strongly coercive, and p* is a solution of (7.5). Then there exists a solution x 
of the primal problem. 
Proof. Let {x„} cz X be a maximizing sequence for the functional <p*, •} — H, 
i.e. a minimizing sequence for the primal problem by Prop. 7.4. By the assumptions 
{x„} possesses a weakly convergent subsequence {*„-} with a limit point x. Thus, 
Cor. 7.4.1 may be applied. • 
Props. 7.3, 7.4 enable to replace under some conditions the existence problem in 
(3P1) with j given by (7.4) by the existence problem in (7.5) and vice versa. The ex-
tremality relations provide us with valuable necessary optimality conditions especially 
if any lack of differentiability occurs. In variational problems possessing this struc-
ture they imply a weak form of the appropriate Euler-Lagrange equation. Moreover, 
with the help of them it was possible to generalize the notion of a stationary point 
of a nonconvex nondifferentiable functional j having the prescribed structure. On the 
other hand, Eqs. (7.6) do not guarantee that x and p* are indeed the desired mini-
mizers unlike the extremal relations in convex optimization. 
Toland's duality theory may well be applied also in optimal control problems or 
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variational problems of the type (^3), if A e ^[U, F ] , A and A* are bijective and 
- J(-, >•) e T(U) for all j> e Y, cf. [36]. The case of J(u, y) = H o Aw - E(w) has 
been successfully used to explain the connection between the differential equations 
describing the motion of a heavy rotating chain, cf. [37]. ^ 
The summation exhibits remarkable "convexifying" properties; it has been utilized 
in a very fruitful relaxation technique described in [8] in detail. For a more general 
concept of the relaxation (from a different point of view) cf. [82]. For further applica­
tions see e.g. [78]. The rest of this section is devoted to a very brief description 
of some elements of this theory. 
The method of relaxation consists in replacing a cost functional/(in the framework 
of problem (SP I)) by an approximate cost functional j possessing the following 
properties: 
(i) infj(x) = minj(x'); 
XEA XEA . 
(ii) for each x e argmin (/ + 3A) there is a sequence {x,,} such thatj(x„) -* infj(x) 
and xn -* x in a certain sense;
 xeA 
(hi) every cluster point of an arbitrary minimizing sequence in (3P 1) belongs 
to argmin (j + SA). 
The method is particularly useful in such extremal problems, where a solution 
either fails to exist or its existence is hardly to be proved. It may be applied e.g. 
to the extremal problems of the type (0> 3), where Uand Fare Banach spaces (mostly 
reflexive ones) of functions mapping a measurable set Q c R" (frequently a domain 
with a sufficiently smooth boundary) into Rm, Rp, respectively, A\U-* F ] possesses 
mostly a differential or integral character, 
J(u, ľ) = co(x, м(x), y(x)) dx , 
Jя 
a>\Q x Rm x Rp -* ffc/] and the sections m(x, •,•) are (generally) nonconvex. 
We assume futhermore that M, N are convex and closed and U, U*, Y, Y* are paired 
with respect to the appropriate canonical pairings. We denote here such problems 
also (SP 3) for the sake of simplicity. 
Denoting 0(u) = | f i a>(x, u(x), A u(x)) dx, we will study simultaneously the 
bidual problem 
(u) = o)**(x, u(x), Л u(x)) dx -> inf 
(M3) 
subj. to xeM<=U,AueNczY. 
As in Sec. 1 conjugations of integrands are taken merely over those variables in which 
the integrands are not intrgrated. Under some conditions @ = ©** and some other 
conditions ensure that 0 = 6W, the largest weakly l.s.c. minorant. Then the infima 
in (3P 3) and (39 3) are equal. The existence of a solution of (.# 3) can be ensured e.g. 
by a certain coercivity condition in connection with the reflexivity. 
The "dualisation" phase of the method consists in solving (^3) by way of a suitable 
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dual problem which piovides us simultaneously with a minimizing sequence for the 
original nonconvex problem. With respect to the limited extend of the sequel we 
confine ourselves to the problem 
J(u, y) = F(u) + G(y) = f /(x, u(x)) dx + f v(x, y(x)) dx - inf 
(7.9) subj. to 
y = Au . 
The appropriate assumptions will be imposed later, To prove the results concerning 
such type of problems, the following auxiliary theory is necessary: 
Definition 7.1. Let B be a Borel subset of IRm. A mapping /[Q x B -* ffc(] is 
termed a normal integrand on Q x B if 
(i) for almost all x e Q / (x,-) is l.s.c. on B; 
(ii) there exists a Borel function/[& x B -» ffc(] such tha t / (x , •) = / ( x , •) for a.e. 
xeQ. 
Remark. A function /[Rp -> W] is called Bore/ if for each open subset 0 <=. Rq 
r\&) is a Borel set. 
Clearly, for every measurable function u[£2->-B] / ( • , «(•)) is measurable on £2 
provided/ is a normal integrand on Q x B. Def. 7.1. implies that f o r / a n d $ arbi-
trary normal integrands o n f i x 5 and A 2; 0 X(/ + </), inf (/, y) are normal integrands 
there and for a sequence {/„} of normal integrands on Q x B s up / , is a normal 
integrand there. The following Lusin type theorem holds: "el^ 
Proposition 7.5. Let B be a Borel subset of «m. Then for a function/[Q x B -* ffc,] 
the following assertions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) / i s a normal integrand on £2 x B; 
(ii) for every compact set K c Q and all e > 0 there is a compact set Kc c K such 
that meas (K \ Ke) <£ £ and / /K s „ B is l.s.c. 
Proof. Suppose /(Q x B) c [0, 1] (if necessary, an isomorphism of the arctg type 
can be used). The implication (ii) => (i) is obvious. For the proof of the opposite 
implication we denote by SJ) a denumerable basis of open subsets on B and set 
^ : = { / c * G | e e ? ) , / c 6 0 n [ O . l ] } . 
3) =. {(pn}^i is denumerable and for a.e. x e Q 
/(x, •) = sup {<p e ® | tp ^ f(x, ') on B} . 
The set 
£„ := ( x e f 3 | / ( x , •) ^ (?„} 
is measurable as the complement of the projection of {(x, w)e Q x B \/(x, u) < 
< ^/.(t1)] on Q which is implied e.g. by the Choquet capacity theorem. Thus, by 
virtue of Lusin's theorem we can find a compact set Kc c K with meas (K \ Ke) <, e 
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such that for each n e N XE„IKB
 i s continuous on K£. Then functions ij/„ = <PnXEn 
are l.s.c. o n ^ x B a n d / i s the least upper bound of {iA«}n
+=°°i there. D 
Definition 7.2. Let B be a Borel subset of Rm. A function /[Q x B ->• Rci] is said 
to be a Caratheodory function if 
(i) for a.e. xe Q /(x, •) is continuous on B; 
(ii) for all v e B /(•, v) is measurable on Q. 
Proposition 7.6. Every Caratheodory function on Q x B is a normal integrand 
there. 
Proof. Suppose /(x, •) is continuous for every x e Q and /(Q x B) cz [0, 1]. 
Taking *3), J1 = {<p„}*j"J as above and si a dense denumerable set in B, we set 
Ena:= {xeQ\/(x,a)^ cp„(a)} for a e i and neN. 
Since/(•, a) is measurable, E„ = f) Ena is measurable. From the continuity of the 
sections /(x, •), E„ = {x e Q \/(x, •) ^ <p„}. For each neN there is a Borel subset 
C„ c £2 such that ^c„ = XE„ a-e- tn *-• Setting /(x, v) = sup {(p„(v) Xc„(x) \ne N} 
which is Borel, we easily see tha t / (x , •) = /(x, •) for a.e. x e Q. • 
Corollary 7.6.1. (Scorza, Dragoni). A function /[£? x B -» ffc:J is Caratheodory 
iff for all compact sets K c Q and all e > 0 there are compact sets Ke a K having 
meas (X\K £ ) ^ e and such that /Z^^g is continuous. 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. The necessity follows from Props. 7.5. and 7.6. 
and the fact that —/ is Caratheodory too. • 
To prove tha t /* is a normal integrand, we need the following 
Lemma 7.1. Let B be a compact subset of Mm and d be a normal integrand on Q x B 
Let 
0 if d(x, v) = min d(x, b) 
d0(x, v) = < , x «» - , s v ; \ + oo if d(x, v) > min d(x, b) . 
beB 
Then d0 is a normal integrand o n f l x B . Moreover, there exists a measurable mapp-
ing u[Q -y -B] such that d0(x, i7(x)) = 0 a.e. in Q. 
Proof. Suppose d(Q x B) c [0, 1]. For all e > 0 and all compacts K c Q 
we can find a compact set KE with meas (.K \ JK£):g e and such that d[KcXB is l.s.c. 
Using the compactness of Ke x B it can easily be proved that <p(x) = min {d(x, b) | 
| b e B} is l.s.c. onKc. The set 
C = {(x, v) eK£ x B | d(x, o) = <p(x)} 
is Borel. Hence <5C = d0[KBy.B is Borel and Cx = {v e B \ (x, v) e C} is closed for a.e. 
xeQ. 
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Since d0jKcXB is a normal integrand, we find a compact set K2t cz K£ a K with 
mens(K^K2t) g 2e such that d0jK2cXB is l.s.c. due to Prop. 7.5. It shows that d0 
is in fact a normal integrand on Q x B (Prop. 7.5). 
Let {b,,}^^ be a dense sequence in B. We define by induction for n e N 
e„(x, v) = d„_x(x, v) + \v — b„\m, 
0 if e„(x, v) = inf e„(x, b) , 
d„(x, V) = <( bEB 
x + oo elsewhere on Q x B. 
Using the preceding assertion successively, we can see that every d„, n = 0 , 1 ..., 
is a normal integrand on Q x B. Hence, d = sup {d„ | n e N} is also a normal 
integrand for which dom d(x, •) consists of a single point for a.e. xeQ. The function 
ii:xf-+ dom d(x, •) possesses the required property. • 
Proposition 7.7. If / is a normal integrand on Q x Rm, then / * : (x, v*) i-> 
t-> sup {<u*, u*> —/(x, f) | v e Rm} is a normal integrand on fi x ff" as well. 
Proof. As/*(x, •) is a convex l.s.c. function, it remains to verify the requirement 
(ii) of Def. 7.1. Clearly, 
/ * = sup/;* for fk(x, £) = / (x , c) + - W , ® , k e N . 
As 
- / * ( x , £*) = inf [/k(x, £) - <£*, O m ] V x e f i , fc e /V , 
/*(x , *)is either a finite convex function or identically equal to +oo. By Lemma 7.1. 
there exists a measurable function uki,\_Q -> B
k„(&j] such that 
-/;*(x, {•) = - <^*, uM,(x)>„, + / , (x, ut>?,(x)) a.e. in Q . 
Hence/* is a Caratheodory function. By Prop. 7.6./* is a normal integrand. • 
Proposition 7.8. Let / be a normal integrand on Q x R" satisfying the condition 
(7.10) / (x , •) ^ h0(x) for a.e. x e Q and a suitable function h0 e Lt(Q). 
Let {wk}^=i be a sequence of measurable functions from Q into W
m converging 
to some u\Q -> Wm] almost everywhere. Then, 
| / (x , u(x)) dx ^ Urn I / (x , wk(x)) dx . 
Jn k-xnja 
Proof. Apply Fatou's lemma. • 
In the rest of the section we shall denote by || • ||rve the norm in L^Q, ff
c] for 
ce N and v e [ l , + oo]. We shall omit c if c = 1. We shall suppose that Q c R" 
is bounded and open. 
Proposition 7.9. Let / be a normal integrand o n f i x T and F given as in (7.9) 
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map LV[Q, W
m] into Rcl for a certain v e [0, +00] . Let there is a function u0 e 
eLy[Q,R
m] such that E(u0)<+oo. Then for all u* e LV,[Q, R
m] F*(u*) = 
= | 'n/*(x,u*(x))dx. 
We remark that for v e ( l , +00) v* = v/(v — 1), for v = 1 v* = +co and for 
v = +00 v* = 1. E maps LV[Q, »
m] into Rcl for every v e [ l , 00] e.g. provided 
the condition (7.10) is satisfied. 
Proof of Prop . 7.9. We fix some u* e Ly*[Q, R"'~\ and use the notation 
^ (x)=/* (x ,u* (x) ) , 
<?k(x) — /*(x> "*(-*))> k = 1,2,. . . (/* introduced in the proof of Prop. 7.7). 
As {qk} tends monotonicaly to y and the function x f-+ <u*(x), M0(x)>m — /(x, M0(x)) 
is an integrable minorant of gk for fc = [j«o||t«,""
 w e h a v e 
lim ?k(x) dx = I f(x) dx . 
t - + oojfi Jn 
By Lemma 7.1 we find uk e L^[Q, R
m], flKtflw" = fc such that 
9k(x) = <"*(*), uk(x)}m - /(x, uk(x)) a.e. in Q . 
Hence Jfi ^(x) dx = E*(M*). The converse inequality is obvious. • 
Corollary 7.9.1. Let / b e a normal integrand on Q x B" minorized by a function 
hoeL^Q) as in (7.10). If there are u0, u* e Lx[Q, R
m~\ such that E(M0) < +oc, 
E*(u0) < +00, then 
F**(u) = J ^**(x, u(x)) dx for each u e LV[Q, ff
m], v e [1 , + oo] . 
The assertion is a straightforward consequence of Prop. 7.9 and its proof. 
To prove the equality E** = Fw, we carry out the following construction. We 
denote 
% := { f l [kj 2" ' , (fc, + 1) 2" ' ) | ku k2,..., k„ e 1} 
J = I 
j f ; := {KeWilK <= Q} , i = 1,2,.... 
Let Pu P2, ••-, Ps
 h e arbitrary positive numbers such that I /?r = 1. For K = 
n r = l 
= [fc, 2-'', (fc, + 1) 2~l) x f l [fc, 2" ; , (fc, + 1) 2"') e Jf. we set 
7 = 2 
* " - [(*. + ' l j 8 . ) - " , ( * ! + ip,)2-') x f l [fc,2-',(fc, + 1 ) 2 - ) , r = 1, . . . , s . 
( = 1 ( = 1 J = 2 
Let for i = 1,2,..., Bfr = u {K^ | K e / , - ) . For an arbitrary s-tuple of measurable 
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functions / = (/,, . . . , / s ) we define the measurable function 
, - m (T,\(\ / / -W
 for xeS'i/ r=\,...,s, 
(7.11) ( T / ) ( q ) = ^ W e l s e w h e r e o n f i 
Furthermore, we define 
C; = s p { Z x | K e , r , } , C =
 +UC,-
; = 1 
The following assertions hold for Q being an open bounded subset of ff": 
Lemma 7.2. For all i E N the mapping T is linear and continuous from Lt[Q, ff
s] 
into Lt(Q). Moreover, for each / = ( / , , . . . , / s ) e T, [Q, ff
s] 
(7.12) lim T/dx = £ & /• dx , 
; ->xJn r=i J n 
Proof. From (7.11) it follows immediately that T are linear and 
l!f/lk=LWk-
r = l 
T are thus equicontinuous and the linear functionals / i -> fQT,/dx are equiconti-
nuous over Lx[fl, ff
s] as well. By Ascoli's theorem it is sufficient to prove the con-
vergence (7.12) for all s-tuples of the functions from C. Considering the definition 
of C and the fact that lim meas (Q\ u .?f;) = 0, we arrive easily at the assertion. 
,•- + » D 
For an s-tuple (/, , . . . , / ) eLv[Q, ff'"
s] we define T/e L,\Q, ff'"] as (Tif)™=i, where 
/ ' = ( # • • . , / / ) • 
Lemma 7.3. The mappings T are linear and continuous from L,\Q, ff"'s] into 
LV[Q, ff
m] for v e [ l , +oo] and m e N. For an arbitrary s-tuple / = (/, . . . . , / s) e 
e LV[Q, ff
ms] T/ tends weakly (for v = + oo weakly *) to £ /?r/r e Tv[0, ff"']. 
Proof. Clearly, ||T/||tv,.. ^ X |/r||iv»" To obtain the convergence result, let. 
h e Lvt[Q, ff'"] be arbitrary and (h . / ) : x h-> (</j(x)/1(x)>m,..., </?(x),/(x)>m). 
Now T(/i./) = X ftJ'(T/'') and Eq. (7.12) implies the required result. Q 
; = i 
Lemma 7.4. Let w = (wls . . . ,u s) be an s-tuple of functions from Q into some 
arbitrary set S and let f\Q x S -> ffc/] be such that all functions x i—>/(x, wr(x)), 
r = 1,2,..., s, belong to LX(Q). We define for (/?!,..., j8,) e ff
s
+, £ /?r = 1: 
T.u(x)=/
U'(x) if * e 5 ? ' , r = l , . . . , s , 
' Nu^x) elsewhere on Q . 
Then, 
(7.13) lim / (x , TM(x)) dx = £ /L | / (x, ur(x)) dx . 
i-«coJ« r=l J ft 
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Proof. Denote / , = / ( • , !*.(•)). r = ! , . . . , - . Then / = ( / 1 , . . , / s ) e £ 1 [ f i , R
i ] 
and we may apply the assertion of Lemma 7.2. • 
Proposition 7.10. Let / be a normal integrand satisfying the condition (7.10) 
for a suitable h0 e L^(Q). Then F** = F"' (the weak- and for v = + oo the weak * 
- l.s.c. regularization of E) on LV[Q, R"], ve [1, +oo]. 
Proof. Of course, F** < F"'. Conversely, if (v, a) e epi F** = co (epi F), a e R, 
then for arbitary (5 e Ut..m.w(.9) (w denotes the w(Lv[Q, «'"], £v.[fi, «'"]) topology) 
and for arbitary e > 0 there exists a suitable p e /V, an s-tuple (ur, ar)r=_, e (epi F)
s 
and nonnegative scalars f}u /?2, ..., /3S, £ /?, = 1, such that y — J /?,«, e 0 and 
r = 1 i- = 1 
|c/ — V p^ F(wr)| g s. As F(ur) < +co, r = 1, 2, ..., s, we can use Lemmas 7.3, 7.4 
r = I 
to find a sufficiently large ;0 6 N such that for u = (u,, u2, ..., «s) 
r«oM ~ I &" . 6 (5 
r = l 
and 
I | /(.v, (Tiou) (x)) dx - V 0, ( / (* . «,(*)) dxl £ e . 
|Jfl r= I Jfl 
Hence, Fou - u e 2(9 and (T,0u, a + 2e) e epi F so that (i>, a) e epi F"'. • 
Proposition 7.11. Let U be a Banach space paired with its dual U*. We assume 
that F[U-* Rcl] satisfies F** = F"' and 0 e F0(U) is such that 3?/,„,_,.• is w(U, U*) -
continuous for every A. Then ('§" + F)** = Ĉ  + F**. 
Proof. For u* e U* (^ + F)** = (0 - u* + F)** + u*. As ( # + E)w \> 
>. ('§ + F)** \\% '§ + F** and there is u* e U* minorizing '8 on U, it suffices to prove 
that (f§ +~F)W = '9 + Fw for <§ _> 0. For ueU and /. > hm [#(v) + F(vj] > 
g hm F(D), we clearly have „w,„ 
hm [9(v) + F(t>)] = iim [<#(») + F(»)] = ^(u) + hm F(v). • 
Let us now return to the problem (7.9) with the following set of requirements: 
(i) Q cz R" is an open bounded set, 
(ii) / i s a normal integrand on Q x «"' satisfying the condition (7.10); 
(iii) y- is a Caratheodory function on Q x ft1" convex in y for a.e. x e Q and satis-
fying for some c 0 > 0, y e [1, +oo) and /jj e £,[£(] the growth condition 
(7.14) I X ^ I ^ W + 'OMZ; 
(iv) the functional $ = G o A is w(Lv[(2, «




We set U = LV[Q, W"], Y = Ly[Q, W
M] and introduce the perturbed essential ob-
jective 
(7.15) $(«, p) = F(u) + G(Au - p) . 
The dual problem attains the form 
(7.16) -F*(A*p*) - G*(-p*) -» sup 
subj. to 
p* e Ly,[Q, «*] , 
and the bidual (relaxed) problem 
(7.17) F**(u) + G(y) -> inf 
subj. to 
y = Au . 
Control constraints of a certain type may be included to F and hence treated within 
the formulation (7.9). 
We impose now still one additional assumption, namely that 
(vi) there exist functions u0, u* e LX[Q, W
m] such that 
F(u0)< + oo,E*(u*)< + o o . 
Then we can express F*, F** by means of/*,/** respectively. Props. 7.10, 7.11 
imply that the infima in (7.9) and (7.17) are equal and for each solution u of (7.17) 
there is a sequence {un} such that «„ -^ u and F(u„) -> F**(u) (for v = + oo in the 
w* topology). If inf (7.9) e M, we may solve (7.17) by way of (7.16) (the dualisation 
phase of the method) because the bidual problem is stable (dom G = Y) and hence 
problem (7.16) possesses a solution p*. The extremality relations (Prop. 2.4) provide 
us with the following trivial statement: 




(7.18) F(u.) + G(Aua) <. -F*(A*p*) - G(-p*) + e . 
Conversely, if Ineq. (7.18) holds, then 
ua e 3£F*(A*p*) 
Auaedfi*(-p*). 
Remark. There are various possibilities to apply the above relaxation dualisation 
method to more complicated problems than (7.9). Moreover, the above theoiy 
completes the results concerning normal convex integrands in Sec. 1 and the relaxa-
tion represents an important tool even if we have to solve bidual problems directly 
(e.g. with the help of the Caratheodory theorem, cf. [8]). In such a case, we do not 
need to assume strictly the linearity of A in problem (7.9). 
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8. Nonconvex perturbational duality theory of Lindberg 
This section is in fact a natural extension of the results of Sec. 2 to the case, where 
the extremal-value function h need not be convex. This extension was achieved by 
a generalization of the E-regularization and hence also the conjugation introduced 
in Sec. 1. 
Let X and Y be arbitrary spaces (sets) and tp[X x Y -> R~\ be a given function. 
For functions defined on X we will use minorants of the form ft — </»(•, y), called 
cp-minorants. 
Each (p-minorant is given by a couple (y, ft) e Y X ». To a function f[X -> Rcl] 
we associate its minorant set tn(f), 
m(f) = {(y, ft)eYx R\n- cp(x, y) ^ f(x) Vx e X} . 
Clearly, 
(i) (y, ft) e m(f) => (y, ft) e m(f) for ft ^ ft ; 
(ii) (y, ftr) e m(f) and ftr -* ft =* (y, ft) e m(f) 
so that m(f) is the hypograph of some function defined on Y. This function will be 
termed the lower cp-conjugate o f / a n d denoted/" . 
(8.1) fn(y) - sup {/i I 0 , /i) e m(/)} = inf [/(x) + <p(x, yj] . 
xeX 
Similarly, we may also try to recover a function / from its majorants of the form 
£• + <?(*> y)> called cp-majorants. As above, we define the majorant set M(f), 
M(f) m {(y, fi) e Y x R | n + <p(x, y) = / (x ) Vx 6 Z} 
and find that it is the epigraph of a funct ion/ u [Y -> Rcl] termed the upper (^-con-
jugate off. 
(8.2) /u(j;) = s u p [ / ( x ) - < p ( x , y ) ] . 
xeX 
Evidently, 
(8.3) (-/r = - (n . 
Proposition 8.1. If <p(x. •) is concave for each fixed x, then for any function 
f[X^> Rci],r a n d /
u are concave and convex, respectively. 
Proof. Since q>(x, •) is concave, (8.1) implies t h a t / " is the pointwise infimum 
of a family of concave functions and hence also concave. For / u the result follows 
from (8.2). • 
Remark. The conjugation (1.1) would rather correspond to minorants of the form 
<?(•> y) — /t- However, Lindberg provides us with sufficient reasons for this choice 
of signs in [14]. 
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Definition 8.1. A function/ is said to be lower (upper) (p-regular at x if f(x) 
is the supremum (infimum) of the values at x of the <p-minorants (<p-majorants) 
of / . If / is lower (upper) <p-regular at each point, then it is called lower (upper) 
(p-regular. 
The following assertion is the generalization of the Fenchel-Moreau theorem 
(Prop. 1.4). 
Proposition 8.2. (/n)u (x) g f(x) with equality iff/ is lower ^-regular at x. 
Proof. 
(/T (*) = SUP [TOO - <K*> y)1 = SUP & ~ <K*> y) I M s r x R,H S r(y)} = 
= sup {̂  - <p(x, y) | (y, At) e m(f)} S f(x). 
The inequality is by Definition 8.1 an equality iff/is lower ^-regular at x. • 
Analogously, we have 
Proposition 8.3. ( / u ) n (x) ^ f(x) with equality iff/ is upper <p-regular at x. 
One may anticipate that the lower (upper) ^-regularity plays a crucial role in the 
developed duality theory and we have to provide meaningful criteria for its testing. 
Supposing X equipped with a topology, we introduce 
Definition 8.2. q> is said to be sharp at x e AT if for all y e Y, all & e Ux(x), all 




If q> is sharp at all x e X we shall say that q> is sharp. 
YC-,9) 
<p(x, y) - <p(x, y) ^ cp(x. y) + u Vx e X* 
q>(x, y) > (f{x, f) — e Vx e 0 . 
<?(*,?) 
Fig 1. P(AT, >>) = y\x — x\ is sharp at x. 
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Proposition 8.4. Suppose that <p is sharp atxeX. Then every function/[X -» Wcl] 
which is l.s.c (u.s.c.) at x and has some (p-minorant ((p-majorant) is lower (upper) 
(p-regular at x. 
Proof. We will discuss only the case of / l.s.c. at x. Suppose tha t / (x ) is finite. 
Then for any e > 0 there exists a neighbourhood & e Ux(x) such that 
f(x) ^ /(3c) - e Vx e & . 
By the assumption 
f(x) ^ fi — (p(x, y) V x e l and some fixed couple (y, fi). 
The sharpness of q> at x implies the existence of a y and & e Ux(3c), 0 c & such that 
(p(x, y) - <p(x, j>) ^ (p(x, y) - fi + f(x) - 2e Vxe X\& 
and 
(p(x, y) ^ (p(x, j>) - e Mxe& . 
Hence, the function 
^e(x) = f(x) - 2e + 9(x, S>) - cp(x, 9) 
satisfies 
ipe(x) ^ f(x) - e S f(x) Vxe& 
and 
ij/e(x) Sfi- (p(x, y) ^ f(x) \fxeX\& . 
Thus, functions \j/e are (p-minorants and lim ij/e(x) = f(x). The proof for/(3c) = + co 
may be performed along the same lines. *" • 
We postpone the investigation of the sharpeness of concrete function cp to concrete 
dualisations and introduce a natural generalization of the subgradient (Def. 1.7). 
Definition 8.3. y is a (p-subgradient (cp-supergradient) o f / a t x if 
f(x) + <p(x, y) ^ f(x) + <p(x, y), (f(x) - <p(x, y) 5£ f(x) - <p(x, y)) 
for all x e X. 
The (possibly empty) set of all (p-subgradients of / at x is termed cp-subdifferential 
o f / a t x and denoted dnf(x). Similarly, duf(x) denotes the cp-superdifferential of / 
at x, the set of all (p-supergradients of / at x. 
Note that if cp is linear in x, then the (p-subgradients correspond to subgradients 
in the usual sense. We have also an analogue of Prop. 1.12. 
Proposition 8.5. fn(y) S f(x) + q>(x, y) with equality iff y e dnf(x). 
Proof. Clear from Eq. (8.1) and Def. 8.3. • 
Analogously, we have 
Proposition 8.6. fu(y) ^ f(y) — <p(x, y) with equality iff y e duf(x). 
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The apparatus of lower (upper) (^-conjugate functions and cp-subgradients (<p-super-
gradients) enables us to derive a nonconvex perturbational theory of duality along 
the same lines as it was done in Sec. 2. We take the general minimization problem 
(SP1) and assume that besides the l.c.s. X we are given a l.c.s. V and two arbitrary 
sets S, W. Let S contain an element denoted by 9 (usually the origin for a subset 
of a l.c.s. containing it). Moreover, let <p[X x S -> W] and \j/[V x ^ - » B ] b e such 
functions that 
(8.6) <p(-,9) = 0 and ij/(9, •) = 0 . 
As in Sec. 2 we consider a suitable essential objective given by (2.1) and examine 
the family of perturbed primal problems (0 lp) by means of the extremal-value 
function h (2.2). One obtains 
a - h(9) ^ (hn~% (9) = sup [hn(w) - ip(9, wj] = sup hn(w) = p 
WEW weW 
and we may try to solve the maximization problem sup hn(w) instead of (2P 1) 
weW 
provided a = fi. The subscripts (p, \p will tell us with respect to which function 
the conjugates are taken. By definition 
hn(w) = inf [h(p) + i/r(p, w)] = inf [$(x, p) + cp(x, 9) + ty(p, w)] = 
peV xeX 
peV 
= <Pn(9, W) , 
where <Pn(s, w) = inf [<t>(x, p) + <p(x, s) + \p(p, w)] . 
xeX 
peV 
Thus, the dual problem (3) 1) with respect to $ and \p attains the form 
(Q 1) <Pn(9, w) -* sup 
subj. to 
weW. 
The technique used to form the dual of (0> 1) can be easily applied also to (9 1): 
We introduce the perturbed dual problem 
(9 ls) $
n(s, w) -* sup 
subj. to 
weW, 
the dual extremal-value function g[S -> WeI] 
(8.7) g(s) = sup 4>n(s, w) 
X ' weW 
and note that /? = g(9). In such a way 
(8.8) fi = g(9) = (g")
n (9) = inf [#(*) + <K*» 3)1 = i n f tf (*) = 
= inf { sup sup [<Pn(s, w) - <K*> s) ~ H$> w)]} = i n f (*T (*. 5) • 
xeX SES weW xsX 
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We have obtained the dual problem of (3) 1) (bidual problem of (SP 1)) with respect to 
<Pn and (p. If <Z> is lower (q>, i/^-regular, it is the primal problem (0> 1) due to Prop. 8.2. 
In this case there is a complete symmetry between (0> 1) and (3i 1) as in Sec. 2 
for $ e r0(X x V). 
A slightly more complex situation present in this nonconvex setting forces us 
to modify Def. 2.1 as follows: 
Definition 8.4. 1) The problem (0 1) is \j/-normal (with respect to <P) if the duality 
gap a — /? equals zero. 
2) The problem (&> l) is ^-stable (with respect to &) if there exists a i/^-subgradient 
of h at 9 (h is t/'-subdifferentiable at 9). 
The assertions below are generalizations of Props. 2.1, 2.2. 
Proposition 8.7. Let (0> I) be inf-stable (Def. 2.1) and h possess a i/^-minorant. 
Let \j/ be sharp at p = 9. Then, (0 1) is i/^normal (with respect to <P). 
Proof. It is evident that 
« = Poh(9) = (hn);(9). 
Therefore, we need the lower i/^-regularity of h at 9 (Prop. 8.2) which is implied by 
the assumptions due to Prop. 8.4. • 
Remark. Observe that the nonconvexity of h causes a substantial strengthening 
of assumptions guaranteeing that a = p. 
Proposition 8.8. If <P is lower (<p, i/^-regular at (x, 9) for all x e X and g(9) = 
= (g^)n (9), then (&> 1) is i^-normal (with respect to <P). 
The p roo f is contained in (8.8). 
Proposition 8.9. The following two conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) (9 1) is instable with w e 8n h(9); 
(ii) w solves (& 1) and a = /?. 
Proof. Follows from Prop. 8.5 and the following sequence of equalities and 
inequalities: 
hn(w) = $
n(9, w) S sup <Pn(9, w) = g(9) ^ h(9) = h(9) + ij/(9, w) . • 
wsW 
Unfortunately, there are no instability criteria having the generality of Prop. 2.5. 
We return to this question in concrete dualisations. 
As in the convex case usually it is not possible to evaluate $n(9, w) explicitly. 
Therefore, analogously to (2.7) we introduce the Lagrangian function L\X x W -* 
-> Rci] by halfway conjugation: 
(8.9) L(x, w) = <Pn(x, v) = inf [<%, p) + xjj(p, w)] 
peV 
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so that (3 1) attains the form 
sup inf L(x, w). 
weW XEX 
By a simple computation, 
<Hx, p) £ (#;)y (x, p) = L;(X, P) = sup [L(X, W) - ip(P, w)] . 
WEW 
Hence, <P(x, 9) 5: sup L(x, w) with equality iff <P(x, •) is lower i/z-regular at 9. If 
WEW 
this lower i/f-regularity holds for each x e X, (3? 1) can alternatively be written in the 
form 
inf sup L(x, w), 
xeX WEW 
and we have the usual relation between the Lagrangian and the primal and dual 
problems. 
If ijj(p, •) is concave for each fixed p, then L(x, •) is also concave due to Prop. 8.1. 
The relations between saddle-points and saddle-values of L and solutions of (3? 1) 
and (3 1) are examined in the following assertions: 
Proposition 8.10. Let (x, w) be a saddle point of Land $(x, •) be lower i//-regular 
at 5. Then w is a solution of (Si 1), x is a solution of (0> 1) and a = fi. 
Proof. Generally, 
(8.10) $(x, 9) ^ (<P^ (x, 9) = sup L(x, w) ^ L(x, w) ^ inf L(x, w) = $"(5, w). 
weW XEX 
The assumptions ensure that each of the inequalities in (8.10) is in fact an equality. • 
Proposition 8.11. The following two conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) a = p and w solves (Q> 1); 
(ii) inf#(x,9) = infL(x,H>). 
XEX XEX 
The proof is evident. This assertion is essential if we solve (0> l) by way of (3> 1). 
Of course, every minimizer of L(% w) need not be a solution of (0> 1) as in the La-
grange duality (Sec. 4). 
Props. 8.10, 8.11 concern global minima. However, if x is locally optimal in some 
neighborhood <9 e ltx(x) then the above technique could still be used by adding 
the constraint x e & to (0> 1). 
The important question of differentiability of the cost in (3 1) will also be post-
poned to further sections. 
9. Shifted penalties in nonconvex problems 
There are various differences between the convex and nonconvex perturbational 
theory of duality. From the user's point of view it is important that in the nonconvex 
case one has to choose not only the perturbations ($), but also the generalized 
pairing (i/>). 
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Let V be a normed linear space, V* its topological dual, W = fi+xf* (with a ty-
pical point (r, v*) and b\V-* Rct~] be convex. We will examine the generalized pairings 
(9.1) xjj(p, w) = (v*, p> + rb(p) , 
and 
(9.2) $(p, w) = <»*, p> + r5(||p||) . 
In this investigation the concept of local uniform convexity will be utilized: 
Definition 9.1. Let X be a normed space. A function f\X ~* Wci] is said to be 
uniformly convex at x if for all e > 0 
(9.3) 5x(e) = inf {/(x) + f(x) - 2j(^(x + 3c)) | \\x - x\\ ^ e} > 0 . 
jis called locally uniformly convex if it is so at each point. 
Lemma 9.1. Let f\X -> ffci] be uniformly convex at x and let y e 3j(x). Then 
for all e > 0 there is dx(e) > 0 such that 
(9.4) f(x) ^ f(x) + (y, x - x> + 5s(e) for \\x - x\\ > e . 
Proof. Ineq. (9.3) implies that 
(9.5) f{x) + f(x) - 2f(i(x + x)) ^ 5x(s) if \\x - x\\ = s . 
Since y e df(x) 
(9.6) M*+ *))>: m + Ky,*-*>• 
Combining (9.5) and (9.6), we get (9.4). • 
Proposition 9.1. Suppose b is convex, finite, continuous and uniformly convex 
at some point p e V. Then the generalized pairing \j/ given by (9.1) is sharp at p. 
Proof. Let p,(r, v*) correspond to x, y in Def. 8.2, respectively, 6, p. and e be like 
in Def. 8.2. Let 
x : p i-> <C*, p> + rb(p) . 
By the continuity of b there is an e' > 0 such that 6 = Bcv(p) c & and x(p) >, 
>: x(p) — e on (9. Prop. 1.13 implies the existence of a subgradient y* e db(p) and for 
any s' > 0 there is Sp(e') > 0 such that 
b(p) > b(p) + (y*, P - P> + <5„(e') if Ip - p\\ ^ 6'. 
due to Lemma 9,1. Thus if we set 
8 : P*-> <-?*, P> + tX-P)> 
we have 
(9.7) x(p) ^ x(p) if peff (because j>* e 8b(p)) , 
and 
(9.8) x(p) £ S(p) + ^(e') if p # 0 . 
We introduce now 
(9.9) % = x + J^-x, where j80 = (n + x(p))
+ . 
Then by (9.7) and a suitable choice of e' 
(9.10) x(p) £ x(p) - s + - A x(p) - x(p) - a for pe&. 
<W) 
For p e F \ 0 we have by (9.8) 
(9.11) A(p) ^ x(p) + A - (x(p) + <5,(e')) ^ x(p) + /. + x(p) + 
<W) 
+ rh *® = *(*) + * + *00 • 
<5p(e) 
Thus, (r, 0*) corresponding to j> in Def. 8.2 may be composed according to (9.9) 
and Ineq. (9.10), (9.11) show that \j/(p, w) is sharp at p. • 
Henceforth we will assume that V is a locally uniformly convex Banach space 
i.e. at each point x 6 V, \x\ = 1 and for all e > 0 there is Sx(s) > 0 such that 
inf {i||x + x|| | Ixl S 1 , 1* - x|| > e} <; 1 - 8J»). 
This property will be utilized in the following assertion concerning the generalized 
pairing (9.2): 
Proposition 9.2. Suppose that b is convex and nondecreasing on R+ and locally 
uniformly convex at XelR+. Then b = 5(||
#fl) is locally uniformly convex at Ap 
for any unit vector p. 
Proof. For an arbitrary n > 0 we take 5x(n) ensured by Lemma 9.1 for b and 
6p(n) from the local uniform convexity of V. We fix an arbitrary e > 0 and set 
ft(p) = HI|PI) + 5(«Ap|)-25(i|p + Ap|), 
Q, = F\5^(Ap). 
For some y e (0, min (e, 1)) and p e CXE with ||p|| e [(1 - y) A, A] we have i\p + 
+ Ap|| ^ A(l - Sp(s)).Ifpe CXt and |p|| = qX for some q e [1,1 + y], then flp/g -
- Apfl k (e - y) A and i||p + Ap|| ^ i 
+ y/2). Hence for every p e CXc such that 
\vk + Ap| + Ay/2 ^ A(l - 5P(S ~y) + 
"P\\ ~ X\ g yX h(p) ^ h£(y), where 
hc(y) = b((l-y)X) + 
+ 5(A) - 2 sup {B((l - Bp(s -y) + y/2) A), 5(A(1 - dp(S)))}. 
As 5 is strictly increasing (cf. Lemma 9.1), we find sufficiently small y such that 
h£(y) > 0. If peCXe and | |p | - X\ > yK we have h(p) £ 5(A) + 5(||p|) -
- 25 ( # + ijlpl) ^ 5,(yA). Thus, inf {h(p) | p e C;,} > 0. • 
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Corollary 9.2.1. Let b be finite convex and nondecreasing on fit and locally 
uniformly convex at 2.eR+. Then, the generalized pairing (9.2) is sharp at Xp for 
any unit vector p. 
Proof. Due to the assumptions being imposed, b = b(\\-\\) is convex and conti-
nuous. Therefore, assertions of Props. 9.1, 9.2 can be applied. • 
Noting that a function on R is locally uniformly convex iff it is strictly convex, 
we have 
Corollary 9.2.2. Let b be finite, strictly convex and nondecreasing onff+ . Then, 
(9.2) is sharp. 
By the above corollary, functions | - | a , exp | ' | | " and cosh ||-[|* generate sharp 
functional for a > 1. In what follows we confine ourselves to the special case: 
b = (-)2 and V is a Hilbert space //(hence clearly locally uniformly convex). We shall 
denote 
^i(p»w) = O*, P> + r\\p\\2 
and apply the class of minorants generated by I/'J to the mathematical programming 
problem (0> 2). It is assumed that 
(i) X is a Banach space and Z = V is the Hilbert space H; 
(ii) j is finite and l.s.c. on A; 
(iii) A is a closed subset of X. 
(iv) D is a closed convex cone in H with the vertex at the origin. 
We set 
(9.12) <P(x, p) = / (*) + 5A(x) + 8D(p - q(x)) 
so that the Lagrangian attains the form 
L(x, w) = L(x, r, v*) = inf [j(x) + 5A(x) + 6D(p - q(x)) + <t>*, p> + r[|p||
2] = 
peH 
1 ,l . „ , = f(x) + ôA(x) + r 2rJ II 4r 
be exactly the same reasoning as in Eq. (5.5). However, with respect to the consistency 
with the notation of Sec. 5, we replace Lby a Lagrangian L given by 
(9.13) L(x, r, v*) = L(x, r, -v*), 
and L has the same form as Lr in Sec. 5. Nevertheless, there is a fundamental difference: 
meanwhile r was a fixed parameter in the convex case, now r is a part of the dual 
couple (r, v*) (with respect to the pairing i/rj. Therefore we will include it to the argu-
ments of L. Concerning a derivative of L with respect to v*, we cannot apply Props. 
1.7, 1.8. Fortunately, the following assertion has been proved in [80]. 




In our case 
(9.14) VvX(x, r, „*) = - (%(*) - 0 * - H! = - (°£ - q(x)J- q(x) , 
and we have the same result as in the convex case. Therefore, the augmented Lagran-
gian L is Frechet differentiable with respect to v* for any x e A, r e R + . £ is defi-
ned over A x R+ x / / a n d the dual problem has the form 
G(r, v*) = inf L(x, r, v*) -• sup 
xsX 
subj. to 
(r,v*)eR+ x H. 
The "nonconvex" variant of Prop. 5.1 reads as follows: 
Proposition 9.3. The functionals (r, v*) i—» L(x, r, v*) and G(r, u*) are concave 
and u.s.c. in R+ x H, nondecreasing in r e R+ and G is nowhere + oo. Furthermore, 
for rx > r0 ^ 0, v* e H 
„*im 
(9.15) G(rь ß*) ^ max G(r0, v*) -
4 ( ' - i - t ' o ) J 
Proof. Clearly, 
(9.16) G(r, v*) = inf \h(p) - <v*, p> + r| |p||2] . 
psH 
The first assertion is implied by the definition of Land (9.16), since the pointwise 
infimum of a collection of affine functions of (r, v*) which are nondecreasing in r 
is an u.s.c. concave function which is nondecreasing in r. For any (r l5 v*) and (r0, v*) 
satisfying rt > rQ —• 0 we have from (9.16) that 
G(ru v*) = M[h(p) - (v*, p> + r0\\p\\




4(ri - r0) 
The maximum in (9.15) is attained due to Prop. 1.17. • 
Corollary 9.3.1. For every v* e H one has 
(9.17) lim G(r, v*) = ji . 
r-» + oo 
Proof. Given any e > 0 and (r0, v*) e «+ x H such that G(r0, v*) = fi - e, 
one has 
G(r, v*) = G(r0, v*) - a 
for all r sufficiently large by (9.15). • 
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Remark. Eq. (9A7) shows the connection between the shifted penalty and the classic 
exterior quadratic penalty. Indeed, by Lemma 5.L 
L(x, r, 9) =f(x) + 5A(x) + r\\q(x) - (q(x)y
D\\2 , 
and consequently 
G(r, 9) = inf [/(*) + r\\q(x) - (q(x))-D\\2] . 
XEA 
However, from well-known numerical reasons we are interested rather in such 
numerical methods, where we need not force r to tend to + oo, cf. [70], 
The theory developed in Sec. 8 enables us to investigate the i/^-normality and 
the t/'j-stability of (3P 2) with respect to $ given by (9A2). 
Definition 9.2. We say that (SP 2) satisfies the quadratic growth condition, if 
there is an r _ 0 such that L(x, r, 9) is bounded below as a function of x. 
Clearly, 
infL(x, r, 9) - inf \h(p) + r\\p\\2] 
XEX peH 
so that the quadratic growth condition holds, iff there exist real numbers r0 = 0 
and q0 such that 
h(p) = q0 - r0 | |pP . 
If the quadratic growth condition does not hold, the i/^-minorant set of h is empty 
and hence G = — co. 
Proposition 9.4. Suppose that (SP 2) is inf-stable and satisfies the quadratic growth 
condition. Then (SP 2) is i/^-normal. 
Proof. Apply Prop. 8.7 to (SP 2) with <f> given by (9.12) and \ji = t^ . Q 
However, it is generally very difficult to verify that (SP 2) is inf-stable For X = 
= R", H = Rm, D = Rm and q(x) = (q\x),..., qm(x)) one may use the following 
basic condition, cf. [72]: 
(9.18) A is closed, the functions / , q1, q2,..., qm are l.s.c. and for some p e int D 
and a' > a the set [x e A | f0(x) _ <x', q(x) ^ p} is compact. 
(The inequality is supposed to be valid for all coordinates). 
In [38] the authors have tried to prove some infinite-dimensional versions of (9.18). 
This is one of them: 
Proposition 9.5. Let X be reflexive, A be weakly closed, f[X-+ Rv { + co}] 
be weakly l.s.c. and \\i be continuous in the weak topologies of X and H. Moreover, 
let one of the following conditions be satisfied: 
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(i) Int D 4= 0; there exist numbers ^ and <50 and an element p0 e int D such that 
the sets 
(9.19) Ca = {x s A | /(x) < >/, <5p0 - g(x) e D} 
are bounded and non-empty for each <5 e [0, <50]; 
(ii) there exist numbers ^ and <50 > 0 such that the sets 
(9.20) Cs = {x e A \f(x) < n, \\q(x) - (q(x))-
D\\ < <5} 
are bounded and non-empty for each <5 e [0, <50]. 
Then, problem (& 2) is inf-stable. 
Proof. The imposed assumptions imply the weak lower semicontinuity of <P. 
Suppose the validity of (i). As for 0 <. <5t g <52 Cdi c Cd2, we may use the same 
arguments as in the proof of Prop. 3.1. to prove that the function <5 h-> h(Sp0) is l.s.c. 
at $. Let {p„} be an arbitrary sequence such that p„ -» 5. Since p0 e int D, there are 
n0 E N and a sequence {5,,} c: [0, <50], <5„ -> 0 such that <5„p0 — p„ e D for n ^ n0. 
If />„ - g(x) e Z), then 5„p0 - q(x) e Z>, thus h(p„) ^ h(<5np0). 
If (ii) holds, the proof, based on the idea from the proof of Prop. 3.1. again, is 
easy. • 
Remark. The requirement of the weak continuity of q is very stringent. One pos-
sible application of Prop. 9.5 can be found in [61], where X = R" and H = 
= L2 [0, T, «"]. 
Proposition 9.6. Let there exist a couple w = (?,v*)e R+ x H such that 
h(p) ^ h(9) + <v*, p} - P\\pl2 VpeH. 
Then, 
a = p = G(f, v*) , 
i.e. w is a solution of (3> 2). 
Proof. It is a consequence of Prop. 8.9. Q 
It is natural to ask about the relationship between v* and an appropriately defined 
Kuhn-Tucker vector of (3P 2). F o r / a n d q Gateaux differentiable over Xthe follow-
ing definition has been used in [63]. 
Definition 9.3. A point v* e His called the Kuhn-Tucker vector of(£P 2) at a point 
x solving (0> 2) if 
(9.21) v* e - D* , 
(9.22) <f)*,q(x)> = 0, 
(9.23) <VG/(S) - [VGq(xj]* v*,x- x}^0 Vx e A . 
Before we answer the above question, we state an important assertion, known 
as the Everett theorem for shifted penalties. 
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Proposition 9.7. Suppose x minimizes L(-,r, v*) over X. Then x is a solution 
of the problem 
(9.24) v ; 
subj. to x e A n l j , 
where @f = {x e X | p - g(x) e £>} and p = (q(x) - v*/2r)
D* + v*\2r. Moreover, 
i f / and g are Gateaux differentiate over X, 6* = 2r(v*/2r - a(x))~B* is a Kuhn-
Tucker vector of (9.24) at x. 
Proof. By Lemma 5A 
p - q(x) = (v*\2r - q(x))D e D 
so that x is a feasible point for (9.24). Furthermore, for x e J ? 
\(q(x) - v*J2r)D*f = \\(v*j2r - q(x))D - (v*\2r - q(x))\\2 S 
^ \\p - v*j2rf = \\(q(x) - v*J2r)D*\\2 
again by Lemma 5A and the definition of projection. Since L(x, r, v*) :£ L(x, r, v*) 
for all xeX, then/(x) ^ f(x) for each x e A n 88f. 
Clearly v* e -D*. 
(v*, q(x) -p} = <2r(v*j2r - q(x))~D*, -(v*J2r - q(x))D} = 0 , 
because in the decomposition (5.3) the components pD, p~D* are orthogonal. Finally, 
realize that 
VG[L(x, r, v*) - dA(x)~] = V
c/(x) + 2r[VGg(x)]* (q(x) - v*J2r)D* 
by Lemma 9.2 so that 
<VG/(x) + 2r[VG^(x)]* (q(x) - v*J2r)D*, x - x> ^ 0 Vx e A . 
As 
v* = 2r(v*j2r - q(x))~D* = -2r(q(x) - -*\2r)D* , 
the assertion has been proved. • 
Corollary 9.7.1. Let(0> 2) be ^-s table with (r, v*) being a solution of (2 2). Let x 
minimize £(•, r + <S, 5*) for some 5 > 0. Then x is a solution of (0s 2) and C* is 
a Kuhn-Tucker vector of (0> 2) at x (in differentiable case). 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of Prop. 9.3 that if (P,v*) solves (<? 2) that 
(r, v*) also solves (<3 2) for every r > r\ By the assumptions inf [/r(p) — <i;*, p> + 
peH 
+ ?||pfl2] is attained at p = 5. Hence for all r = r + <5 p = 3 is the only mini-
mizer of the functional £r : p i-» h(p) - (v*, p> + r | p |
2 and £.(3) = G(r, ti*). 
Indeed, 
inf C.(p) = inf {/(x) + 5A(x) + M[dD(p - q(x)) - <C*, p> + 
peH xeX peH 
+ r[|p||2]} =ML(x,r,v*). 
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As h(9) = L(3c, r, v*) and the infimum over p in the second part of the above devel-
opment for x is attained at &, — q(x) e D andj(x) + 5A(x) = a. Thus, x solves (3P 2) 
and by Prop. 9.7. 
(q(x) - v*j2r)Dt + v*J2r = 9 . 
Providedj and q are Gateaux differentiable over X, the Kuhn-Tucker vector of (3P 2) 
at x is given by 
v* = 2r(i3*/2r - g(x))~Z)* = v* 
again by Prop. 9.7. • 
Prop. 9.7 enlightens the shifted penalty approach for the solution of (3? 2) in 
a different way than it was done in Sec. 5. Namely, if we ensure that L(-, r, v*) 
attains its minimum for a couple (r, v*) and if we perform this minimization, then we 
solve actually a perturbed problem of the type (9.24). Our task is now to iterate 
on couples (r, v*) in such a way, that the corresponding shifts will tend to the zero 
vector possibly without /• —> oo. 
However, even in the differentiable case we disclose the following difficulties: 
The single perturbed problems possess Kuhn-Tucker vectors, but there need not 
exist any Kuhn-Tucker vector of the unperturbed original problem. In such a case (3? 2) 
is not i/^-stable by Cor. 9.7+ and we may look merely for a certain approximation 
of the zero shift (even theoretically). From this point of view it is important to know 
various "regularity" conditions guaranteeing the existence of a Kuhn-Tucker vector. 
Probably the most general condition of this type for j and q being Frechet differen-
tiable has been proved in [63] : 
Let x be a solution of (SP 2) which is regular, i.e. 
(9.25) 9 e int (q(x) + Vq(x) (A - x) + D) . 
Then there exists at least one Kuhn-Tucker vector of (0 2) at x. 
Of course, conditions guaranteeing the t/> ̂ stability of (0*2) are still stronger and 
more complicated to verify than the regularity condition (9.25). In the finite-dimensional 
case and for inequality constraints they have been investigated by Rockafellar: 
Proposition 9.8. Suppose in the finite-dimensional case that (3P 2) has a unique 
solution x satisfying the weak form of the second-order sufficient optimality condi-
tions and that the quadratic growth condition holds. Then (0 2) is i/^-stable for all 
r sufficiently large. 
For the proof of the assertion and the formulation of the weak form of the second-
order sufficient optimality condition see [72], [73]. 
It is supposed that the sufficient optimality conditions of [64] can be used in an 
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infinite-dimensional version of Prop. 9.8, but we cannot provide the appropriate 
reference. 
We turn now our attention to numerical methods for solving (2P 2) by way of (3) 2) 
which have proved themselves to be very useful in many nonconvex problems. 
Proposition 9.9. Let (SP 2) be inf-stable and {r„, v*„} c R+ x / / b e such a sequence 
that r„ — d > 0 for all n and 
(9.26) lim G(rn - S, v*) = a (= inf (0> 2)). 
Suppose furthermore that 
(9.27) L(xn, r„, v*) ^ G(r„, v*) + y„ 
for all n with y„ -> 0. Then, {xn} is an asymptotically feasible sequence and 
dist (v*j2rn, - £>*) -• 0. If {v*} happens to be bounded, {*,,} is ASMS for (0> 2). 
Proof. Let 
(9.28) pn = (q(x„) - v*„j2r„r + v*„\2r„. 
Therefore, 
L(xn, r„, v*) - f(x„) + 5A(x„) - <-•;, p„) + r„|p„||
2 = 
= /(x„) + 5A(xn)~ (v*„,pBy + (rn - 5) ||p„||
2 + 5\\Pn\\
2 > G(r„ - ,5, v*n)+ 5\\Pn\\
2. 
By (9.27) 
a - G(rn - 5, t>*) + yn > <5||p„|
2 
so that p„ -> 5 by (9.26). From (9.28) pn - g(x„) = (u*/2r„ - q(x„)f, dist (-g(x„), 
D) ^ |p„|| -> 0 which implies the asymptotic feasibility of {x„}. Analogously, 
dist (i;„*/2r„, -D*) = \\p„\\ -+ 0. 
It remains to prove that {x„} is ASMS for (3P 2). As {v*} is bounded, (v„, pn} 
converges to zero. Thus, 
lim r„||p„||2 ^ a - hm f(xn). 
But, according to the Everett theorem and our assumptions 
lim f(x„) 2: Jim h(pn) = a 
so that 
lim/(x„) = lim L(x„, r„, vn) - a . • 
The preceding assertion is the fundamental convergence result for a number 
of numerical methods. We introduce here only one representative belonging to the 
effective class of so called "shifted-increased" algorithms: 
Given r0 > 0, k > I, Se (0, 1), S0 > 0 and £ > 0, determine a sequence 
{xn, r„, v*}, n = 0,1,2,..., according to 
(9.29) x„ e arg inf L(x, r„, v*), p„ = (q(x„) - u„*/2r„)D* + v*J2rn. 
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If |p„[| ^ S„ set 
(9.30) «&. = -2r„(«(x„) - v*\2ruf* , rn+1 = rn, Sn+1 = dS„. 
If j|p„| > S„set 
(9.31) v:+1=(-2rn\k)(q(xn)-v*nl2rny\ rn + 1 = kr„, Sn+1 = Sn. 
If |p„|| ^ £ stop. 
Remark. Observe that (9.30) is nothing else than 
v*+ j = v* + 2r„ V„,L(x„, r„, f*) , 
i.e. we ha\e the same multiplier-update as (5.11). Therefore, if r„ is kept constant, 
we apply then the steepest ascent method to the dual cost G (with respect to v*) 
with the fixed step length 2r„. 
The above algorithm is actually a combination of algorithm (5.10), (5.11) and the 
well-known quadratic exterior penalty method. If (SP2) is only inf-stable, the algo-
rithm is convergent by Prop. 9.9. If (0*2) is i/^-stable, the penalty increase in (9.31) 
is applied only as many times as it is necessary to ensure the convergence. This 
algorithm has been many times successfully applied in various static and dynamic 
optimization problems, cf. e.g. [61], [79]. Of course, we have to secure that solutions 
of intermediate minimization (9.29) exist. Concerning purely shifted algorithms 
of the type (5.10), (5.11), the conditions guaranteeing their convergence in the non-
convex case are of a rather complicated nature, cf. [38]. 
Almost all results of the preceding part of this section are taken (may be in a slightly 
modified form) from [72] and [38]. There is a number of other works dealing with 
the same or similar problems, cf. e.g. [46], [47], [71]. For numerical studies see 
e.g. [75]. 
The above theory will now be illustrated on a simple example dealing with the time 
optimal control of a heating of a bar with state-space and terminal state constraints. 
This problem cannot be directly written in the form (03) — we have first to remove 
the free terminal time by the following standard transformation: We set U = R x 
x Hl [0 ,1 , S 2 ] with a typical element u = (T, T), T=(T°, T1), Y = HU2(Q) x 
x Hl(Q), where Q = (0, 1) x (0, 1), Q = (0,1) and by H the obvious Sobolev 
spaces of the Hilbert type are denoted. 
(9.32) J(u, y) = r. 
A assigns to a certain control couple (T, T) the solution y and the terminal state 
y(l, •) of the linear parabolic equation 
(9.33) dl = ra3^ a.e. in Q , 
' dt dx2 
with the initial condition 
(9.34) ^(0, •) = & a.e. in Q , 
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and the boundary condition 
(9.35) — ( • , « ) = (-l)xa0(y(>,x) - T
x)a.e. in (0, 1) for x = 0 , 1 , 
dx 
where t7, <x0 are given positive constants. The constraining sets M, iV are given by 
(9.36) M = [0, T 0 ] x 
x {Te tf'[0, 1, R2] | 0 < Tx(0) < Co, Cj < txjx <C2,x = 0, 1} 
for T0, Co, Ci, C2 given constants , 
(9.37) N = {y e tf1,2(e) x H\Q) \y</0 on g, a < y(l, •) < b on Q) 
for a given function / 0 on g and constants 0 < a < b which are prescribed . 
As in Sec. 5 we transform the above problem to the mathematical programming 
form (0>2), where X = U, Z =L2(Q) x L2(Q) x L2(Q), 
D = {z = (zt, z2, z3), zx eL2(Q), z2, z3 eL2(Q) | zt(t, x) = 0 
for a.e. (f, x) e Q, z2(x), z3(x) _ 0 for a.e. x e Q] , 
A = M , / = J(u,Au) = T , 
and 
"A ,« - /0" 
A2« — 6 
a — A2w 
where Ax: u f-» _v and A2 « i—» j ( l , •). 
If there exists a control u eM such that — q(u) e D (i.e. the process (u, y) is feasible), 
all requirements of Prop. 9.5. are satisfied (the weak continuity of q is a consequence 
of the appropriate variational formulation of the state equation) so that our problem 
is inf-stable and hence also i/^-normal. The dual problem attains for v* = (X, n,v)eZ 
the form 
inf L(u, r, X, /.i, v) ~* sup 
ueM 
(9.38) subj. to 
(r,X,/x,v)elR+ xL2(Q) xL2(Q) xL2(Q), 
where 
L(u, r, X, /.i, v) = T — X max {Ax« - / 0 , Xjlr) dx dt + 
JQ 
+ r max2 {Atu - /Q , A/2r} dx dt - ft max {A2« - b, p/2r} dx + 
+ r max2 {A2M — b, \i\2r\ dx — v max {a— A2, u, v/2r} dx + 
Jfl Jn 
+ r max2 {a - A2u, v/2r} dx + <5M(w) . 
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The arguments t, x have been dropped for the sake of simplicity. This problem 
may be solved e.g. by the algorithm (9.29) —(9.31). However, we have to be able 
to solve the intermediate minimization in the step (9.29), namely the following 
optimal control problems without state-space and terminal state constraints 
&(x, T) = L(x, T, r, X, \i, v) - 3M(x, T) .-> inf 
(9.39) subj. to 
(T, T)eM 
for fixed dual variables r, X, /a, v. These problems may be solved by a gradient techni-
que — the appropriate partial derivatives are computed in Props. 9.10, 9.11 below. 
For a function y defined a.e. in Q for which y(l, •) has some sense (e.g. as a trace) 
we denote in the rest of Sec. 9 y(l, •) = yi. 
Proposition 9.10. Let u = (x,T)e M and y> be the corresponding state variable. 
Let m be the solution of the adjoint equation 
(9.40) — + ax ~ = ~ 2 r (y - f0 - X\2r\ a.e. in Q 
dt dx \ ) 
with the terminal condition 
(9.41) co, = 2r[(j?1 - b - p/2r)
+ - (a - yt - vj2r)
+] 
and the boundary condition 
(9.42) — (•, x) = (- l)x x0 m(-, x) a.e. in (0, 1) for x = 0,1 . 
dx 
Then 
VT0(x, T) = xatx0(m(-, 0), m(-, 1)) . 
Proof. We introduce the function 
(9.43) L(y, yi) - 0 ( H ) 
for y = AjH, yi — A2u and observe that due to Lemma 9.2 
(9.44) V, L(y, yi) = 2r(y - / 0 - Xj2r)
+ , 
VyiL(y, yi) = 2r[(yi - b - n\2r)
+ - (a - y, - v/2r)+] . 
Denoting 3 — A(x, •) for fixed f, the adjoint operator 3* is given as follows: 
For (y*, z*) eL2(Q) x L2(Q) we solve the equation 
dm _ d2m 
\- ax — - = — v* 
dt dx2 
with the terminal condition m1 = z* and the boundary condition (9.42). Then 
3*(y*. z*) = xatx0(m(-, 0), m(-, 1)) and it suffices to apply the rule concerning 
Frechet derivatives of composite functions. • 
Proposition 9.11. Let u =(x,T)eM and y be like in Prop. 9.10. Let co be the 
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solution of the adjoint equation 
fr> AC\ d(0 - d 2 ( 0 dZy • n 
(9.45) — — 0% h 0 —- a.e. o in Q 
K ' dt dx2 dx2 
with the initial condition co(0, •) = 9 in Q and the boundary condition (9.42). Then 
VT0(x, T) = 1 + 2r (y - / 0 - Xj2r)
+ w dxdt + 
+ 2rJ [(j7. - b - ixj2r)+ - (a - y, - v/2r)+] cox dx . 
Proof. Denoting I = A(-, T) for fixed T, (dr /dt)(f) = (a>, 03t) where co is given 
by the above adjoint equation. It remains to use the rule concerning derivatives 
of composite functions and the gradients of L given by (9.44). • 
In the above problem we have implicitly used many important details concerning 
properties of solutions of parabolic equations which are mostly mentioned in [11] 
and [81]. Even if the controlled system is linear, the theory of Sec. 5 could not be 
applied due to the disconvexifying role of the minimum time objective. 
10. Some other augmented Lagrangians 
In spite of their efficiency and successful applications to many problems, shifted 
penalties possess also two ,,not so nice" properties, namely 
(i) the restriction that Z must be Hilbert; 
(ii) L(x, r, v*) is not twice differentiable in x and p* even if the functions/ and q are; 
it may cause some difficulties in the intermediate minimizations with respect 
to x. 
The former disadvantage may be removed by generalizing of il/1(p, w) = (v*, p} + 
+ rb(p), where V is supposed to be a reflexive Banach space and b is a suitable func-
tion, cf. [14]. Augmented Lagrangians with better differentiability properties are 
derived in this section. 
Let us suppose that V is a l.c.s. and b\V'-> R] is a nonnegative convex function 
with b(&) = 0 satisfying the coercivity condition: For any & e Ur(&) 
(10.1) inf{b(p)\peV\kd)} -> +oo for / c - ^ + o o . 
Let W = H+ x V with a typical point (r, v) and consider the generalized pairing 
(10.2) \Js(p, w) = b(rp + v) . 
Lemma 10.1. For all 3 6 R and a e V there is y > 0 such that 
b(yp) = b(p + a) + 8 for all p e V\ Q , 
where Q c V is a set satisfying condition (10.1) with & replaced by Q. 
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that for all integers k > 1 there is pkeV\Q 
such that 
b(kpk) < b(pk + a) + 8. 
Let (pk(X) = b(pk(X)), where pk(X) = X(pk + a) + (1 - X) kpk. q>k is finite and convex 
on R, cpk(\) = b(pk + a) and q>k(0) = b(kpk). Hence 
%(1) - %(0) > - 5 
which implies 
p*W = %(o) - ^ = &(***) - A(5 for ^ * • 
We have pk(Xk) = Xka for Xk = fe/(fc — 1). Therefore, 
k a\=(Pk(T^A^b(kpk)-
 k ' 
Kk - 1 J \k - \j k - 1 
As /cpfc ^ /eg, iim b(kpk) = + oo. Thus, 
ft-X» 
6(a) = lim b ( a | > lim b(kpk) 5 = +oo 
w *-.» V f c- 1 J i ~ L k-l j 
which contradicts the finiteness of b. • 
Proposition 10.1. The generalized pairing (10.2) is sharp. 
Proof. Let p, (r, v) correspond to x, y in Def. 8.2, respectively, and 0, 0 and p. 
be like in Def. 8.2. For an arbitrary r let v = - Pp. Then 
iP(p, H>) = b(r(p - p)) ^ 0 
with the equality at p = p, so that Ineq. (8.5) is satisfied. Concerning (8.4), we want 
to find some t such that 
(10.3) b(r(p - p)) > b(rp + v) + p. Vp eV\(9, & <= Q , 
or equivalently 
b(rq) > b(rq + fp + v) + p Va e V\ (<9 - p). 
Without any loss of generality we may assume that r #= 0 so that we want to find 
a scalar P satisfying the inequality 
b(- q j >. b (q + fp + v) + p. Vq e V\-_ (& - p) . 
But the existence of such t is guaranteed by the preceding lemma the assumptions 
of which are ensured by the growth property of b. • 
Remark. Ineq. (10.3) is satisfied for any p e^,_laence also for any p' = p — b(v). 
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Therefore, the generalized pairing 
ip2(p, w) = b(rp + v) - b(v) 
is also sharp. 
Henceforth it will be assumed that V is a reflexive Banach space and we shall 
apply the class of minorants generated by \j/2 to the problem (SP2) with the same 
perturbations as in the preceding section and Z = V. We assume that X is a Banach 
space and the assumptions (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Sec. 9 are fulfilled. The augmented 
Lagrangian 
(10.4) L(x, r, v) = f(x) + 3A(x) + inf [8D(p - q(x)) + b(rp + v)] - b(v) . 
peV 
Of course, we have to choose the function b with respect to V, D and q in such 
a way that the minimization on the right-hand side of (10.4) could be explicitly solved 
and L would exhibit some nice properties like the second order differentiability. 
Example 10.1. b = (1/a) || • ||a , a ^ 2. Then 
(10.5) L(x, r, v) = f(x) + 8A(x) + - \\(-r q(x) - vf + r q(x) + v\\" - - | | t f . 
a a 
If V is a Hilbert space, 
L(x,r,v)=f(x) + 8A(x)+
]~\\(rq(x) + v)
D'\\°-[ \\v\\« . 
a a 
Note that the projection (— r q(x) — vf in (10.5) need not be attained at a unique 
point (provided V is not strictly convex). 
Example 10.2. V = «"', D = R"; and b: z i-> £ b(z'), where B[R -» « + ] is 
a convex function such that b(z) = 0 iff z = 0. I = ' 
(10.6) L(x, r, v) = f(x) + 8A(x) + £ [B((r q'(x) + v'f) - B(v
1)] . 
; = I 
We cannot give any general results concerning the differentiability yet. Merely 
for V being a Hilbert space, Lemma 9.2 may be utilized, giving in particular for b 
from Example 10.1 
(10.7) WvL(x, r, v) = \\(r q(x) + v)
D*f~2 (r q(x) + vf - \\v\\*~2 v. 
However, we may obtain even better differentiability properties that those of Lagran-
gian (9.13) as it will be shown later. 
The dual problem attains the form 
G(r, v) = inf L(x, r, v) ~+ sup 
XEX 
(92) subj. to 
(r, v)eR+ x V. 
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The form of i//2 causes a significant disadvantage with respect to the dual problem 
of Sec. 9: Neither L nor G are generally concave with respect to the dual variable v. 
Concerning the behaviour of both Land G with respect to r e R+, we also cannot 
prove any monotonicity like in the case of shifted penalties. Some relations of the 
type (9.15) may be obtained for a concrete function b; however, (9.17) does not hold 
even for b = i | | ' | 2 (merely for v = 9 which is the method of exterior quadratic 
penalties). 
We bring first some results concerning the global solutions of (02) and (3)2) 
which can be directly derived using the generalized perturbational theory of Sec. 8. 
Definition 10.1. We say that (02) satisfies the b-growth condition if there is an 
r ^ 0 such that L(x, r, 9) is bounded below as a function of x ( = G(r, 0) > — oo). 
Clearly, 
inf L(x, r, 9) = inf [h(p) + b(rpj] 
XEX peV 
so that the ft-growth condition holds iff there exist real numbers £, > 0 and k such that 
h(p)^k-b(Zp) VpeF. 
If the ^-growth condition does not hold, the i//2-minorant set of h is empty and 
hence G = — oo. 
Proposition 10.2. Suppose that (0*2) is inf-stable and satisfies the fr-growth condi-
tion. Then (02) is i/^-normal. 
Proof. Apply Prop. 8.7 to (02) with $ given by (9.12) and \ji = \\ix. • 
Concerning the inf-stability of (02), the appropriate assertions can be found 
in the preceding section. 
Proposition 10.3. Let there exist a couple w = (f, v)e R+ x Fsuch that 
(10.8) h(p) > h(9) - b(rp + v) + b(v) VpeV. 
Then, 
a = p = G(t; v) , 
i.e. w is a solution of (S>2). 
Proof. It is a consequence of Prop. 8.9. • 
The ^-stability condition (10.8) is hardly verifiable as well as the (/^-stability 
condition of Prop. 9.6. Mangasarian [65] has proved a result similar to Prop. 9.8: 
If (02) is finite-dimensional, the functions f, q are twice continuously differentiable 
and a couple (x, v*) satisfies the second order sufficient optimality conditions with 
the strict complementarity, then there exist a couple (r, v) and a neighbourhood 
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& a Ux(x) such that 
(10.9) L(x, f, v) ^ L(x, f, v) S L(x, r, v) VveV, x e & , 
provided b satisfies some additional requirements (to those listed previously). The 
relation between v* and (r, v) is given by (10.12) below. 
This result could probably be extended to infinite dimensions but as well as (10.8) 
it would hardly give us any information before we start the solution of (3)2). 
Besides the desirable couples (x, vv) which are saddle points of L with the saddle 
value equal a there may be further saddle points (x, vv) with generally different 
saddle values corresponding to solutions of (SP2) with additional constraints 
(10.10) xe&ellx(x). 
The majority of saddle point seeking algorithms terminate at the stationary 
points of L; therefore it is important to ask about the significance of these stationary 
points with respect to the original problem. The appropriate assertion has been 
proved for finite-dimensional problems in [65]. We prove here (with respect to an 
application in optimal control) a generalized version w i t h Z = V =La[0,1. K"'], I < a. < 
< co, and D = {p eLa[0, 1, «'"] | p
l(t) = 0 a.e. on [0, 1], i = 1, 2 , . . . , m). A "Sobo-
lev" variant of this assertion can be proved in the same manner using the projection 
derived in [21]. 
Suppose that B[R ~* R] is such that 
(i) B is finite, nonnegative, strictly convex with B(0) = 0; 
(ii) B is continuously differentiable on R; 
(iii) there exist constants klt k2 such that \B(p)\ iS kx + k2\p\
a for each peR; 
(iv) there exist constants k3, k4 such that |V/5(p)| g k3 + ^ Ip l*
- 1 for each p e R; 
(v) there exist v0 eLa[0, 1] such that <,VB(v), v - i>0>/H ~*
 + 0 ° i f II"II "* +m-
Assumption (iii) ensures that the integral functional P0 B(v(t)) dt is defined over 
La[0, 1]. Its convexity together with requirements (iv), (v) imply that the map v i-* 
i—> VB(v) is surjective due to the well-known Browder-Minty theorem, cf. [8]. We shall 
consider the function 
J o ; = i 
defined over Lp[0, I, R
m] and conclude that b satisfies the assumptions imposed 
at the beginning of this section. Moreover, Vb is bijective due to the strict coercivity 
of B and Wb(9) = 9. 
The corresponding Lagrangian attains the form 
(10.11) L(x, r, v) = / (*) + 8A(x) + J. [b((r q'(x) (t) + t /(0)
+) -
Jo ; = i 
-b(v'(t))]dt. 
Henceforth we shall suppose that / and q are continuously Frechet differentiable 
over X and denote L: (x, r, v) K-» L(x, r, v) — SA(x). 
Proposition 10.4. Let 0* e_a,[0, 1, «'"] ((1/a) + (1/a') = 1), be a Kuhn-Tucker 
vector of (3P2) at a point x which is a solution of (3P2). Define £ eLa [0, 1, «
ra] by 
(10.12) -Vb~(v'(t)) - ---*- fora.e. r e [ 0 , 1 ] , . = 1, 2, ..., m , 
r 
where f is any positive number. Then, 
(10.13) <VxL(x, r, D), x - x> ^ 0 Vx e A , V,L(x, r, 0) _ S . 
Conversely, if (10.13) holds, then v* given by (10.12) is a Kuhn-Tucker vector 
of (0>2) at the solution x. 
Remark. In the above assertion we utilize the obvious generalization of Def. 9.3 
to reflexive spaces. 
P roo f of P rop . 10.4. Eq. (10.12) provides us with a unique v due to the assump-
tions being imposed. For the sake of simplicity we shall set m — 1 and drop the 
variable t in the notation whenever it cannot lead to any confusion. Evidently, 
(10.14) V„L(x, f, 0): t h-> V5((? g(*) (f) + 0(f))+) - V/J(y(O). 
Denoting Ix = {f e [0, 1] | a(x) (f) = 0} and i 2 = [0, 1] \IU we see that 
V„L(x, ?, C) (f) = Vb(v(t)) - VB($(t)) = & if t e / t , cf. (9.21) 
and 
V„L(x, f-, 0) (t) = V % ( x ) (t))+) - Vb(0) = ,9 if f e I2 , cf. (9.22). 
This is exactly the second assertion of (10.13). Further, 
<V,L(x, f, v), x - x> = !Vj(x) + J P(Vq(x))* Vb((fq(x) + v)+)dt,x - x \ -
(10.15) / ' f1 \ 
= ( Vj(x) - (Va(x))* 0* df,x - x \ ^ 0 
because of the same idea as above and (9.23). 
Conversely, let V„L(x, f, v) = 9. Then for a.e. t e [0, 1] either f q(x)(t) + i)(t) = 
= v(t) ^ 0, or f q($)(t) + v(t) < 0, v(t) = 0. This implies further that - q(x) e D, 
v* e — D* and condition (9.22) is satisfied because of the properties of 5. Ineq. (10.15) 
completes the proof. • 
Prop. 10.4 relates the couples (x, 0*) satisfying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to 
couples (x, vt>), constituting the stationary points of L. Indeed, (for m = 1) we have 
V,.L(x, f, 0) = | Vb((f q(x) (t) + v(t))+) q(x) (t) dr = 0 
as well. Therefore, when seeking stationary points of L, we could set r equal to any 
positive constant and keep it unchanged during the iteration process. However, 
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in most so called multiplier methods we look for saddle points of Lby maximizing 
of G(r, v) and therefore, r must be chosen sufficiently large to increase the chance, 
that a i^2-subgradient of h at 9 with this value of r really exists. This situation is de­
picted in Fig. 2 for h = | • | 2 . 
h(p) 
Fig. 2. bx $ 8^ 1,(9), b2 6 d^ h(9). 
The relation of the i/^-stability to the existence of Kuhn-Tucker vectors is (accord­
ing to Prop. 10.4) the same as for the i/^-stability: If (SP2) does not possess any Kuhn-
Tucker vector, (3P2) is not i/^-stable. 
In the presence of the stability, the following assertion may be utilized in any 
saddle-point seeking algorithm: 
Proposition 10.5. Let V = La [0, 1, «
m ] , 2 ^ a < oo and b = (l/a) 
w = (f, v) be a solution of (3*2). Then for any <5 > 0 the couple 
Let 
(ř,v) = (ř + 8, 
r 
? + 
is also a solution of (2)2). Moreover, any 
(10.16) x e arg inf L(x, f, v) 
xeX 
is a solution of (2?2). 
Proof. If (?, v) is a solution of (3>2), then the i^2-minorant 
i(P)^h(&)--\\fP + v\Y + -\\v\Y 
a a 
supports h at 9. The function 
l(P) = h(9)-




has the same value and the gradient at p = 5. Let us examine the difference 
-»(?) = % ) - ty>) = - (|?P + * ? - ll'T + v\\* + \\v\\« - ||0|-) . 
a 
A0 is continuously differentiable and coercive, and possesses only one stationary 
k 
point, namely p — 9. Let V' be Wfc equipped with the norm j | | • ||| : y H-> ( £ (/^,y,)a)1/o: 
i = i 
with weights /?,- > 0, i — 1 fe. For p, v, v we denote by A0 the functions given 
in the same way as A0 with the norm [[[•][[• Clearly A0 attains at p = 9 strongly its 
minimum over V. The same holds also for La[0, 1, ft
m], 2 <. a < co. Indeed, let 
for some p =f= 3 _c(p) = —8 < 0. Without any lack of generality we may assume 
that p is a simple function (i.e. the range of p is a finite set). Certainly, there exists 
a simple function i> sufficiently closely approximating v such that 
(10.17) 4 ( p ) = i | | r j j + (T) v\\a-\\>'P + 4a+\\4a(l-(z 
We denote by {E;}
m
= x the canonical partitioning of [0, l ] corresponding to both p 
and v. On a finite-dimensional space Vpd generated by sp (xEl, XE2> • • •> XE„,)> ^B > 0 
whenever p =f= 9 because of the above reasoning. However, this is a contradiction 
with (10.17) so that A0 ;> 0 onXa [0, 1, «"']. If there would be any nonzero global 
mintmizer p eEa [0, 1, W
m] we would have V_0(p) = 0. But 9 is the only stationary 
point so that X(p) < X(p) < h(p) for all p =j= 9 which was to be proved. • 
Remark. It is hoped that the assertion of Prop. 10.5 could probably be extended 
to a larger class of functions b and spaces V. 
We turn now our attention briefly to the numerical solution of (3)2). Mangasarian 
proposes in his original work two methods, the second of which is a typical multiplier 
method of the type investigated in Sees. 4, 5 and 9. However, to prove the local 
convergence of this method, he uses another augmented Lagrangian, having the same 
stationary points as L. 
A typical "multiplier" algorithm for the solution of (_>2) attains the following 
form: 
Given r > 0, v0 e V. 
k-th step: 1. Given vk e V, determine xk e A such that 
(10+7) L(xk, r, vk) = inf L(x, r, Vk) . 
XEX 
2. Compute a "suitable" stepsize Qk and set 
(10A8) vk+1 = vk + QkWvL(xk,r,vk). 
Stepsizes {Qk} may be chosen in many ways: If the intermediate minimization 
(10.17) is very time-consuming, we may take (under some additional requirements) 
any positive sequence satisfying the conditions 
(10.19) Qk -> 0 , f Qk = +a> , _ _ _ - » ! . 
k = 0 Qk 
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cf. [69]. Various other stepsize choices are also proposed in this work. The above 
algorithm is merely "conceptual" because the minimization (10.17) mostly cannot 
be carried out exactly in practice. Therefore, a class of e-quasigradient methods 
has been developed, where in (10.17) one performs only an approximate minimiza-
tion 
(10.20) L(xk, r, vk) ^ inf L(x, r, vk) + ek 
XEX 
for a given positive sequence {ek} satisfying the condition 
(10.21) | ek < oo , 
k = 0 
cf. also [69]. Generally, for the maximization of G(r, vk) any numerical method for 
the unconstrained maximization of a nonconcave locally Lipschitz functional suffices. 
The problem is that most such methods work in R" or in Hilbert spaces and their 
extension to reflexive Banach spaces may be problematic, cf. e.g. [12], [13], [52]. 
The minimizations (10.17) or (10.20) supply for the maximization the quasigradients, 
the 8-quasigradients (see [69] for the definitions) or the directional derivatives needed 
by the main routine. We return once more to this subject in Sees. 11, 12 devoted 
to nonsmoth optimization. 
Once a solution vv of (2)2) with v e D has been computed (theoretically), the points 
from arg inf L(x, P, v) are suspicious to be local solutions of (3P2). Supposing 
xeX 
x e arg inf L(x, r, i) is feasible with respect to the constraint — q(x)eD and 
xsX 
v'(t) q'(x) (t) = 0 for a.e. te [0, l ] (cf. Prop. 10.4), then x is indeed a local minimizer 
of (3P2). Alternatively, the assertion of Prop. 10.5 may also be exploited. 
We show now the form of (2>2) on a simple optimal control example convertible 
(as in Sec. 5) to the mathematical programming form (02). We have to minimize 
J(u, x) = cp(x(T)) + J T(u(t), x(t)) dt -* inf 
subj. to 
x(t) = F(x(t), u(t)) a.e. on [0, T] , 
(10.22) x(0) = x0 
xl(t) < x(i) eL3 [0, T] a.e. on [0, T] , 
u eLx [0, T tt
l] , 
where Tis the fixed terminal time, x e Co[0, 1, tt"] denotes the state vector, u is the 
control vector, <p[«" -* R], W[Rl x R" -> R] and F[tt" x f ? ' - > R"] are continuously 
differentiable. 
We denote by A the nonlinear operator which assigns to each control vector w 
the corresponding solution of the differential equation in (10.22) with the given 
initial condition. On setting A = X = U, Z =L3[0, 1], D = {z eL3[0, 1] j z(t) ^ 0 
a.e. on [0, 1]}, 
q(u) = (Au)1 — x , 
and 
f(u) = J(u, Au) , 
we have rewritten (10.22) into the form (SP2). We use now the dualisation of Example 
10.1 with a = 3 providing us with the Lagrangian 
(10.23) L(u, r, v) = / (« ) + ] f' ((r((Auf - _) + o)+)3 d< - -J T |«|3 dt. 
In each minimization step (10.17) we solve the unconstrained optimal control 
problem 
**(-"))+£ W O , *(')) + Ktt*1^) - 40) + <0)+)3 - iKOl3]dt - inf 
subj. to 
(10.24) x(t) = F(x(t), u(t)) a.e. on [0, T] 
JC(0) = 9 , 
u 6TX[0, T, « ' ] . 
As in the example of Sec. 5 we may use some gradient method for its solution. 
Proposition 10.6. Let &rv[Lx[0, 1, R
l] -* ff] be the functional given by 
Or>u(u) = L(u, r, v) . 
Let a function x be the solution of the adjoint equation 
(10.25) x(t) = - p M i ^ ) J x(t) + rd ((r(x\t) - x(t)) + t>(.))+)* 
a.e. backwards on [0, T] with d = (1, 0, 0, ..., 0) e f£" and the terminal condition 
(10.26) x(T) = -Vcp(x(T)). 
Then, the functional 9rv is Frechet differentiable overZ^fO, 1, R
lJ and 
(io.27) vo r»(t) = - P
f(^(0'"(0)Tx(t) + V( y ^ x ^ , e -0> J-J _ 
Proof. See [16] and [70]. 
Remark. If xl, v, x are continuous then the right-hand side of Eq. (10.25) is conti-
nuously differentiable in t. Thus, Eq. (10.25) may behave numerically substantially 
better than the adjoint equation for the Lagrangian of Sec. 9. One could use even 
some 2-nd order methods in the intermediate minimization (10.24) in some cases; 
however, in optimal control problems the computation of Hessians of 0r „ is rather 
cumbersome. Nevertheless, in usual sufficiently smooth mathematical programs the 
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usage of 2-nd order methods in (10.24) may subs tan t ia l ly speed up the computing 
time. 
The up-date step (10.18) attains the form 
(10.28) vk+1(t) = vk(t) + Sk[((r(x
l(t) - 4t)) + v(t))y - (v(t)f sgn «.-))] , * e [0 ,1 ] . 
The classes t/^ and \]/2 of minorants by far do not exhaust considerable variety 
of various "nonconvex" Lagrangians which have appeared in the literature in recent 
twenty years. In some cases we even do not need the sharpness property. We return 
to some other classes of minorants in the third part of the paper devoted to non-
smooth problems. However, the complete treatment of this subject would enormously 
exceed the limited extent of the sequel. Therefore, we refer to papers [40], [41], [59], 
[66], where another augmented Lagrangians are studied. Many more references 
may be found in [71]. 
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PART III: NONSMOOTH PROBLEMS 
Introduction 
In the last part of the supplement our attention will be devoted to dualisation 
of two kinds of nonconvex extremal problems, namely 
(i) problems in which some function (functional) appearing in the objective or the 
constraints is nonsmooth or nondifferentiable; 
(ii) problems, the extremal value functional of which is not i/'-subdifferentiable 
(Def. 8.3) for any i//(-, w) smooth at ,9. 
In both cases we face generally nonsmooth dual problems solvable exclusively 
thanks to the modern rapidly developing theory of nonsmooth optimization. In this 
theory, the first step was in defining a new concept coinciding with the notion of 
gradient in the differentiable case and coinciding with the notion of subdifferential 
in the convex case. A number of such concepts have been introduced with an in-
creasing generality, cf. [92] and [106]. These "generalized gradients" and the appro-
priate calculi are fundamental in the theory of nonsmooth extremal problems (opti-
mality conditions, existence questions) as well as for numerical methods, cf. [12], 
[69], [88], [89], [90], [92], [96], [98], [106], [111]. 
We confine ourselves here to such extremal problems and dualisations in which 
the generalized gradient of Clarke ([86]) and its extension to l.s.c. functions over 
Banach spaces suffices for describing local properties of all important functions 
whenever it is required. Taking this into account, we have collected in Sec. 11 only 
those results of nonsmooth analysis needed in the rest of the paper (Sees. 12, 13). 
This material simultaneously enables to apply a "bundle" method to the solution 
of dual problems, cf. [12], [96], where, in the typical case, one needs to be able 
to supply at least one element of the generalized gradient of Clarke at each point. 
If one wishes to use another numerical methods, he has to consult the appropriate 
works, cf. e.g. [52], [69], [98], [107], [115]. 
In Sec. 12 we will examine the dualisation of (2P2) derived by means of the Lindberg's 
theory with , , ,, . ,, ,, 
HP' w) = W > w) = W\\P\\ 
and perturbations (4A). This approach leads in fact to a class of nondifferentiable 
exact penalties. It may generally be applied to so called calm problems. (Calmness 
is slightly weaker than ^-stability, cf. Prop. 11.15). However, although the calmness 
(or i/^-stability) requirements are rather weak, there are still some (even simple) 
problems, where they are not satisfied. In such cases, a dualisation of Sec. 12 may 
be examined. It was originally proposed in [110] and in this way we may obtain 
optimality conditions even for some noncalm problems. On the other hand, the 
numerical solution of the dual problem may be very complicated, cf. [109], [HO]. 
In addition to the notation introduced previously we shall denote Vs f(x) the strict 
derivative of a functional (mapping)/ at x, co* A is the w(X*, X)-closed convex hull 
of a set A c X*, cl* A is the w(X*, X)-closure of a set A c X*, m(s4) is the range of 
an operator $£. 
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11. Nonsmooth analysis 
This section is a nonconvex counterpart of Sec. 1 and, correspondingly, the aim 
is to provide a reader with those main definitions and assertions of nonsmooth 
analysis which will be used in the last two sections. Main part is devoted to the analysis 
of locally Lipschitz functions. We mention also briefly the case of completely general 
functions. 
Throughout the whole rest of the paper we confine ourselves to Banach spaces 
and their topological duals (denoted by means of an asterisk). 
Definition 11.1. Let f\X-+R~\ be Lipschitz around x0eX. The directional 
derivative of Clarke o f / a t x0 in the direction h, is given by 
f(x;h)*mf(x + ^-fW . 
;.-»o + 
It possesses a number of very convenient properties, namely: 
(i) The function h f-*f°(x0; li) is finite, positively homogeneous and subadditive 
on X, and satisfies 
| /°(xo;fti)-/°(*o;M--^l*i-A-l ' 
for each hx, h2 e X, where K is a Lipschitz constant of/ near x0; 
(ii) / ° (x ; h) is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) as a function of (x, li); 
(ui) f(x;-h) = (-ff(x;h). 
Definition 11.2. Let f[X-+R~J be Lipschitz around x0eX. The generalized 
gradient off at x0, denoted df(x0) is the subset of X* given by 
a/(x0) = { ^ P | / ° (x 0 ; h) i> <{, h) Vfc e X} . 
This set has also remarkable properties implied by the properties of/°(x0 ; h): 
(i) df(x0) is a nonempty, convex, w(X*, X)-compact subset of X* and 
lt\\T.£K ^edf(x0); 
0 0 f(x0; h) = 5tf(xo)(h) VheX. 
Let us remark, furthermore, that df(x0) coincides with the classical, subdifferential 
(Def. 1.7) if/ happens to be convex and Lipschitz near x0. It justifies our notation. 
df(x0) reduces to a singleton (strict derivative) if / is strictly differentiable at x0. 
I f / is Lipschitz near x0 and admits a Gateaux (or Hadamard, or strict, or Frechet 
derivative) VG/(x0), then V
G/(x0) e 8f(x0). 
Remark. We say that a function / Lipschitz about x0, admits at x0 the strict 
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derivative Vsf(x0) e X'* provided that for each direction heX 
]im jfeii*bJfe) a < yy(4>) l 
x-*x0 / 
cf. [89]. In the same way we define the strict derivative of a mapping. 
We turn now our attention to the calculus and bring some basic rules. However, 
we have to introduce the concept of regularity previously. 
Definition 11.3. f[X -> R] is said to be regular at x0 provided for all h Df(x0; h) 
exists and equals /°(x0 ; h). 
Regularity is implied e.g. by the strict differentiability or convexity. A finite linear 
combination (by nonnegative scalars) of functions regular at x0 is regular at x0. 
If/ admits a Gateaux derivative VG/(x0) and is regular at x0, then 
df(x0) = V
G / (x0) . 
Proposition 11.1. Let functions f,fu ...,f„[X-* R] be Lipschitz near x0eX 
and 5 be any scalar. Then, 
(11.1) 8(sf)(x0) = sdf(x0); 
(H-2) 5 ( £ / i ) ( * o ) = £#.(*<>). 
i = 1 i = 1 
Equality holds in (11-2) if either all but at most one of the functions/; are strictly 
differentiable at x0, or each/; is regular at x0-
The so called chain rules hinge mostly on the following mean-value theorem 
of Lebourg. 
Proposition 11.2. Let x and y be points in X, and suppose that / is Lipschitz 
on an open set containing the line segment [x, y]. Then there exists a point u in (x, y) 
such that 
f(y) - f(x) e <a/(«), y-x>. 
We now state the chain rule I that pertains to the following situation: / = g 0 F, 
where F[X-*• R"] and g[R" -> R]. We assume that each component F' is Lipschitz 
near x0 and that g is Lipschitz near E(x0). 
Proposition 11.3. (Chain rule I.) One has 
(11.3) df(x0) c 5b"* { £ *% | ft 6 8F
!(x0), a e dg(F(x0))} . 
; = i 
Equality holds in (11-3) under anyone of the following additional hypotheses: 
(i) g is regular at T(x0), each F' is regular at x0, and every element a of <9a(E(x0)) 
has nonnegative components; 
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(ii) g is strictly differentiable at F(x0) and n = 1. (In this case the co* is superfluous.) 
(hi) g is regular at T(x0) and F is strictly differentiable at x0. (In this case, again, 
the co* is superfluous.) 
Proposition 11.4. (Chain rule II.) Let F be a map from X to another Banach 
space Y. Suppose that F is strictly differentiable at x0 and that fl[Y-> W] is Lip-
schitz near F(x0). Then, fo r / = g o F one has 
(11.4) df(x0)cz(V
sF(x0))*dg(F(x0)). 
Equality holds in (11-4) if either g (or —g) is regular at F(x0) or V
sT(x0) is surjective. 
Props. 11.3, 11.4 enable us to compute generalized gradients of a great variety 
of composite functions like e.g. products, quotiens, poinwise maxima etc. 
Proposition 11.5. LetL fX-* R], i = 1, 2 , . . . , n be a finite collection of functions, 
Lipschitz near x0. Let 
/ = max/,-
1 S i § n 
and 
/(x) = { / e { l , 2 , . . . , „ } | / ( x ) = / , . ( x ) } . 
Then 
(11.5) df(x0) c co {Bft(x0) | i 6 Z(x0)} . 
Equality holds in (11.5) if/ ; is regular at x0 for each i el(x0). 
Let f[Xy x X2 -> R] be Lipschitz near (x l5 x2) e Xx x X2. In the same way as 
it was done in Sec. 1 in the case of the subdifferential we may introduce partial 
generalized gradients dxJ(xu x2), dxJ(xu x2). I f / is regular at x = (xu x2), then 
(11.6) df(xu x2) c dxJ(xu x2) x dxJ(xux2) . 
Applications in calculus of variations and optimal control require to study the 
generalized gradients of integral functionals. Here we have a result of this sort: 
Proposition 11.6. L e t / [ [ 0 , 1] x Rm -> « ] and 
(11.7) J(x)=^f(t,x(t))dt 
be an integral functional defined over L^\0, 1, Km~\. We suppose that • 
(i) J is (finitely) defined at a point x0; 
(ii) there exists e > 0 and a function k e Li[0, T] such that, for a.e. t e [0, l ] for 
all vuv2ex0(t) + B
e
m(S) 
(U-8) \f(t,vl)-f(t,v2)\ ^k(,)\vl -vz\m; 
(iii) the mapping t -> f(t, v) is measurable for each v e Rm. 
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Then J is Lipschitz in a neighbourhood of x0 and one has 
(U.9) dJ(x0)<= Cdf,(x0(t))6t, 
where dft(x0(t)) is the generalized gradient of the function f(t, •) at x0(t). Further, 
ifj(f, •) is regular at x0(?)for a.e. /,then J is regular at x0 and equality holds in (11.9). 
Remark. The interpretation of (11.9) is as follows: dJ(x0) consists of those linear 
functionals over Lry,[0, 1, R
m] that 
<£, •> = f <£.,•>„ df, 
where c, e dft(x0(t)) a.e. in [0,1] and for any t; e Lcr [0, 1, R'"] the function 
f i-» <c„ !(0>„, belongs to L,[0, 1]. 
Remark. If J is defined over La[0, 1, R'"], a e [1, oo) and the function k in (11.8) 
belongs to La*[0, l ] (l/a + 1/a* = l), then the assertion of Prop. 1.1.6 remains true. 
Moreover, any element of dJ(x0) belongs to L.»[0, 1, R'"]. 
In Prop. 11.5 we have discussed pointwise maxima of a finite collection of locally 
Lipschitz functions. Many applications like computer-aided design or some exact 
penalties require an infinite-dimensional version of this assertion. 
Proposition 11.7. Suppose that P is a compact subset of a Banach space Y,f\X x 
X P -> R] is continuous and, for every peP, the function (pp : x K / ( X , p) is 
Lipschitz with a Lipschitz constant L. If 
(11.10) VpeP VXEA" ^ ( x ; / 0 = I i S
/ ^ ^ / ' ' ^ ^ ^ , 
A-»0 + 
« - p 
then for g(x) = maxj(x, p) 
psP 
(11.11) f70(-x; A) g sup <p°(x; n ) , 
PEP(X) 
where P(x) = { p e P | j ( x , p) = a(x)}. If the functions cpp are regular at x, the 
equality holds in (J 1.11). 
There are important geometric concepts associated with the generalized gradient. 
One possible bridge is the distance function dA(-) = dist (- , /!) , which is clearly 
globally Lipschitz. 
Definition 11.4. Let A c X and x e A. A vector v e X is tangent to A at x provided 
dA(x; v) = 0. The set of all tangents to A at x is termed the tangent cone of A at x 
and denoted TA(x). 
It is an immediate consequence of the properties of dA(x; v) that T^(x) is a closed 
convex cone always containing the zero vector. We define the normal cone of A 
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at x by 
(11.12) NA(x) = ~(TA(x)f = {£ G X* | « , t;> ^ 0 Vz; e TA(x)} . 
It may be shown that 
(11.13) NA(x) = cl* { U A 8dA(x)} . 
Ago 
If A is convex, then NA(x) coincides with the cone of normals in the sense of convex 
analysis. 
The comparison of TA with the classical contigent cone, cf. [106] enables to define 
the regularity of sets consistently with Def. 11.3. We recall that a vector veX 
belongs to the contingent cone KA(x) of A c X at x iff, for all e > 0, there exist t 
in (0, e) and a point wev + Bx(9) such that x + tw e A. Clearly, TA(x) c KA(x). 
Definition 11.5. A set A is regular at x provided T4(x) = KA(x). 
Proposition 11.8. Let / be Lipschitz near x. Then 
(i) the epigraph of /°(x, •) is Tepi/(x,/(x)); 
(ii) / i s regular at x iff ep i / i s regular at (x,/(x)). 
The above assertion indicates the way how to extend the notion of generalized 
gradient and the notion of regularity to non-lipschitzian functions. 
Definition 11.6. Let f[X -> fi?ci] be finite at a point x. We define 8f(x) to be the 
set of all £, e X* (if any) for which 
(11.14) ( £ , - l ) 6 i V e p i / ( x , / ( x ) ) . 
We say t h a t / i s regular at x provided ep i / i s regular at (x,/(x)). 
Tt follows that df(x) is a w(X*,X) closed subset of X*, not necessarily compact 
and nonempty as in the Lipschitz case. However, Sf(x) + 0 i f /a t ta ins a local mini-
mum at x. 
Proposition 11.9. L e t / [ X - > Wc(] attain its local minimum at x. Then, 9 e 8f(x). 
The generalized gradient for non-lipschitzian functions may be defined along the 
same lines as in the Lipschitz case (Defs. 11.1,11.2), cf. [89], [106]. A further analysis 
of this concept has lead to the class of directionally Lipschitz functions. In what 
follows the expression 
(y, cc) if x 
shall mean that (y, a) e epi / , y -* x, a -*• f(x). 
Definition 11.7. Let f[X~* Bc/] be finite at x0. We say that / is directionally 
Lipschitz at x0 with respect to h e X if 




j is directionally Lipschitz at x0 i f / is directionally Lipschitz at x0 with respect 
to at least one h e X. 
Remark. 5*f(x)(h) < co whenever / is directionally Lipschitz at x with respect to h. 
A convenient measure of the degree to which a given function/fails to be Lipschitz 
near a point x (where/(x) is finite) is provided by the asymptotic generalized gradien t 
of / a t x, denoted dcof(x), defined by 
(11-15) cT/(x) = {H e X* | (£, 0) e rVepl(x,/(*))} . 
Of course, the calculus of directionally Lipschitz functions is somewhat sparser 
than in the Lipschitz case. We present here the analogues of Props. 11.1, 11.4. 
Proposition 11.10. Suppose that fl is finite at x and f2 is Lipschitz near x. Then 
one has 
(H-16) S(h + fi) (x) c cf,(x) + Bf2(x) 
with equality for ft,f, being regular at x. 
Proposition 11.11. Let F be a map from X to another Banach space Y. Suppose 
that F is strictly differentiable at x0 and that g[Y -> R] is finite and directionally 
Lipschitz at E(x0) with 
(11.17) ^(VsE(x0)) n hit {v | 5lmxa)) (v) < co} + 0 . 
Then f o r / = g 0 F Incl. (11.4) remains true with equality for g regular at E(x0). 
The proofs of Props. 11.1 — 11.6 and 11.8—11.11 may be found e.g. in [89], the 
proof of Prop. 11.7 in [83]. In these works and e.g. also in [86], [87], [88], [92] 
an interested reader can find many more important results from the locally Lipschitz 
analysis. 
For further studies it will be convenient to introduce within the framework of 
problem (0*2) a locally Lipschitz program 
f(x) - inf 
(0>2L) subj. to 
q'(x) < 0 , i = 1,2,..., n , 
X 6 A , 
where functions/, q'[X-» W] , i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, are supposed to be locally Lipschitz. 
In [88] the first-order necessary optimality condition for (0>2L) have been derived 
with the help of the following important assertion: 
Proposition 11.12. Let f[X -» R~\ be Lipschitz near x e X with a Lipschitz constant 
K. Let x e C c X and suppose t h a t / attains a minimum over C at x. Then for any 
K ^ K there is a neighbourhood & e <%lK(x) over which x minimizes the function 
(u.18) g(y) = f(y) + i< dc(y). 
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Using this result and the variational principle of Ekeland, cf. [8], Clarke stated 
the "Fritz John type" of optimality conditions for (d?2L) as follows: 
Proposition 11.13. If x is a local solution of (0>2L), then for every k sufficiently 
large there exist numbers r0, rt, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, not all zero, such that 
r , - > 0 , / = 0, 1 , . . . . n ; 
(11.19) r,qXx) = 0 , i = 1,2, ...,n; 
,9 e r0 8f(x) + fjrl dq\x) + k ddA(x) . 
; = i 
As in the differentiable case, we need a constraint qualification to ensure the 
normality of (@>2L), i.e. the existence of a multiplier sets (r0, ru ..., r„) satisfying 
(11.19) with r0 > 0 for the appropriate solution x of (0>2L). This normality must 
not be interchanged with the normality of convex programs, cf. [8] which is termed 
inf-stability in this paper. The well-known Mangasarian-Fromowitz constraint 
qualification, cf. [97], may be reformulated as follows: 
Proposition 11.14. Let x be a local solution of (&2L) and, moreover, let there 
exist a direction h e TA(x) such that 
(qj)°(x; h) < 0 for all ; eI(x) := {l e {1, 2 , . . . , n) \ q\x) = 0} . 
Then in any multiplier vector (r0, rx,..., r„) satisfying (11.19) r0 > 0. 
Also some other well-known constraint qualifications may be modified in the above 
way. Alternatively, we may ensure the validity of (11.19) with r0 #= 0 by means 
of a "calmness" requirement. 
Definition 11.7. Let x be a solution of (Sf2L). We say that (0>2L) is calm at x 
provided there exist e > 0 and M > 0 such that 
(11.20) f(x) - f(x) + M\p\„ H Vpe Be„(&) , x e C(p) n Bex(&), 
where C(p) = {x 6 A \ q'(x) £ p\ i = 1, 2 , . . . , n}. 
Proposition 11.15. Let h(p) = inf f(x), i.e. h is the extremal-value function of (2?2L) 
«C(p) 
with respect to (finite-dimensional) perturbations (4.1). Let h(9) be finite, and 
,. h(p) - h(9) 
hm —Vi-̂  v L > - oo . 
P-» \V\n 
Then, for any solution jc of (SP2L), (3*>2L) is calm at £. 
In agreement with [89] we shall term the problem (8P2j) calm, if the hypotheses 
of the preceding assertion are satisfied. The proofs of the implication „calmness => 
=> normality" can be found in [88], [89]. It can be shown that requiring a problem 
of the type (0>2L) to be calm is less stringent than most of the customary constraint 
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qualifications. Moreover, if h is finite on a neighbourhood (9 e °llm(9), then for almost 
all p e 6 the problems 
j(x) - inf 
(11.21) subj. to 
x e C(p) 
are calm. Indeed, h is on (9 nonincreasing as a function of each component pl 
separately. But such functions are known to be differentiable a.e. and the existence 
of Vh(p) implies evidently the calmness of (11.21). On the other hand, calmness is 
a rather hardly verifiable property and we are mostly forced to examine whether h 
is Lipschitz near zero. Strong results of this kind have been obtained for X being 
finite-dimensional, cf. [84], [89], [91]. A simplified part of them relevant for our 
investigations is summarized in Prop. 11.16 below. 
We denote 3 the set of solutions of (0>2L) and M\(x), M°(x) the sets of numbers 
(r0, rlt ..., r„) satisfying the conditions (11.19) for some xeS, k > 0 with r0 > 0, 
r0 = 0, respectively. Moreover, we denote 
Ml(S) = \JMl(x) , M°k(3) = VM°k(x) . 
Proposition 11.16. Let in (&2L) X be finite-dimensional, A be compact, h(9) be 
finite (h given by perturbations (4.1)) and Mk(S) = {9} for some k > K being 
a Lipschitz constant for [/, q1, ..., q"~\ on a neighbourhood of x. Then /; is Lipschitz 
near 9 and 
dh(9) c cdM'k(S). 
Thus, if the Mangasarian-Fromowitz constraint qualification is satisfied at all 
points x e 3, h is Lipschitz near 9. However, to ensure the local calmness of (2P2L) 
the following more modest requirement suffices: 
Corollary 11.16.1. Let x be a local solution of (0>2L) and M°k(x) = {9} for some 
fc > K. Then (0>2L) is calm at x. 
For the proof see [89], Cor. 5 of Th. 6.5.2. 
In Banach spaces, the known results are substantially weaker due to the difficulties 
with a realistic compactness assumption. The assertion below has been proved by 
Aubin and Clarke, see [83]. 
Proposition 11.17. Let in (0>2L) X and Z be Banach, q e <£\X, Z ] , A be convex 
and bounded and j be Lipschitz on A. If 
(.11.22) 9 e hit (q(A) - D), 
then h(p) = inf (j(x) \x e A, p — q(x) e D} is Lipschitz near 9. 
For another results of this kind, see [105], [112]. 
The concept of calmness is closely connected to a certain group of exact penalty 
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methods discussed in the next section. With respect to the extent and orientation 
of the supplement we could state only a few basic assertions, mostly in a simplified 
form. These results belong to the fundamentals of the modern theory of nonsmooth 
optimization and we have to refer the interested reader to the above cited works 
for a complete general treatment of these matters. Moreover, this theory is still 
under a rapid development and we may expect further important results on this 
field in the next years. 
12. A class of nonsmooth exact penalties 
Let (according to the notation introduced in Sec. 8) V be a l.c.s., W = R + 
and x\V—> R] be such a functional that x(9) = 0 and 
(12.1) inf x(p) = Se > 0 V0 e ^v(x0) . 
It is easily seen that 
(12.2) >h0, w) = w x(p) 
is sharp at 3. Let us first consider the problem (0*2) and the perturbations (4.1) 
so that 
(12.3) <P(x, p) = j(x) + dA(x) + dD(p - q(x)). 
The Lagrangian attains the form 
L(x, w) = j(x) + SA(x) + w inf x(v + q(x)) 
veD 
and we apparently need to impose some further assumptions concerning the,,penalty" 
functional x. We will distinguish two cases: 
(i) V = Z = »'", D = R'l, x(p) = £ xl(p') and x'[R -> « + ] are non-decreasing 
on ff+, i = 1, ..., m;
 ; = 1 
(ii) V = Z is a normed space and x = | • | . 
In the former case 
(12.4) L(x, w) = f(x) + dA(x) + w £ x%q\x)Y) , 
; = l 
and in the latter 
(12.5) L(x, w) = f(x) + dA(x) + w dist (- q(x), D). 
If Z is a Hilbert space, then 
(12.6) L(x, w) = j(x) + 5A(x) + w\\(q(x))
Dt\\ . 
As most used nonsmooth exact penalties are of the form (ii), the rest of this section 
is devoted to this type of dualisation. We denote ^'3(p, w) = w\\p\\ and we shall 
suppose that j and q are locally Lipschitz. 
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Proposition 12.1. For the extremal value function h(p) = inf <P(x, p) let 
xeX 
(12.7) M«2t^--*>-*. 
Then all w > w are solutions of the dual problem 
inf L(x, w) -* sup 
(92) subj. to xeX 
weR + 
and for these w's the minimizers of L( •, w) are the actual (global) solutions of (0>2). 
Proof, w e <3£3, /i(9) whenever w > vv. Hence, (02) is t/^-stable, and w is a solution 
of (3>2) according to Prop. 8.9. Clearly, for w = w 
inf L(x, vv) = inf [/i(p) + w||p|] 
xeX peV 
is attained also at p = 9. If w > vv, this infimum is attained solely at p = 9. Q 
The property (12.7) is very close to the (global) calmness defined in the preceding 
section. In fact, if e.g. (0>2L) is calm and / + 5A is bounded from below, then (0>2L) 
is i/»3-stable. However, as we wish to solve nonconvex problems (0>2) by way of (2)2), 
i.e. by the single unconstrained minimization of L(x, w) over x for a sufficiently large 
penalty parameter w, it is more important to relate local minima o f / and L(-, w). 
This question has been studied in many works since 1967, cf. e.g. [94], [104], [117]. 
We generalize first the notion of local calmness to the case of general mathematical 
program (0>2). 
Definition 12.1. Let x be a solution of (02). We say that (02) is calm at x provided 
there exist e > 0 and M > 0 such that 
(12.8) f(x) - f(x) + M\\p\\z > 0 VpeBz($), x e {y e A\ p - q(y)e D} . 
Proposition 12.2. Let Z be Hilbert and x solve (0>2) which is calm at x. Then, 
for some w > 0, x provides a local minimum for the Lagrangian L(-, w) given by 
(12.5). 
Proof. We take a fixed real number w > M. If the assertion is false, then for each 
integer k there is a point xk e A n B]J
k(x) such that 
f(xk) + w\\(q(xk)r\\<f(x). 
Necessarily, ||(«(xfc))
D*|| > 0. It follows 
l(«(*-)ril = I  -«(**) - (-#0)11 = !-«(*.) - ( -# ) ) ! - o . 
Let us define p* = q(xk) + ( - q(xk))
c. Then xk is feasible with respect to the constraint 
Pk - q(*k) e £> 
i03 
and simultaneously [|ptI = ||(g(xt))
D*|. Hence, 
f(xk) - f(x) + w\\pk\\ < 0 
which is the contradiction with Def. 12.1. • 
Unfortunately, we have no means to verify the local calmness in the general case 
of (0>2) with the only exception if the localized extremal-value functional 
hs(p) = inf {f(x) | x e A n & , p - q(x) e £>} 
is Lipschitz near 9 for some suitably chosen & e ^x(x) guaranteeing thatj(x) = hx(9). 
In such considerations, Prop. 11.17 may be applied. However, generally, we have 
to confine ourselves to locally Lipschitz programs (0>2L) defined over finite-dimen-
sional spaces X. Then, Cor. 11.16.1 implies the following statement: 
Proposition 12.3. Let x be a (local) solution of (0>2L) and let at x the Mangasarian-
Fromowitz constraint qualification be satisfied. Then, for some w, x provides a (local), 
minimum for the Lagrangian 
(12.9) L(x, w) = f(x) + bA(x) + w|(a(x))
 + |„. 
Proof. The constraint qualification (Prop. 11.14) implies that M°(x) = {9} 
for all k > 0, hence also for k> K (the Lipschitz constant for [/, q1,..., a"] near x). 
Cor. 11.16.1 implies then the calmness of (f?2L) at x and it remains to apply Prop. 
12.2. n 
Remark. In fact, the assertion of Prop. 12.3 was already extended for X being 
a Banach space. This extension was achieved using the apparatus of Levitin-Miljutin-
Osmolovskii approximations in [94]. 
In numerical solutions of (S>2) the choice of a proper value for w is extremely 
important. If w is too small, the minizers of L(-, w) need not satisfy the inequality 
constraints, if w is too large, the minimization of L( •, w) behaves numerically very 
badly. We have also sometimes a certain freedom in the choice of Z and hence in the 
penalty term dist ( — q(x), D). The case of Z being Hilbert is favourable not only 
for the elegant expression of the above distance (see (12.6)), but also with respect 
to the numerical solution of (92). 
Proposition 12.4. Let Z be Hilbert and q\X ->• Z ] be strictly differentiable at x. 
Then the function <p(x) = ||(9(x))D*| is strictly differentiable at x provided - q(x) <£ D 
with 
v M ^ v W j g ^ . 
U-q(x)eD, 
M x ) - (VM*))* (B>Z(S) "D*n {z}±). 
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Proof. The proof consists in an application of Chain rule II (Prop. 11.4) and 
the following simple 
Lemma 12.5. Let Z be Hilbert. Then the function »A(Z) = ||(Z)D*|| i s Frechet 
differentiableif(z)B* + 3 with 
(12.10) V ^ ( z ) = ^ — r . 
IK2) II 
If (z)D* = 9 
(12.11) # ( z ) = B^S) nD*n { z } 1 . 
Proof. iA may be rewritten into the form xj/(z) = V(2l||(z)D*||2). If (zf* + 9, 
it suffices to apply Lemma 9.2 which proves Eq. (12.10). Concerning Eq. (12.11) 
Z e # ( 9 ) o <£, hy ^ \\(h)D*\ VheZ. 
An analysis of the above inequality and the fact that for an aibittary positively 
homogeneous convex function o[Z -> W] and zeZ dv(z) = {£ G dv(9)\ <£, z> = v(z)} 
proves the result. • 
By a concrete evaluation of generalized gradients of the penalty term in non-
Hilbert spaces, Props. 11.5,11.6 and 11.7 are frequently utilized provided the projec-
tion ( — q(x))D exists. 
We demonstrate now the usage of this exact penalty approach on two examples 
of optimal control problems: in the first Z i s Hilbert, in the second Z = C0. The first 
example is the same as in Sec. 10, i.e. problem (10.22), where, however, x e ff^O, T] 
and also the system equation is such that x e ff^O, T Un\ Furthermore, let 
where ii\Ux -> B] is a regular locally Lipschitz function. 
We denote now s = (x1 — xf* (for its computation see [21]) and observe that 
J(u, x)=\ \p(u) dt. 
f  ] 
L(u, w) = [ \j,(u) dt + w j(\s(0)\2 + f i2 dt 
provided x corresponds to w with respect to the system equation. For the minimiza-
tion of L with respect to u for some fixed suitably chosen w a bundle method of the 
type [96] can be applied. Then, one needs a following statement: 
Proposition 12.6. Let u e Ljfi, T, Rl], x e H^O, T, Rn~\ be the corresponding 
trajectory, and a = 9 . f ^ & 
a = —- otherwise. 
IIs II 
Let x be the solution of the adjoint (integral) equation 
<t) + rP
FW'" (T))]%(r)dT = wd(t), d = (a,0,...,0)*, 
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with the terminal condition 
Then, 
|'j-_m_<ajx(0d,.s. 
The p r o o f is merely a combination of the Chain rule II with the general scheme 
of [16], how to construct adjoint equations. A discrete-time version of Prop. 12.6 
has been proved in [102]. 
The second example is the time-optimal control problem of a nonlinear parabolic 
system with constraints on stresses. It describes e.g. the seaking of such time-optimal 
heating of a body which does not damage it. The problem can be posed as follows 
(due to its complexity we do not use the notation of (^3)): 
(12.12a) T -> min 
subj. to 







г o n g = (0, 1) x Q, 
= g(q, T) on S = (0, 1) x ÕQ , 
q(0, 0 = Чo on Q , 
7 _ _ _ ð/__l 
ÕXІ 
£ «____, _ «___ on _ for each t _ ^ j . . _ ^ ^ _. ^ 
y=i <5x7-
£ <T0.(I>) «j = j8(t_) nf on 3fl for each r e (0 ,1 ) , ie {1,2,3}, 
ÕT 
<p(q) _ |£(u)|r for each (.*, x) e Q , 
e [0, CT] on (0 ,1) , T(0) = To , T(l) ~ T,, 
where Q is a sufficiently smooth domain in R3, ou(v) = 2/x e0(i;) + A<5y _] ekk(v), 
k=l 
i,j= 1,2,3, <5;j. is the Kronecker symbol and <?,._,.(«) = i((8vtjdx'j) + (dvj\dx$), 
i, j = 1, 2, 3. 2 _t 0, /. > 0, c > 0, fc0 > 0, fc, > 0, T0 _: 0 and 7_' _: 0 are given 
constants, __« -> «+] , y[ff - • « + ] , #[ff2 -> « ] , cp[R -> ff+] are given sufficiently 
smooth functions, cp > ku Vy > ku on R. g(q, T) = k0T
4 + n(q), where rj < 0, 
V)7 < 0 on R+, lim r\(q) = -co(g corresponds to the Stefan-Boltzmann boundary 
<y-^ + co 
value condition). E is a linear differential operator from Ct(Q, R
3) into C0(Q, R
s); 
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in the general 3-dimensional case s = 6 and 
E:p~(j2(^ - ^ - V V 2 ^ - ^ , V 2 f ^ - ^ 
V \dxi dx2) \8x1 dxj \dx2 dx3 
\3x 2 cbcj/ \cbc3 3x, j \dx 3 3x 
(If Q possesses some special symmetries, smaller 5 and simpler E can be chosen.) 
The appropriate solution q of the system equation (12.12b) is regular in the classical 
sense (cf. [95]). Combining appropriate results from [99], [100], [113], one can prove 
the same assertion for (12.12c). 
Denoting by Tthe operator assigning q to given (T x) according to (12.12b) and 
T the operator assigning v to given q according to (12.12c), we can reformulate the 
problem (12.12) into the form corresponding to (0*2) as follows: 
subj. to 
(12.14) — 6 < 0 , CT> on <0, 1>, T(0)=To, T(l) = T, , 
8t 
4i(co(T, x)) g 0 on Q , 
where co: (T T) h-> (cp ° Y(T, x), E ° T ° Y(T, T)), (T r) e COjl(0, 1) X R is differentiable 
and \jj : (yu y2) 1—• |y2 |s — yt, (ylf y2)e R x R
s is non-diferentiable. Thus in the 
notation of (02) (cf. page 5 of the supplement) A : = {(T x) e COjl(0, 1) x R \ (dT\dt) e 
e [0, CT] a. e. in [0, 1], T(0) = T0, T(l) = Tu x e [0, T 0 ] } for a fixed T0 > inf of 
problem (12.14) (in such a manner we preserve some compactness of A). D will be 
the cone of nonnegative functions on Q e.g. considered in C0(<2) or L2(Q). In this 
context, the arguments of the Arzela-Ascoli type can be used to prove the existence 
of a solution of the problem (12.14). 
Due to the non-smooth character of the problem, the exact penalty method 
described in this section is adequate to find its solution. The Lagrangian has the form 
(12.15) L(T, x, w) = T + 5A(T, x) + w dist (i[/ ° co(T x), -D). 
If we take Z = C0(Q) or L2(Q), dist (x// ° co(T, x), - D) = ||(t// ° m(T, T ) )
+ | j z . Thus 
the second factor of the third term of L is a composition of co and the function 
e:y^\\(xjj(y)y\\z, yeZ
s+1. 
For the use of the described bundle methods, it is necessary to find an element 
of the generalized gradient dT xL.To obtain it we need to find §£ = &Tt = (Vcu(T, T))* 
and an element of d&. The operator 3? has the form 
(12.16) 2£ : (h, k) ^ (VT(T T))* ° (Vcp(Y(T, x))* h + (VT(Y(T, -)))* ° E*k), 
heZ* , fee (Zs)*. 
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The operator (VY(T,x))* assigns the vector ((dgjdT) (q, T)xwjs, $QAqw dx dt)toagiven 
real function/ on Q, where q = Y(T, x) and w is the solution of the equation 
(12.17) Vy(q) — + t Aw = - / on Q, w(l, •) = 0 on Q , — = ^-(q, T) . 
3t 3n 3a 
The operator (VT(a))* assigns the function V/?(a) div z to a given function e [g -> W3], 
where z solves the problem 
(12.18) j ^ ^ M = - e on Q, £ <ry(z) n, = 0 on 3iQ , i = 1, 2, 3 
for * e < 0 , 1 > . 
Of course, if Z = C0(<2), e a n d / need not be functions generally, but (12.17) and 
(12.18), respectively, remain formally true. 
In case Z = C0(Q), 30 has the following form: denote Mf:={£0eQ \f((0) = 
= sup/(()} for a function/defined on Q. Let us remark that Mf + 0 for / e ij/ ° co(A). 
It holds (supposing s = 6) 
+(y1 ; y2) = ( p ^ - , - l ) sign(|y2 |6 - yi)
+ if 0 + |y2 |6 + y, 
V|V2 6 / 
'2 , - 1 ) a e < 0 , l > ( if 0±\y2\6 = yi 
дф 
( 1 2 - 1 9 ) I V|^2|6 
= { ( c , - l ) s i g n ( - y 1 )
+ | c e i ? 6 ( 5 ) } if y 2 = 9 , y t + 0 
= { a ( c , - l ) | a e < 0 , l > , eeflJ(S)} if | y 2 | 6 = yx = 0 
for ip from (12.14). To compute it, we have used Prop. 11.3. For £ e g let us denote 
by /x? the element of Z* having the form </ic,/> = f(C),feZ. We denote further-
more by P(Mf) the set of all probability measures on Mf. Using Prop. 11.3 and 11.7, 
we obtain 
(12.20) 80(h) = | f C9?(h) j . , dv | c/>c(h) e #
+ ( / J ( C ) ) , V S P(M tA+(/i))l, tt 6 Z 7 , 
cf. also [89]. 
Remark. Optimal control problems are typically defined over- the Cartesian 
product of two spaces. It would be very convenient to work with partial generalized 
gradients; however, it is possible only in some very special cases, cf. [102]. 
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13. A dual treatment of noncalm problems 
There exist very simple nonconvex programs e.g. of the type (3P 2), where / , q 
are continuously differentiate, but they are noncalm and hence any dualisation 
presented previously is not applicable. Additionally, necessary optimality conditions 
of the type of Prop. 11.13 cannot be applied, because we cannot ensure that r0 > 0 
and it is well possible that they do not hold at any solution point of the program 
in question. Smith and VandeLinde have proposed in [110] a dual treatment of 
a large class of such problems. This approach enables to obtain sufficient optimality 
conditions of a saddle-point type which may be applied under very weak assumptions. 
Concerning the numerical solution of the dual problems, as to our knowledge no 
technique based on generalized gradients (like bundle methods in the Lipschitzian case) 
is available. The reason lies in the unboundedness of generalized gradients which 
destroys the convergence proofs. Therefore, one has to confine to methods of the 
type [114] not using any gradient information and they are, naturally, not very 
successful. 
In this section we will present the theory of [110] in the duality framework of Sec. 
8. It will be again applied to the mathematical programming problem (92), where D 
is a convex cone with the vertex at the origin. We show that the sharpness of \j/(p, w) 
at p = # is not always necessary if one wants to derive a usable duality scheme. 
Assume that the constraint space Z in (3P2) is normed, V = Z and $ is given 
by (12.3). Then clearly the extremal-value function h is nonincreasing with respect 
to the partial ordering given by D. Let W = {(v0, v.) j v0 >. 0, vt > 0} and 
(13A) UP,") = VO\\(P)T • 
Definition 13.1. \Jf is said to be D-sharp at & e V if for all weW, all neighbourhoods 
& of — D, all /x e R and all £ > 0 there is a w e W and a neighbourhood (9 of — D, 
§ c 6 such that 
(13.2) \j/(p, w) ^ il/(p, w) + n VpeV\® 
(13.3) \l/(p, w) ^ - g Vpe0 
and 
(13.4) \Jt(p,w) = Q on -D xW. 
We remark that by the neighbourhood of a set A <= Vwe mean an arbitrary set <9 
containing By(A) for some £ > 0 where 
Bey(A) = {v 6 V | dist (v, A) g E} . 
Clearly, for D = S the D-sharpness of ^ at 9 becomes the sharpness of \// at d 
in the sense of Def. 8.2. 
This generalization may be exploited as follows: 
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Proposition 13.1. Let h(9) be finite, h possess some ^-minorant and satisfy the 
condition 
(13.5) Ve > 0 3IJ > 0 • such that x e J3£(- D) => h(x) = h(9) - e . 
Moreover, let \[f be D-sharp at 9. Then ft is lower i//-regular at 9. 
Proof. We may proceed exactly as in the proof of Prop. 8.4 with i/̂  given by 
l H ^ _ / ^ ) - 2 £ - ^ , w ) for PeX\(-D) 
WAP} \ / i ( 9 ) - 2 e for p e - D . • 
Remark. Condition (13.5) is satisfied e.g. if h is uniformly l.s.c. at d(— D), i.e. 
Ve > 0 3rj > 0 such that V x 0 e 5 ( - D ) Vx e B£(x0) 
h(x) - h(x0) >= - e . 
Let us now investigate the D-sharpness of i^4 given by (13.1). 
Proposition 13.2. Let for any p e V the following implications hold: 
(13.6) V £ > 0 3 ( 5 > 0 such that dist (p, - D) ^ £ => ||(p)D|| > 5 , 
(13.7) pe-D=>(p)D = 9 . 
Then the function i//4 defined by (13.1) is D-sharp at 9. 
Proof. Clearly, it remains to prove only that for a suitable couple ((v0, Oj) and 
& - 0 
vol lOrT' = M O O T + P V p e F x t f , 
where w = (v0, v j , w = (v0, vt) and all other symbols remain as in Def. 13.1. But 
indeed, if for all peV\(9 dist (p, — D) ^ £ > 0, then it suffices to set 
V0 = V0 + yt, v". = V. 
due to the condition (13.6). • 
Remark. If V is a Hilbert space, conditions (13.6), (13.7) are implied by D _ £>*. 
Indeed, due to Lemma 5.1 we have then for any p e f f 
p = (p)D + (p)"D and dist (p, - D ) = |(p)-*|| . , 
Also for V = C0(K) or _ , (_ ) , a e [1, +co] , where K,Q c R" are compact and 
measurable, respectively, conditions (13.6), (13.7) hold provided D is the cone 
of nonnegative functions and we set (x)D = x + , where x + : f t~> (x(r))+. 
By definition 
(13.8) L(x, w) = j(x) + SA(x) + v0 inf \\(v + q(x))T 
veD 
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and again, as in Sec. 12, some additional requirements are needed to remove the 
infimum of the right-hand side. 
Proposition 13.3. Let the condition (13.7) be satisfied and, moreover, the function 
| |(-)D | be subaditive. Then 
(13.9) M\\(v + q(x)r\\ = \\(q(x)r\\. 
veD 
Proof. For all v e D 
\\(V + q(x) - v)D\\ ^ \\(v + q(x))D\\ + \\(-v)D\\ = \\(v + q(x))D\\ . • 
Corollary 13.3.1. The equality (13.9) holds provided either 
(i) V is Hilbert and D = D*, 
or 
(ii) V = C0(K, R") orLq(Q, M"), qe[l, + oo], D is the cone of nonnegative (vector-
valued) functions and (x)D = x+ (componentwise). 
In the rest of the section it is supposed that one of the assumptions of the preceding 
corollary is satisfied. The dual problem attains then the form 
in f [ /W+vo | | (<7 (x ) ) D | | v ' ] - sup 
xeA 
(92) subj. to 
(v0,Vl)eW. 
An eventual duality gap vanishes provided h satisfies the conditions of Prop. 
13.1 — however, they may be rather hardly verifiable. Fortunately, the investigated 
dualisation is the only nonconvex one in our supplement which possesses a rather 
simple stability criterion expressed in terms off, q and D and hence in many cases 
directly verifiable. Therefore, we turn our attention to the question of ^-stability 
of (3P2) (with respect to <£> given by (12.3). 
Definition 13.2. Problem (0>2) is exponentially stable if h(9) is finite and 
. , h(p) - h(9) 
m f 1 i i / J > ~ ° ° -
p*9 IN 
Proposition 13.4. There exists a scalar v0 ^ 0 such that (v0, v^) e d~Ji(9) iff 
problem (3P2) is exponentially stable with a = v*i-
Proof. We will prove only the "sufficiency" part of the statement. For the rest 
we refer to [110]. Let us consider first the Hilbert case. 
For p G - D we have h(p) ^ h(9). Also for such p iiA(p, w) = 0 (D = D*) and we 
immediately have the subgradient inequality 
h(p) ^ h(9) - i//4(p, w) for p e - D and w e W. 
Let pe(Z\(-D)). Then, clearly p - (p)~De D and h(p - (p)'D) ^ h(p) by the 
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monotonicity of h. Consequently, 
KP) - m > h(p - (pyD) - hM = h((p)°) - *w > oo 
\\(p)T " \\(p)T \\(P)T 
by the exponential stability of (3P2). 
Concerning the requirement (ii) of Cor. 13.3.1, realize that for x~ : 11-> min (0, x(t)) 
p - (P)-D = P - (P)~ = P+ = (P)D 
so that one may proceed along the same lines as in the Hilbert case. • 
In what follows we exploit similarly as in Sec. 11 the notation dB(x) = dist (x, B) 
for a set B c V. Moreover, we denote 
Sp = {xeA\p-q(x)eD}. 
In the following two lemmas it suffices to suppose that V is a normed linear space 
only. 
Lemma 13.1. For every convex set K c V and each v0eV 
(13.10) dK(v0) = max [<*;*, v0> - 5K(v*)] . 
t.*EBV*(S) 
Proof. For each v* e Bv,(9) <u*, v0> - 5^(v*) < dK(v0). The equality for a suitable 
v* e Bv,(9) we prove for v0 = 9 (it corresponds to a suitable shift of the coordinates). 
Due to the appropriate separation theorem, there is v* e V* such that inf (v*, v}r = 
= sup <£i*, v>v = x < 0 for Q0:= {veV\ \\v\\y = dK(v0)}.
 VEQ° 
veK 
Taking v* = v*[dK(v0)l-x] we obtain t>* e _?^.(d) and 5K(v*) = -dK(v0). • 
Lemma 13.2. Let K be a convex cone in V. Then d_K is nondecreasing with respect 
to the ordering generated on V by K. 
Proof. Let v2 — vleK. By Lemma 13.1 there is v* e Bv,(9) such that d_K(ut) = 
«--.t(»2) = <»*. U2>K = <"f» "l>K = < - - K ( » I ) • • 
Proposition 13.5. Let V be a reflexive strictly convex Banach space (instead of 
supposition (i) of Cor. 13.3.1) or let supposition (ii) of Cor. 13.3.1 hold. Then (3P2) 
is exponentially stable iff there is oe e (0, 1] such that 
(13.11) inf M > - co . 
_ ^ ( d _ D ( g ( x ) ) 
Proof. We shall suppose h(9) = 0 and define A0 := {xeA \f(x) < 0}. Suppose 
A0 4= 0 (the case A0 = 0 is trivial). Clearly A0 n s9 = 0 and 
i n f M_ i n f inf M»s. 
peF \\p\r p$-D xeAonSp \p\y 
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As by Lemma 13.2. \\p\\v _% d_D(p) _t d_D(q(x)) for each x e Sp, 
E = MhM±M inf /feL ;> inf /_»_ . . 
p«K |_>||K P#-B*MO (d__>(_(x)))a __„\_8 (d_D (_(x)))
a 
Conversely, 
_, * - > _ inf _g_j] _ inf K#)-faW)-°) _ inf K£l, 
_ * M . (_?__.(«(*)))• x^ss3 |g(x) - (a(x))
 D\\" xeA\s3\\q(x)-(q(x))
 D\\* psv \\p\\~ 
because q(x) — (q(x))~D __; q(x). __ 
Remark. Proposition 13.5 holds even for the case Vis a normed linear space ([HO]). 
Of course, then the projection does not exist in general. 
Prop. 8.10 provides us now with the following valuable necessary and sufficient 
optimality conditions: 
Proposition 13.6. Let condition (13.11) hold with a = v_. Then for a suitable finite 
scalar v>0 _l 0 x solves (_~2) iff 
(13.12) L(x, v„, v_) __ L(x, v0, v.) __ L(x, v0, v_) 
for all xe X, v0 __: 0 , v_ > 0 . 
Proof. The exponential stability of (&~2) with a = v_ ensured by (13.H) implies 
the existence of v>0 __; 0 such that (v0, v_) 6 d"4h(5) due to Prop. 13.4. Hence (v0, v_) 
solves (02) and an eventual duality gap vanishes. Therefore, by definition, <P(x, •) 
is lower _>4-regular at 9 (h(9) = $(x, 9), h~(v0, \>_) = <P~(9, v>0, i>_)) and the assertion 
of (8.10) completes the proof. D 
It is evident that (similarly as in the dualisations of Sees. 9 and 12) if (\>0, v_) solves 
(02) then (v0, v_) solves (02) as well provided v0 > v0. 
Proposition 13.7. Let (v>0, (>_) solve (02), v0 > v>0 and x 6 arg inf L(x, v0, v_). 
Then x solves (^2). xeX 
Proof. For v0 = v0 the infimum of h(p) + v0|j(_>)
D|p is attained at p = 9 by the 
assumption. For v0 > v0 this infimum cannot be attained outside — D. Thus — _(x)e D. 
D 
We demonstrate now the application of Prop. 13.6 on a simple mathematical 
program from [110] which does not possess any Kuhn-Tucker vector in the sense 
of Def. 9.3. Solve 
f(x) = i - x -> inf 
(13.13) subj. to 
q(x) = 9x(3x2 - 3x + 1) - 1 __; 0 , xeR. 
This problem is exponentially stable for a = •_-. Due to Prop. 13.4 (v0, ^) solves 
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the corresponding dual problem, provided v0 is found by solving 
max inf {i - x + v0[(9x(3x
2 - 3x + 1) - 1 ) + ] 1 / 3 | xeR} . 
v0ao x 
Noting that q(x) = 27(x — i)3, the above expression becomes the form 
max i n f { i - x + 3 v 0 ( x - l )
+ | x 6 « } = m a x j " ° ° .{ V° < *} , 
v0gO x v 0gO I
 U U V0 = 3J 
It can be easily seen that e.g. (£, J, ^) is a saddle point of the Lagrangian; hence 
x = % is a solution of (13.13) due to Prop. 13.6. Alternatively, we may take any 
v0 S: i and minimize 
L (x ,v 0 , | ) = i - x + 3 v 0 ( x - i )
 + 
which provides us again with x = i due to Prop. 13.7. 
We close this last section of our supplement with a simple optimal control problem 
on which we illustrate not only the application of the presented dualisation, but simul-
taneously a simple use of the extended calculus of Clarke. So, let in (&3) U = 
= Lao[0, T,R
m~],Y = R", 
J(u) = j/oMO) dt 
with f0[R
m -> R], A assign to each ue U the terminal state y(T) of the differential 
equation 
XtWW'MO) 
with the initial condition y(0) = a and f[R" x Rm -* ff"], M = U and JV = 
= {z e W" | - o ( z ) e R+}, q[R" -* R]. We suppose that functions j0,j and q are 
continuously differentiable and transcribe the problem (as usual) into the mathema-
tical programming form 
J(u) -> inf 
(13+4) subj. to 
q(y(l)(u))S0 
tt6L„[o,i,r]. 
Provided (13+4) is exponentially stable for some a € (0, l ] we may solve it by way 
of its dual 
(13.15) max inf{j (u) + v0[(q(y(l)(u)))
+]*} , • 
v 0 i O ueV 
and the existence of maximizing v0 = 0 is ensured by Prop. 13.4. 
Proposition 13.8. Let (v0, a), a 6 (0,1) solve (13.15) and j> be the trajectory corre-
sponding to a control u with respect to the system equation. Let the system be locally 
controllable at (ti, j>), i.e. we assume that for any h(T) e R" there is k eL^O, T, «"] 
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such that h(T) is the terminal state of the linearized equation 
h{t) = %mm m + vmm } a< e on 1]t _ 9 
<9y <3w 
Finally, let V<j(j)(T)) =j= 3. Then the following condition is necessary for u to be 
a solution of (13+4): 
(13.16) Vfo(u(t))-df^^Tp(t) = B on [0,T], 
du 
where p is the solution of the adjoint equation 
(13.17) K 0 = .W0,*(0)
T
p ( 0 a.e. o n [ 0 ; T ] 
backwards on [0, T] from the terminal condition 
(1318) P m -
/ 3 if * M r ) ) < 0 
{ > P[I)-\-^q(y(T)) if a(XT)) = 0 
for some /? e [0, co]. 
Proof. Let us denote for x e R cp(x) = v0(x
+)*. Evidently, <p°(0; 1) = D q>(0; 1) = 
= + oo, <p°(0; - 1) = D <p(0; - 1 ) = 0. 
The rest consists in combining the chain rule of Prop. 11.11 with the standard 
way of constructing the adjoint equations in the same way as in [102] for the optimal 
control problem with the objective 
j(u) + (p(q(y(T)(u))). 0 
Remark. As D cp(0; 1) = +co, we could solve by way of (13.15) even problems 
where Vq(y(T)) = 3- for y being an optimal trajectory. However, in such a case, 
we cannot use even the extended calculus to state the optimality conditions in the form 
(13.16)-(13.18) because the requirements of Prop. 11.11 cannot be met. 
CONCLUSION 
As we have already mentioned at various places of the supplement, there is a lot 
of significant duality concepts and important duality applications in mathematical 
programming which could not be described here due to the extent limitations. Let 
us still mention e.g. the duality in semi-infinite programming (cf. [85]), in discrete 
programming (cf. [116]) or the important applications of Lagrange dualisation 
in linear and quadratic programming. Also our reference list is by far not exhaustive; 
it is a small fraction of the literature devoted to duality theory and its applications. 
On the other hand both the convex and nonconvex perturbational theories of duality 
have been discussed in a sufficient extent so that any reader could, with the help 
of them, construct and investigate his own general or specialized duality schemes. 
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During the whole paper we have emphasised the usage of single dualisations for 
the numerical solution of extremal problems by way of their (unconstrained or 
easily constrained) duals. Let us conclude, therefore, by a few remarks concerning 
the actual numerical solution. In Institute of Information Theory and Automation 
(UTIA CSAV) a package of codes has been collected based on three "core" routines 
for the actual minimization: 
(i) COGOMP — for the minimization of continuously differentiable functions 
with respect to linear constraints; 
(ii) CONWOL — for the unconstrained minimization of convex continuous 
functions; 
(iii) BOREPS — for the minimization of weakly semismooth (cf. [98]) functions 
in presence of constraints in the form of upper and lower bounds. 
The first code has been constructed by Z. Schindler on the basis of Beale's conjugate 
gradient method. The second and the third code are typical bundle methods and have 
been written by CI. Lemarechal. Besides these "core" routines the package contains 
a number of auxiliary codes for treating the state-space constraints in optimal control 
problems with systems described by ordinary differential equations. They use the 
Fenchel dualisation, shifted penalty approach or exact penalties with norms in 
H1, C0,Lt. Some numerical experience collected by solving practical problems can 
be found in [61], [91], [92], [93]. [108]. The package is currently under develop-
ment as we wish to be able to solve distributed-parameter constrained control 
problems as well. We also wish to add still one "core" routine for minimization 
of quasidifferentiable functions based on the ideas of [107], [115] especially with 
respect to nonsmooth optimal control problems. 
APPENDIX 
As the notion of the rotundity is not sufficiently widely known, we will give the 
proof of Prop. 1.11. Without a loss of generality we suppose u = 9, u* = 9,f(9) = 0 
throughout the proof and, moreover VGf*(9) = 9 under the differentiability assump-
tion. 
For / weakly rotund at 9 relative to 9e V* we have f*(9) =0 , / * = 0 on V*r 
hence 9 e df*(9). Let for some v* e V*, n > 0 and a positive sequence Xn[0 n ^ 
;g f*(X„v*)jXn. The rotundity yields the existence of p > 0 such that 
IE QO*, »>| - /(»)] < 0 . 
veV 
|«,«,»>|- + «, 
Hence for every X e <0, ft} f*(Xv*) e R. We take a sequence {vn} <= V such that 
f*(Xnv*) <> 4«t>*, t>„> + 1/n)) - f(v„), n = n'0. As 
(.) nf(v„)\Xn = Kv*,vny- m + /ifn, neN, 
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then there is Ke R and n0 = n'0 such that K = ii(y*, v„} = \LU\, ne N, n = n0. 
Thus there is <5 such that f(v„) — <5, hence lim Lif(v„)\X„ = + oo which contradicts (*). 
In the converse case clearly f*(9) = 0. Let for a subset {u*,..., u*} c V*, 5 > 0 
and for each ne N an element v„ e V exist such that/(»„) <; 1/n and 
(**) <«*, v„} = <5 for a suitable 7" = ;'„ . 
Then there is j0e{l, ...,r} such that (**) holds for an infinite subset M c /V. 
Then/*(AM*0) = sup [1<M*0, I>„> - /(t>„)] = X5, hence Df*(B; u*B) = 5. 
neM 
Let V be a Banach space and V/*(S) = 3. Let there are n > 0 and {t>„} <_ V such 
that |j»_|| =t n and /(»„) <; 1/n2. Taking v* e V* with ||t>*|| = 1/n and <»*, »„> = 
= ^n, we obtain 
Conversely, iff is norm rotund at 3 relative to 3, then/*(3) = 0 , / * = 0 on V*. Put 
q>(n) = inf {/(») I v e V, \v\\ = LI}. We have 
0 ^ lim - ^ ? =_ E S Lp^3 = inf sup sup sup [<»*, »> - f(v)jX] = 
v*-0 J 0 * | 0»->O I U * I £ > 0 As(0,a> B« e B
,
K 4(S) n C 
£ inf sup sup L ~ SM\ _, inf sup L - <M\. 
s>0 fj&O /e(0,a> \ 2 / O O / i & O \ e / 
From the rotundity assumption there is <5„ such that cp([i) = 5„ for LI = 1/n. As cp 
is positive, increasing and convex on R+, <p(<xjn) = a<5„ for a ^ 1. Thus for e < nS„ 
and /* = 1/n <p(/i) ;> n̂ .<5„ = e/x = E(II — 1/n). If 11 = 1/n, then e(fi - 1/n) ^ 0 ^ 
= (p(li). Hence, inf sup (LI — (P(LI)JE) = 0 . D 
e>0 J J ^ O 
In [1] more general assertions than Props. 1.10, 1.11 have been proved with the 
help of a specially developed apparatus. 
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